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I. INTRODUCTION 
Photonuclear physics is the study of the absorption of 
gamma rays by nuclei and the subsequent decay of those nuclei. 
There are several major features. (a.) There is a res&nance 
peak in the cross section at about 20 MEV (million electron 
volts). The peak occurs at lower energies for higher atomic 
numbers. This is called the giant resonance. (b.) The domi-— 
nant process is dipole absorption. Dipole sum rules are 
roughly in agreement with measurements of the integrated cross 
sections, (c.) For moderate and high atomic numbers, proton 
emission is inhibited relative to neutron emission. This is 
due to the coulomb barrier. (d.) Processes in which more than, 
one neutron are emitted have smaller cross sections than 
processes in which just one nucléon is ejected. This is true 
at least in the giant resonance region. 
Most of the experimental work done falls into three gen­
eral classes. Each measures different quantities, and each has 
its limitations. These methods are (a.) total absorption, 
(b.) activation work for partial cross sections, and (c.) 
measurement of particle energy spectra to infer cross sections. 
(a.) Total absorption work has been done at the National 
Bureau of Standards (1). The limitations of this work are that 
the atomic absorption cross sections are larger than the photo-
nuclear absorption cross sections, and that no information is 
obtained about the branching ratios to the various possible end 
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t>rociuc ts. This method has the advantage of boirjj the most 
direct, in the sense that the data is very closely related to 
the resulting cross sections. 
(b.) In activation work, a partial cross section for 
production of a particular nuclide is measured. This includes 
several approaches. The activity of a residual nucleus can' 
be measured. Half lives in the range from less than one second 
(2) to about twenty minutes (3) have been measured conveniently. 
Outside of these limits, the experiments become difficult or 
cumbersome. Another method is to count neutrons with an 
energy independent neutron detector. "This has generally been 
done with the BF^ "long counter". The problem has been that 
until recently, the efficiencies were too low to measure the 
multiplicities of the reactions. Thus a weighted cross section 
was measured (G(y,n) + 2a{y,2n) + 3G(y,3n) ...). This is_not a 
very useful quantity. Presently a 40% efficient system has 
been used at Livermore (4), so that the multiplicity can be 
determined. This method has advantages of independence of the 
half life of the residual nucleus, and an experimental delay 
due to temporary storage of thermal neutrons in the detector. 
Activation work is also done by detecting protons, but count­
ing must be done during the beam pulse. 
(c.) Measurements may be made of the energy spe'Ctra of 
the emitted particles. This can include both protons and 
neutrons. This is useful where the density of states in the 
3 
residual nucicus is small, and thus is not applicable to high 
atomic numbers. 
There has been very little work done on the effect of 
(Y/2n) cross sections on the photonuclear absorption cross 
sections. The (y,n) cross sections are often large compared to 
the (Y,2n) cross sections, so the (Y>n) cross sections are 
often identified with the absorption cross sections. Generally 
small corrections are made for effects of (Y,2n) reactions 
based on statistical theories. This procedure is dangerous. 
Structure apparent in the (Y,n) cross section may not repre­
sent structure in the photonuclear absorption cross section, 
but may represent contribution from {y,2n) reactions. Also, 
contributions from (Y,2n) reactions must be properly evaluated 
if comparison is to be made to sum rules. Thus the motivation 
for the work reported in this thesis is the construction of an 
apparatus which (1.) can measure absolute (Y,n) and (Y,2n) 
cross sections for any nucleus, (2.) can be used for small 
samples of matter, perhaps even isotopically separated samples, 
and (3.) can measure structure in the (Y,n) and {y,2n) cross 
sections. 
In the work reported in this thesis, neutrons are counted 
by a high efficiency detector. A brief summary of the method 
employed will be given here. A burst of photons with known 
energy spectrum was incident on a sample of fluorine. After 
the beam passed, the neutrons which were produced in the sample 
4 
were detected. The beam intensity was adjusted so that the 
number of neutrons detected was usually less than three, al­
though data was recorded up to nine counts. After a time 
interval long compared to the lifetime of neutrons in the 
detector, the beam pulse was repeated and another neutron 
count is made. In this manner, the probability P(N) for 
detection of N counts is determined. The reaction rate for 
processes in which one and two neutrons are produced can be 
extracted from the P(U). The method for doing this is shown 
in section III, part A. If the spectrum of photons had been 
mono-energetic, then the cross section would have been available 
at this point. However, this is not the case. In order to 
alleviate this difficulty, the reaction rates must be measured 
at a series of energies. The number of reactions per unit 
dose delivered by the beam as a function of accelerator 
energy is called a yield curve. From the yield curve, the 
cross sections can be computed from a method developed by Cook 
(5). This is discussed in section III,i. Thus the two 
major steps which must be done are the creation of a yield curve, 
and the unfolding of the yield curve to get the cross section 
as a function of energy. 
The apparatus necessary to produce the yield curves will be 
discussed in section II. The computations necessary to develop 
the raw data into a yield curve and subsequently to a cross 
section curve are discussed in section III. This section also 
includes discussions of errors, and some checks which were 
to oe sure that the data is not biased. Theories with which 
the aata might be compared are discussed in section IV, and 
previous experimental results for fluorine are shown in section 
V. Results of the experiment and a discussion are found in 
section VI. Some technical details are presented in the 
appendicies. These consist of computer work which might be 
useful for other researchers attempting similar projects. 
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II. APPARATUS 
A. Summary — _ 
The task of the apparatus is to measure a good yield curve. 
The essential parts of the apparatus are (1.) source of ganvrria 
rays, (2.) shielding, (3.) detector, (4.) beam monitor, and 
(5.) electronics. These are shown in the approximate geometry 
in which they were used in Figure 1. Each of these items has 
its limitations, and each of them was in some sense a compro­
mise between what was desired and what could be obtained. 
(1.) The ideal source of gamma rays would be a black box 
with two dials, a hole, and a timing control. One dial would 
allow precise and continuous control of the energy of the well 
collimated pulsed monoenergetic beam of gamma rays coming out 
of the hole at up to about 150 î^EV, arid the other dial would 
control the intensity of the beam. The ideal beam would be 
very short in duration. The compromise used was the Iowa 
State University electron synchrotron. Its primary limitation 
is"that it produces a continuous spectrum of photons, the so 
called bremsstrahlung spectrum. The shape of the spectrum is 
given by Schiff (6). Details of the synchrotron have been dis­
cussed by Griffin (7) and by Anderson (2). Details in the 
application of the accelerator to the problems of this experi­
ment are discussed in section II,B. 
(2.) The shielding should eliminate all background radia­
tion. This consists primarily of natural radiation in materi-
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Figure 1. The geometry of the sh ieO.ding relative to the do nut and detector 
als around the detoctor, cosmic rays, and machine goneratoc 
background. Four inches of lead placed about the sides of the 
detoctor reduced the natural radiation background considerably. 
Thirty inches of iron and concrete between the accelerator and 
the detector reduced the machine generate-d—background. The 
borax placed on the accelerator end of the detector reduced the 
neutrons which leak through the iron shield about the beam. 
Massive concrete and iron shielding helped reduce the overall 
neutron and natural background. Even with all this shielding, 
the natural background associated with the measurement of the 
2.2 2 rSV gamma ray produced by capture of a thermal neutron by 
a proton was about 1000/sec. Machine generated background 
contributed about as much. Cosmic ray background contributed 
very little, and most of it was eliminated by an upper level 
discriminator. The overall signal to noise ratio was little 
better than one to one for the {y,n) measurement. The ratio 
was much better for the (Y,2n), since the background counts 
generally come in one at a time, each one independent of all 
others. 
(3.) The detector should have a high efficiency (see 
section good energy resolution (see section II,D,3), 
fast response time (see section II,D,3), and low background. 
The large liquid scintillation detector has the highest 
efficiency for detection of fast neutrons of any detector. 
It has good response time, but rather poor energy resolution. 
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Its poorest quality is its high background counting rate. This 
is due to its high sensitivity to both neutrons and ganuria rays, 
backgrounds due to gamma ray counting would be almost non­
existent for the "long counter" BF^ system. The compromise 
here is higher efficiency for more background. One way of 
improving the background problem may be found in loading the 
scintillator with a neutron capturing material such as gadolin­
ium. This reduces the neutron lifetime in the detector, thus 
reducing the counting time, thus reducing the natural back­
ground counts. 
(4.) The beam monitor must have an absolute calibration, 
so that the incident number of photons can be found. The 
monitor used was calibrated in terms of a chamber built to the 
specifications of Pruitt and Domen T8). The latter chamber 
has a measured absolute calibration. 
(5.) The electronics should be fast, stable, and con­
venient. Part of the electronics is of the modular type 
(Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier, Inc., Ml00 modular counting 
system). It is much faster than it has to be for this type of 
work, and its stability is sufficient. The standard counts 
were stable over a month period within about +0.6%, when the 
allowed statistical fluctuation was about +0.3%. The re­
maining electronics consists of the computer and devices such. 
as digital voltmeters and scalars which were interfaced to the 
computer. The use of. the computer made the operation of the 
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experiment fairly convenient. On the other hand, most of the 
computations had to be done on a larger and faster computer 
(the IBM 360/50), so that the results were not available until 
weeks after the experiment had been run. The details of the 
electronics are given in section II,D,4; the computer details 
are given in the Appendix. 
B. The Synchrotron 
Electrons are accelerated to energies from ten to fifty 
million electron volts (MEV) by the synchrotron. The acceler­
ator used is not the same as that used by Griffin (7), Ander­
son (2), and Bradford (9), but it has many systems in common 
with that accelerator. The electrons strike a 0.010" thick 
tungsten target in which their kinetic energy is transformed 
to bremsstrahlung radiation. This radiation has a continuous 
spectrum of energies up to a maximum energy equal to that of 
the kinetic energy of the electrons. An analytic expression 
for the spectrum is given by Schiff (6). The beam intensity 
is strongly peaked in the forward direction, and the angular 
2 2 
spread is of the order of mc /E. Here, mc is the rest energy 
of the electron, and E is the kinetic energy of the electron. 
Several problems were encountered in using the synchrotron 
for this experiment. They include intensity, stability, and 
beam pulse shape characteristics (the latter problem is called 
"knock-out"). The beam had to be reduced in intensity by 
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about three orders of magnitude in order to obtain the nccos-
sary counting rates. The fluctuations in beam intensity could 
not exceed about thirty percent over a run. This is ex­
plained in section Beam intensities and beam intensity 
fluctuations were definitely connected, so that lower inten­
sities led to poorer quality beams. A compromise was finally 
reached in which neither the intensity nor the fluctuations 
were as good as desired, but which could be used. The inten­
sities used were about l.S counts per beam pulse, compared to 
an optimum 0.3. The intensity fluctuations ranged from about 
15% to about 30%. The reason why this latter factor is im­
portant will be explained in section III,D,3. 
A servo system was designed to reduce slow (about one 
second) fluctuations in the beam intensity. Output pulses 
from a six inch liquid scintillation detector placed in the 
beam were converted to a voltage level. This level was 
proportional to the beam intensity. A difference voltage 
was then developed between this level and a preset level. 
This difference was then used to control a time delay, so 
that each time the synchrotron injector was fired, the timing 
was controlled by the servo. Thus a slightly larger beam in­
tensity would be cut down by earlier injection. 
The beam pulse had to be short. The counting system could 
not be turned on until the flash from the beam pulse died away. 
If the beam pulse was not short, then some of the neutrons 
i.Airoro ciio counting syst-crr. was txirric-.o. on. Y..G 
uio;; oï -c/.c -^eain nulsr: could 1:0 nbsorvuri wit;: '^cir;tiila 
Llor. ccc Lor locatcii airoctly behind the ionization c/iar./vc^r 
-.•-.or. 1 uor. i^oa." juration was loss than one- nicro-
ciccon... dinco tliis is much shorter than the 180 U3cc half 
life for neutrons in t.he die tec tor. it is satisfactory. 
lar::e curronc pulse in coiln outsir.e the vacuum system 
ir.itiaCv:J extraction. The speed and thoroughness with which 
this process is carried out depends on the amount of current 
rhrough the coils and the relative geometry of the electron 
beam, coils, and target. The beam orbit diameter depends on 
the frequency of the accelerating power applied (called 
"R.F.", radio frequency power). A good fast beam is obtained 
by proper balance of these factors. In order to get a good 
gcQinst^JLO^i rjalationship- b-etw-e-en the kncckout, coils and the 
beam location, the frequency had to be raised to 176 luc/sec. 
Its normal value is about 165 rac/sec. It was possible to 
operate at this high frequency because of the low beam inten­
sities. The R.F. could not have supported a beam of high in­
tensity at this frequency. Frequent checks were made to ensure 
that all of the electron beam was being collapsed to the 
tungsten target. This could be done by looking at the beam 
intensity fluctuation monitor in the 600 psecond counting 
period following the beam. 
The total dose for each run was measured with a thick 
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ionization chcinbGr (called MBS Jr) . It consists of a thick 
aluminum absorber followed by sets of thin flat plates which 
are connected alternately to ground and about 1200 volts. 
This chamber was calibrated in terms of a chamber built to 
National Bureau of Standards specifications (S), so that the 
output could be interpreted in terms of the incident energy 
of the beam. The ionization produced by the beam within the 
chamber is integrated on a polystyrene capacitor (capacitance 
— q 
was (1.12+.02)xlO farads), and the integrated charge was 
measured on a vibrating reed electrometer. 
C. Large Scintillators—Previous Work 
The detector is modelled after similar units constructed 
and operated at the Los Alamos Laboratory of the University 
of California. Reines and co-workers (10) used 75 cm. 
cylindrical tank viewed by ninety type 6292 phototubes. They 
report extensive computer computations of the efficiency and 
various parameters, involving neutron moderation and light 
collection. Some parameters of use to this work include the 
following. 
a) The time required to slow a neutron from 50 MEV to 
100 ev is about 0.3x10 ^ sec. This gives an indica­
tion of the time it takes after the beam pulse for 
the proton recoil pulses to be gone. 
b) The mean distance that a 10 MEV neutron goes before 
14 
its first collision is 20 cm. This means that hi%h 
efficiencies arc possible, since the radius of the 
tank is 50 cm. 
c) The decay time of the light pulse is expected to be 
— g 
about 20x10 seconds. This takes multiple reflec­
tions and absorption in the liquid into account. 
This will affect the dead time of the apparatus. 
d) About 100 photoelectrons were collected per Î4SV for 
gamma rays released by a sample in the beaim tube. 
This figure is higher than observed in this detector 
(about 10). The difference could be due to less 
transparent scintillator or use of plexiglass windows. 
e) The total area of the photocathodes relative to the 
area of the inside surface was 0.045. In this detec­
tor, this ratio was 0.077. 
These parameters assist in the design and operation of the 
detector. Large scintillation detectors similar to the one 
constructed for this experiment have been used in several 
other types of research. Ashby et (11) measured absolute 
(n,2n) cross sections. Diven et (12) measured fission 
multiplicities. Also, Reines and Cowan (13) used this type of 
detector to measure free antineutrino cross sections by 
protons. 
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D. The Detoctor 
1. The tank 
The detector consists of a cylindrical tank 40" in 
diameter and 43" in length (see Figures 2 and 3). It was 
constructed from ^' thick alurainum plates. The curved sides 
were rolled to shape from soft aluminum plates, and the flat 
ends were cut to shape and welded to place. All welds were 
done three times to minimize leaks. In spite of this, there 
wer e  a  few  s m a l l  l e a k s .  F o u r  f l a t  p l a t e s  w e r e  w e l d e d  a t  9 0 °  
intervals to the curved sides, on which holes were bored for 
the phototubes. A thick plexiglass window was placed in 
each of the 28 holes, so that tubes could be removed when 
necessary without draining the tank. Each windov/ was sealed 
with a silicone rubber "0" ring. The tubes were shielded from 
light, mechanical damage and electrical noise by brass con­
tainers. Two additional "0" rings were necessary for this. 
The phototube housings left the pins of the tubes exposed for 
testing and inspection. Light leaks were easily found by 
application of a light bulb around the outside of the tank 
with a low voltage applied to the photomultiplier tubes. 
Liquid leaks could be found by admitting a small positive 
pressure of He to the tank, and using commercial leak testing 
apparatus. 
A number of steps were followed before the tank was used 
for gamma ray or neutron detection. When it arrived from the 
Figure 2. View of the 40" detector with lid removed 
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Figure 3. Detail of the phototube housing. One tube is removed, 
and the plexiglass window is in place 
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shop, it was not at all clean, and had to be washed wij:h hot 
water and detergent, trichlorethylene, acetone and methyl 
alcohol. The first paint tested v/as a mixture of water glass 
(sodiu]:! silicate in water) and titanium dioxide. This did 
not adhere very well, so we finally used a commercial prepara­
tion which also used titanium dioxide as a reflecting agent. 
Preliminary experiments had indicated that the TiO^ surface 
-was better than clean aluminum. In order to get a really 
clean rough surface, the inside of the tank was roughened 
with a "spinner". This is a-hand operated power tool which 
has a 6" fiber wheel with abrasive particles imbedded in it. 
A primer coat was then applied ("Plasite" No. 710 3, Wisconsin 
Protective Coating Corp.), allowed to harden for several 
days, and then several coats of white paint were applied 
("Plasite", No. 7100-B). 
2. The photomultiplier tubes 
The next step in the assembly process was the mounting of 
the tubes. A plexiglass window was put on each tube with a 
clear optical grease (Dow Corning Compound C-20057), and the 
tube-window assembly was put into position with its associated 
"0" rings. The tube was mechanically protected, light tight 
and the tank was liquid tight. Light and liquid leaks were 
looked for after all the tubes were in place. 
The photomultiplier tubes (E.M.I, type 95833, 5", 11 
stage) had all been tested for gain and noise. Two wooden 
houses were built, each with a pulsating light sourco inside. 
Tubes were allowed an hour to adapt to the dark, then v/ore 
tested by Pleasuring the pulse size at the anode for various 
high voltages. Noise was measured by noting the size of the 
average noise pulses as a function of high voltage. About 50 
tubes were tested. In general, there was a good correlation 
between noise and gain (Figure 4). Twenty-eight tubes were 
chosen with performance closest to the center of the gain 
distribution. Two banks of fourteen tubes each had its inde­
pendent high voltage supply, so that the low gain bank could 
be adjusted to have the same pulse height distribution as 
the other bank. In addition, there were 500,000 ohm tv/o watt 
potentiometers in series with the high voltage for each-tube 
so that the gain of each tube could be adjusted. The-counting 
rate above a given threshold for each tube was measured with 
a °^Co source mounted close to the tube being measured. The 
potentiometers were adjusted so that the counting rates for 
all tubes were the same after correcting these counting rates 
for background. These counting rates could be made the same 
within a few percent. This procedure-was intended to improve 
the energy resolution, and to insure that the efficiency is 
maximum for a source mounted at the center of the tank. 
After the gain balance was completed, a time balance was 
made. The delay inherent in each of the 28 tubes was measured 
relative to the remaining 27. A time-to-pulse-height converter 
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Figure 4. Gain and noise for the phototul)cs. Tubes in tlic conter portions, 
marked "1" bank and "2" bank were used on the detector 
v/as put together from the modular electronics on hand (Fleure 
5) . It was calibrated by known lengths of RG5?J/U caille at 
four points, and with it relative delays in the nanosecond 
region could be made ('^'4 channels/ns) . The difference between 
-9 the fastest and slowest tubes was about 20 ns (20x10 seconds) 
The delays were compensated by cutting cables to appropriate 
lengths for each tube. The relative delay of the two banks 
was then measured, and found to be less than one nanosecond 
-9 (10 seconds). 
3. Energy and time resolution 
It was desirable to have the best possible time and energy 
resolution. Time resolution refers to the minimum delay of 
one neutron capture relative to a previous neutron capture 
such that the two are counted separately. Since the time 
resolution was good enough, no correction was made. However, 
the dead time must be looked at relative to the counting rate, 
so this question becomes important if the scintillator is 
loaded with a neutron capturing material such as gadolinium. 
In this case, the capture time decreases from 180 ysec to 
less than 40 psec. The energy resolution is the full width 
at half maximum for the spectrum of a monoenergetic gamma 
source. A good energy resolution will have the effect of re­
ducing background counts, since the upper and lower level dis­
criminators could be set closer to one another. In this sec­
tion, the factors effecting time and energy resolution will be 
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discussed. 
The most fundamental limitation in the time resolution 
for the apparatus is the dimension of the tank itself. It 
will take light approximately 5 nsec to cross the tank. One 
expects several reflections, so the ultimate time resolution 
cannot be less than about 10 ns. Another limitation is due to 
the fact that the energy resolution and time resolution are re­
lated, and the energy resolution is poor (about 30% for a 3 
MEV gamma ray). Since tl~e rise time of pulses is about 40 ns, 
we would expect a 30% variation in pulse heights, and we would 
expect the same type of variations in the time at which the 
pulse crosses a given voltage level. Thus we are faced with 
a 12 ns time resolution due solely to energy resolution. Note 
that since this depends on the time with which the pulses 
reach their maximum amplitude, it could probably be improved 
by using faster tubes. Note also that the energy resolution 
is proportional to the square root of the energy, so that the 
fractional resolution AE/E is worse at low energies, and hence 
the time resolution for low energy pulses will not be as good 
as for the high energy pulses. This in fact was observed as a 
loss in efficiency as the coincidence resolving time was de­
creased, and was found to be associated with low energy pulses. 
Note also that if the liquid were loaded with cadmium or 
gadolinium, the energy release would be bigger so that more 
low energy noise and background pulses would be eliminated. 
Another limitation on the time resolution is the pulse 
2G 
characteristics of the phototubes themselves. The tubes uned 
were KMI type 95S3-B, a standard 5", ll-stage tube. 'i'ho rise 
tine and pulse width are 15 ns and 44 ns according to trie 
raanufacturer. These specifications probably mean that if the 
tube is illuminated by a very short pulse of light, the current 
pulse at the anode will rise from 10% to 9 0% of its full 
height in 16 ns, and will have a full width at half maximum 
amplitude of 44 ns. This would be dependent on the voltage 
applied across the tube, and particularly on the voltage 
between the photocathode and first dynode. In a practical 
sense, these parameters depend on the circuit connected to the 
anode, also. The circuit used is shown in Figure 6. If the 
load resistor (here taken as about 1000 ohms) is made large, 
say 50,000 ohms, then the anode acts like a fast charge source. 
This charge would be integrated on the stray capacitance of 
the anode circuit, and v/ould decay away with the RC time con­
stant of the anode circuit. If the load resistor were made 
small, say 200 ohms, then the anode acts like a current source, 
so that the voltage output is proportional to the load re­
sistor. This case gives better time resolution, but lower out­
put voltages. In addition, small load resistors probably re­
sult in poorer energy resolution since the pulses are irre­
gular in shape. A compromise was established between these 
factors, so that good time resolution could be obtained with 
reasonable signal sizes. The time resolution limitations as 
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Pho-totube dynode and signal circuit.. One of 
circuits was connected to each of the photot 
roughly cstiniatod arc suiiiuiarized in Table 1. 
Table 1. Factors affecting the time resolution of the 
apparatus 
Estimated pulse 
width contribu­
tion, n-sec. 
Explanation 
100 time spread inherent in each tube, 
mostly cathode to dynode 
100 integration of pulses on stray 
capacitance 
12 energy resolution and pulse rise 
time 
20 light reflection, a few diameters 
1 relative delays of different tubes 
The individual pulses from the detector were slightly 
irregular in shape. The electronics (linear summing circuits), 
may be expected to smooth the pulses only very slightly, since 
their pulse rise times are of the order of a few nanoseconds. 
This irregularity in shape is probably due to electron statis­
tics at the photocathodes. One can estimate the average 
number of photoelectrons for a 3 MEV gamma ray. Knowing the 
-7 
size and shape of the pulses (0.1 volt, 10 second) and the 
-11 load resistor (1000 ohms), one can estimate the charge (10 
coulombs). The manufacturer specifies the gain (roughly 
2x10^ at the voltage, at which this test was made), and so an 
estimate of the number of electrons produced at the photo-
cathode can bo made (approximately 30)- Thus there arc about 
10 Glectroi". s/IlEV produced at the photocathodo from a garrtina ray 
of energy E in the tank. This gives an energy resolution 
(An/n =./30/3b) of about 17% for a 3 MEV gamma ray. The reso­
lution observed is not that good, being between 25% and 30%. 
However, the order of magnitude agreement is good, and the 
result of 10 photoelectrons/MEV is probably a good index of 
the limitations on the energy resolution of the tank. There 
are additional factors which can lead to poor resolution. 
There will be smaller contributions to the energy resolution 
AS at the dynodes. If the number of electrons from the photo-
cathode is 30, then the number from the first dynode will be 
about 100. Thus a 10% spread must be added to the 17% spread 
from the photocathode. This would bring the spread up to 
about 20%. In addition, the multichannel analyzer with which 
the spectra were measured was designed to detect the peak of 
pulses of about 1 ysec duration, and these pulses were about 
0.2 usee long. Thus the measurements of energy resolution were 
all rough measurements. 
It might be added that the energy resolution seems to be 
proportional to /Ê as expected from the above arguments (see 
Figure 7). This was demonstrated using a light source inserted 
in a window on the end of the tank, and also with radioactive 
sources. Also, the resolution obtained from the sum of all 28 
tubes is better than the resolution obtained from either bank o 
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Energy resolution as a function of energy. 
Note that the resolution is proportional to 
the square root of the energy 
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14 tubes by the required factor of /2. In the same line of 
reasoning, it is not possible to see a peak in the spectrum 
of pulses from a single phototube with a gamma source of 
energy less than 5 MEV, because we would bo dealing with line 
widths of "the order of 100% or more. 
Once the gains and relative delays were adjusted, it was 
necessary to energy calibrate the detector. This was neces­
sary because a 2.22 i/iEV gamma ray resulting from the capture 
of a thermal neutron in a proton was used. The energy calibra­
tion was done by placing various gamma sources at the center 
of the tank and observing the pulse height spectra produced 
(Figures 8,9,10). There were several noteworthy features. 
First, the peaks observed were not very sharp, so that gamma 
ray spectroscopy was out of the question. Secondly, the peaks 
shifted to a lower channel when the source was moved from the 
center to the edge of the tank. This shift was probably due 
to two factors. One is that more of the gamma rays can es­
cape after only one or two collisions in the tank. Since 
most of the scattering in this low-Z material is by the 
Compton effect (14), the peak seen when the source is at the 
edge of the tank is more like a Compton edge. At the^,center, 
it is a total absorption peak. As an example, when one looks 
at Co*^^ with this detector, one sees a peak at 2.50 MEV, 
corresponding to the simultaneous total absorption of the 1.33 
and 1.17 MEV gamma rays. The energy of cascade gamma sources 
CïfvTER 
r-
Figure S. Pulse height soectra of source. 
top, the source is mounted at the center of 
the tank. The lower figure shows how the 
spectrun changes as the source is rùoved to the 
edge of the tank 
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Figure 9. Pulse height spectra of " T1 and Cs. 
The ti20S has two garma rays in cascade 
(2.5 and .7 I^IEV) , and the Cs has only one 
gamma ray (. 7 
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Figure 10. Response of the detector to J-ia-Be neutron 
source. The two peaks are due to capture 
of -thermal neutrons in protons (2.2 Z-ZV) , 
and the decay of the carbon nucleus (4.5 
MEV) 
seen with the ganmia source at the edge is plotted (Figure 11) 
on the energy calibration as if it represented total absorption 
of one gaizmia ray. This is not quite true; one expects it to 
be shifted up because the 211 detector will soir.etiraes see ab­
sorption of both gamma rays, and it will be shifted down be­
cause of the Corapton scatter and escape of one gamma ray while 
the time coincident garoma ray is totally absorbed. The energy 
calibration was not crucial to the work here, but helped one 
understand the processes going on in the detection of a neutron. 
In practice, the efficiency was measured as functions of the 
lower and upper energy level discriminators anyway. 
4. Electronics 
A brief description of the electronics will follow next. 
The photomultiplier tubes are all connected as in Figure 6. 
Each tube is D.C. coupled, so that negative high voltage 
supplies are used. Positive supplies were tried, but there 
seemed to be problems of coupling out the large pulses which 
would be associated with the beam pulse and cosmic rays. The 
transistor couples the signal from the 1000 ohm load resistor 
to the 50 ohm cable. 
The outputs from the fourteen tubes (arranged on the tank 
so that two adjacent tubes are never members of the same bank) 
are fed into linear mixing circuits. Since there were D.C. 
voltages present in all the phototube outputs, it was considered 
desirable to A.C. couple at the input of the mixers. However, 
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this was done with a very long time constant coruparcd to the 
pulse lengths. The block diagram of the electronics is shown 
in Figure 12. The essential parts are the noise eliminator, 
discriminators, and scaler. The noise eliminator consists of 
a fast coincidence circuit driven by triggers from each bank. 
The levels on the triggers are set substantially below the, 
lower level discriminator, and the pulses are clipped to about 
30 ns, so that the total coincidence resolving tirae (an output 
.pulse is produced when two inputs have a time overlap of 2 ns 
or greater) is about 60 ns. If the coincidence resolving time 
is made shorter, the efficiency of the detector drops off. 
The discriminators consist of lower and upper level discrim­
inators. The lower level has a dead time of. 300 ns, corres­
ponding to the pulse length for 2.2 tlEV radiation. The upper 
level is set to a 1000 ns dead time, since it has to turn the 
detector off for the relatively infrequent large cosmic ray 
pulses. 
5. Efficiency determination; half life of neutrons in the 
detector 
The efficiency was determined using an Mi-Be neutron source 
which produced about lO"^ neutrons/sec. The americium and 
beryllium are mixed in a fine powder so that particles from the 
americium can produce neutrons according to the reaction 
^He ^Be ^n 
Americium is used because it produces only a very low energy 
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Figure 1 2 .  Eloctronics confic/urali ion to look at pulse height spectra 
gamma ray with each alpha particle. However, 60S of the time 
the carbon is left in an excited state which decays with the 
emission of a 4.5 WEV gamma ray (15). Thus the detection of 
this high energy gamma ray is a sure indication that a neutron 
was produced. The efficiency measurement made use of this 
fact. A 2" sodium iodide detector was placed at the center of 
the beam tube (see Figure 13) with the Am-Be neutron source. 
A window discriminator connected to the sodium iodide detector 
started a gate cycle whenever the 4.5 MEV gamma ray was de­
tected . Counts could be observed in the large tank at 2.2 
MEV which were correlated in time with the 4.5 i'lEV gamma rays. 
The half life of the 2.2 lŒV counts after 4.5 MEV counts 
was about the same as the half life of neutrons produced in 
the tank by the synchrotron (see Figures 15 and 16). Since 
the energy of the identifying gamma ray was high, there were 
relatively few false starts to the gate cycle. The system 
could also be operated by starting the gating cycles with the 
observation of the 4.5 I4EV gamma ray in the large detector. 
However, it was better to use the N I detector because of 
Si 
better energy resolution. A small correction had to be made 
127 for false gates due to neutron capture in I. The efficiency 
as functions of lower level discriminator, upper level dis­
criminator, and coincidence resolving time were measured. 
The efficiency was measured many times during the course of 
the experiment. Its value was (54.8+2)% as used in this ex-
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Figure 16. Lifetirrie of photoneutrons in the -detector 
pcriinont. Its value depends on factors such as the cjate tirae 
used and discriminator levels. The correction for false gates 
amounted to a 4S efficiency. Since this false gate correction 
is not very well known, the error in the efficiency was prob­
ably a few percent. 
6. Sequence of events for each synchrotron cycle 
The synchrotron produces pulses of beaias at a rate of 
— 5 
about 58 per second. The pulses are about 10 second in dura­
tion. The timing cycles are begun at the peak of the beam 
pulse. During the beam pulses, photoneutrons are ejected from 
the target fluorine nuclei at energies of several MEV. They 
enter the scintillator and are reduced to low energies within a 
fraction of a microsecond (10) by collisions with protons in 
the scintillator molecules. During the beam pulse atomic 
scattering delivers many high energy photons to the scintillator, 
so that it is not practical to begin counting for a few micro­
seconds. Thus a 2.0 "usee delay time is generated between the 
beam pulse and the start of the counting period. At the end 
of this delay, the light produced in the scintillator from 
atomic scattering has died away, and there are no high energy 
neutrons present. Note that all information about neutron 
energy has been lost. There is probably a good deal of in­
formation left about the angular distribution remaining, but no 
attempt is made here to recover that information. For the next 
600 ysec, the counting system is on. If one of the thermal 
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neutrons is captured by a proton, a 2.2 I-Cr.V gamma ray is 
released which represents the binding energy of the deutcron. 
It is very unlikely that the neutrons will capture in any­
thing but protons (a^ = 330 mb), since the other elements 
present are carbon (a^ = 4 mb) and small amounts of nitrogen 
and oxygen. This gamma ray will interact with the atoms of 
the liquid primarily by means of the Compton effect, since 
low Z materials are present. Since the volume of the detector 
is large, there will probably be several Compton collisions 
almost simultaneously. That is, the time lapse between-
successive collisions will be much smaller than the resolution 
time of the apparatus. The Compton scattered electrons ex­
cite the molecules of the scintillator solvent, which in turn 
excite the scintillation molecules, which release the energy 
in the form of visible light. The light released is in the 
— 8 
range of 4,000A (1À = 10 cm). A "wavelength shifter" is 
present to shift the wavelength over to about 4500 A, so that 
the liquid will not absorb the photons. Thus the number of 
photons released will be approximately proportional to the 
energy of the original gamma ray, so that the peak observed in 
the spectrum of pulses is a full energy peak. The peak will 
have a tail representing those cases in which one or-mo-^e of 
the Compton scattered gamma rays escaped. Reduction in 
efficiency from 100% results from losses of neutrons down the 
beam tube, leaking out of thermal neutrons before capture, the 
47 
low energy tail mentioned above, and neutrons which capture 
before and after the gate cycle. The passage of a fast 
neutron through the scintillator without being therraalized is 
considered to be relatively unlikely by Reines et al. (10). 
According to information supplied by the manufacturer, the 
photons are converted to photoelectrons with about 10% conversion 
efficiency if they happen to hit the photocathode of one of 
the photonultiplier tubes. Several hundred photons reach the 
photocathodes, so that there are 20 or 30 photoelectrons pro­
duced. This current is amplified by the electron multipliers, 
and if the resulting pulse corresponds to a 2 MEV gamma ray, 
it is counted. 
The counting circuits remain on for 60 0 ysec. At the 
end of this time, the counters are gated off. The scaler 
is then read by the computer, which in turn resets it to zero. 
The number read in is usually between zero .and four. An array 
of ten memory locations, called bins, is set aside in the 
computer for storage of the number of times that each nuraber 
of neutrons between zero and nine was observed. Thus at the 
end of each cycle, one member of that array will be incremented. 
A very rough idea of the manner in which the (y,2n) is 
separated from the (y,n) can be obtained if the ideal condi­
tions of very low besim. intensity and 100% efficiency are con­
sidered. In this case, there is vanishing probability for two 
reactions to take place from a given beam pulse. If were 
the number of times that k counts wore observed (contents of 
the kth bin), then the number of (y,n) events would be the 
number of (y, 2n) events would be r and the bins for }: 
greater than two would contain no counts. The total number 
of beam pulses B would be the sum of the numbers contained in 
the bins. 
' - Jo 
In practice/ one cannot operate at such low intensities. At 
very low intensities, too long a time is required to accumu­
late statistically significant information. Large intensities 
will lead to a Gaussian distribution for the bin contents, so 
that all information about multiplicity would be lost. The 
proper balance of these two factors is found through an error 
analysis which is reported in the next section. 
III. DATA ANALYSIS 
This experiment is complicated, by two basic factors, so 
the data analysis is complicated. The first complication is 
that in order to get a yield curve, the (Y,n) and (y,2n) rates 
must be extracted from the raw data. The equations governing 
the data production from the {y,n) and (y,2n) rates are out­
lined in section A. These equations must then be solved by a 
least squares procedure. This is summarized in section B, 
and presented in more detail in Appendix B. Details of the 
actual data acquisition are presented in section C. Thus 
sections A, B, and C deal with the acquisition of the yield 
curve. The second complication is that the photon spectrum 
was not monoenergetic, so that the cross section had to be 
extracted from the yield. The calculation of the cross section 
from the yield curve is outlined in the first part of section 
D. Errors in the various terms appearing in the cross section 
equation are discussed in section 2 of D. In addition to the 
errors, there are certain special checks that were made to 
ensure that the results would not be biased. These are re­
viewed in the next part (III,D,3). 
A. Development of the Equations 
Let the average rate per beam burst at which the (y,kn) 
reaction (all reactions in which k neutrons are produced) occurs 
be R^. Then the probability that j reactions of the type 
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(Y,kn) will take place is given by the Poisson distribution. 
P(j,k) = e~^Vji 
There are in general many ways in which m neutrons can be 
produced. Let r^ be the probability for production of k 
neutrons from all possible combinations of reactions, 
r^ = P(0,1) P(0,2) 
r^ = P(l,l) P(0,2) 
r^ = P(2,l) P(0,2) + P(0,1) P(l,2) 
r^ = P{3,1) P(0,2) + P(l,l) P(l,2) 
r^ = P(4,l) P(0,2) + P(2,l) P(l,2) + P(0,1) P(2,2) 
Thus the probability that no neutrons are produced is just the 
product of the probabilities that neither (y^n) nor (y,2n) 
reactions take place. One neutron can be produced in only one 
way: one (Y,n) event and no {Y/2n) events. Tv/o neutrons are 
produced in two different ways. General expressions for these 
equations can be written. 
r = I P(j,l) P(m,2) 
2m+j=k 
^ e~^l~^'2 
''k " 2mlj=k TTsrr 
The r^ would be observable if the detector were 100% 
efficient. However it is not. Thus, if k neutrons are pro­
duced, any number from k to zero might be observed. Let e be 
the efficiency of the detector. Then the following equations 
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give the observables y , the probability per beam burst for 
detecting k neutrons. 
yq = rQ + (l-e)r^ + (l-e)^r^ + ... 
= er^ + 2 (1-G)r^ + ... 
^ Y^ = e^r^ + ... 
These equations can be generalized. 
The factor C^j. represents the number of combinations of k items 
taken j at a time. If k neutrons are available to capture, and 
j of them escape, then there are ways in which this can 
occur. 
— 
'jk (j-k) I kl 
In practice, the upper limit on the sum is generally less than 
eight, because the information becomes statistically poor. 
At this point, we have the probabilities for observation 
of k neutrons as functions of the r^ which are in turn functions 
of and R^. ' The equations can be inverted, but the solutions 
are not unique. 
=  j , ^  C . , Y .  
The reason that these solutions are not unique is that there i 
unused information; the solutions are overdetemiined. Thus it 
is natural to turn to a least squares solution. 
Note that Costa (16) has gone as far as this in the 
development of these equations, although they were developed 
independently for this thesis. 
B. Solution by Non-linear Least 
Squares Method 
The solutions represented in the previous section are 
correct/ but they are not very efficient solutions since only 
part of the information is used. A better way to invert these 
equations is by a non-linear least squares fitting procedure. 
This procedure is outlined in Appendix B. The computer 
program is also included. This method not only gives the 
values for the {y,n) and (y^2n) rates, but also the errors in 
these quantities. An error analysis was carried out prior 
to the execution of the experiment. Dummy data was generated, 
and, the fitting program was used to estimate errors in the 
(Y,n), (Y,2n), and (y,n)+(y,2n) rates for various values of 
(Y,n) rate, ratio of (y,2n) to (y,n) rates, and efficiency. 
Figure 18 shows some of the results of this analysis. 
Several features are immediately obvious. First, there is a 
best beam intensity for runs. The horizontal axis is total ob 
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served counts per beara pulse, so that it is proportional to 
the intensity of the machine. The best operating point is at 
about 0.3 counts/beam pulse, and this is fairly independent 
of efficiency. It is also fairly independent of the ratio 
of (Yf2n)/(Y,n) rates, although this does not show on the 
figure. It was not possible to operate at this minirrium for 
two reasons. First, the background alone is about 0.5 
counts/beam. Secondly, the synchrotron seemed to operate 
better at higher beam intensities in the sense that the pulse-
to-pulse intensity fluctuations were less. The operating 
point actually used was at about 1.8 counts/beam. Since the 
error curves do not have a very sharp slope, this is a usable 
operating point. 
Another lesson to be learned from the error analysis is 
that it would not be profitable to attempt this type of ex­
periment with a low efficiency detector. The advantage be­
tween the 40% and the 80% cases is also obvious. 
An alternative method of solution of the equations to find 
the (T,n) and (y,2n) rates is given by Gory.achev (17) . The 
method is summarized in Eogdankevich and Ixikolaev (IS). The 
calculation proceeds as follows. First the moments of the 
probability distributions are calculated. 
X = I j- P . 
j=0 ^ 
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n 
0' = y i" P. 
j=0 J 
iiere P^ is the observed probability per beam burst that j 
counts will be recorded. The values for and are then 
calculated from 
= (x(e+l) - 0+x^)/e^ 
3.^ = (a-x^ - x)/2 
Here e is the efficiency of the detector. The relative error 
in R^ is also given. 
— - - m \ — 
1 2 a 
g = —— I 0.5 + 2a + 2a + ^ 
ae/N y| Rj^c + 2R2E 
Here a=R2/R2_/ and N is the total number of beam pulses. A 
correction term is also given for beam intensity fluctuations. 
Note that the error given is nearly independent of beam in­
tensity. The author states that there must be more than one 
count per beam pulse and the efficiency must be high for these 
equations to be useful. 
The two methods (least squares and Goryachev's method) 
give the same numerical results for the (.y,n) and (y,2n) rates, 
and the error in the (Y,2n) rate calculated from the above 
equation agrees with the error at the minimum of the error 
curve in Figure 18. Goryachev's method has the advantages of 
simplicity in calculation, and of being in a closed form. Due 
to its simplicity, it can be used to compute the reaction rates 
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on lino with the experiment. It would, hcive been a great con­
venience to do this, but the method v/as not available soon 
enough. 
C. Data Reduction 
Data is recorded and analyzed with two computers and four 
different programs. The computer at the synchrotron facility 
(Scientific Data Systems model 910) is a small medium speed 
machine. It has 8,000 24 bit words, and 8 ysec cycle time. 
Its purpose is to control apparatus, do timing, read in data, 
and output the data in convenient forms. Programs used are 
summarized in Appendix A. At a remote panel in the control 
room, various functions were available to carry out these 
purposes. Interrupts were available, so that the computer 
could be signalled to read and zero the scalers, start routines, 
set the clock or run counter, or terminate a run. SKS ter­
minals (skip if signal not set) were available so that dif­
ferent routines could be called. One SKS was necessary for 
each digital voltmeter, so that the computer could test to 
see whether it has finished its read cycle. Nine 24-bit 
registers were available to read in scalars and digital volt­
meters. Nine one bit output lines were available so that 
scalers could be set to zero, the read cycle of the digital 
voltmeters commanded, etc. Interfacing was done for these 
various external devices. Since the computer was used, al­
most no numbers had to be recorded by the operator's. Thus 
mistakes could be cut dov/n, and the operators could pay 
closer attention to the machine. In practice; a technical 
difficulty with the digital voltmeters caused more errors 
than if the numbers had been written down manually. 
At the beginning of a typical run, the computer recorded 
the run number, type of run, time at the start of the run, 
initial dose, and energy of the synchrotron. During the run, 
the scaler is read once for each beam pulse. The normal 
sequence is shown in Table 2. This normal sequence is carried 
out about 100,000 times for a typical run. At the end of the 
Table 2. Normal sequence of timing 
Relative time Control Function 
0 synchrotron "zero time"; magnet passes 
through zero field 
about 5 vsec operator and 
servo circuit 
injection 
various values 
up to 4 ms 
synchrotron 
energy control 
knock-out of beam 
about 15 ysec 
after knock-out 
call this time t 
beam collapse 
on target 
beam pulse produced 
t + 2 ysec experimental 
hardware 
count gate opens 
t + 602 usee experimental 
hardware 
count gate closes 
next 320 ysec program control 
interrupt 212 
scaler is read a bin is 
incremented scaler set to 
zero interrupt reset 
16.7 msec synchrotron next zero time 
run, the dose is read, and the run number, starting time, 
duration of the run, net dose, energy, and counts are put out 
on paper tape and on the typewriter. Also, the total number 
of bean pulses, total number of neutrons observed, average 
counts per bean pulse, and total counts per unit dose are 
computed and types. The programs to do these things occupy 
about half of the computer memory, so that no attempt was 
made to write economical programs in terms of space occupied. 
The operators had to operate the synchrotron, change samples, 
call the appropriate routines by pushing buttons, check and 
adjust the timing, and run the standard counts. The operators 
also had to operate the multichannel analyzer at the beginning 
and end of each run to get the beara intensity fluctuation in­
formation. 
The data output from the 910 was both in typed and punched 
paper tape form. The typed output was available for operator 
inspection at the end of runs. The paper tape output v/as 
converted to punched cards for further processing on a much 
larger and faster computer (IBM 360/50). At this point the 
non-linear least squares fit extracted the (y,2n), (y,n) and 
total reaction rates from the data along with the corresponding 
errors. The output from this program was sorted by energy 
for input into a program that subtracted' background and aver­
aged over energy bins. Statistical fluctuations were computed, 
and yield curves were plotted. Cards were then punched for 
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the CLSR routine (least structure), which ccrpputed the inverse 
of the Brer.isstrahlung matrix (see III,D,1) so that -the inte­
grated cross sections could be plotted. A description of this 
method was given by Cook (5). 
The data were generally taken in sets of four runs con­
sisting of two thirty minute runs followed by two twenty 
minute background runs. There were about seventy such se­
quences of useful runs. 
Each sequence was processed in the following manner. 
Average values for and (the {y,n) and (y,2n) rates) were 
computed for the runs and the background runs. Natural back­
ground (counts observed with the synchrotron beam off) was 
subtracted from the (y^n) rates so that a beam intensity 
dependent correction could later be made. The dose was cor­
rected for absorption in the samples. The values of and R^ 
for the carbon run were then subtracted from the corresponding 
quantities for the teflon run. The rates for the background 
sample had been first corrected for the fact that the number 
of carbon atoms per square centimeter in the teflon sample was 
about 0.65 of the carbon atoms per square centimeter in the 
carbon sample. The response of the ionization chamber to 
"Bremsstrahlung was then included (8), so that the dose was con­
verted to D4EV of incident energy. The yields were then ob­
tained by multiplying the corrected rates for the (y^n)/ 
(Y/2n), and (Y/H) + {y,2n) by the total number of beam pulses 
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in the run, and dividing by the correctcd dose. A correction 
for the area under the brerasstrahlung curve was also applied, 
as taken frorc Penfold and Leiss (19). Errors in the yield 
points were computed from the errors predicted from the non­
linear least squares fit. 
At this point the errors in the yields reflect only the 
predicted statistical fluctuations in the input data. To 
estimate other types of fluctuations, the consistency of the 
data was investigated. If there had been no changes in the 
efficiency of in the moniter system, we would expect the devia­
tions in the various yields at one energy to be in agreement 
with the statistical errors predicted by the non-linear least 
squares fit. A parameter e is used to describe the failure of 
this condition, such that for a given energy, the following 
describes the errors. 
n _ - n 9 _o 
I (Y - Y.) = I (AY. + nsY"^ 
i=l 1 i=l 1 
Here Y^ are the various yield points measured for a particular 
energy, AY^ are the predicted errors, Y is the average yield 
at energy E, and there are n points at that energy. Thus /i" 
is a measure of the errors arising from fluctuations in the 
apparatus in several possible ways. It was difficult to 
evaluate e because /e turned out to be less than the statisti­
cal errors. However, a good approximation to /£ seems to be 
about 0.9%. This is reasonable in view of the fluctuations 
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in the standard counts and dose. The value used for /c is an 
average over energy bins above 15 MEV. Thus the error in the 
average yield at a given energy was computed from the 
following. 
(error)^ = (AY)^ 
In this equation, AY is the error expected at that energy 
from purely statistical factors and Y is the average yield 
at that energy. The data was at this point ready for cross 
section analysis. 
D. Checks and Errors 
1. Cross section calculation 
The yield curve for a reaction is related to the cross 
section through the following equation. 
a(E) = ^ a(k) dk 
TK F(E) 
In the above, N is the number of nuclei of target material 
per square centimeter of sample, P(E) is the monitor response, 
$ f k) 6k -i:he number of photons incident on the sample with 
energies between k and k+dk, E is the energy of the tip of the 
bremsstrahlung spectrum, and cr (k) is the photonuclear cross 
section for the reaction per nuclei. The monitor response is 
' 0(S,k) F(E) = R(E) k dk K. 
0  
where R(E) is the response of the monitor per unit of incident 
beam energy (8), and the integral is the total incident beam 
energy (19) . A reduced yield function can be written 
Y  ( 2 )  =  
TH 
(?(E,k)a(k) dk 
where Y(E) includes the factors a(E), N, and F(E), and 
ç (Zf k) contains 4>(E,k)/k. 
In practice, Y(E) is not measured as a continuous function 
of E, but discrete steps are taken. The yield at energy E^ 
can be written 
ïCs.) = I 
j=l 
"=3 
kj-Ak 
(i)(E^,k) G (k) dk 
An approximation is made to cp, so that it can be taken out of 
the integral. 
(E.) = I (p(E.,k.-
i j=l 2. 3 z 
k 
kj-Ak 
a(k) dk 
- _I^[<S)(E^,kj- Ak] ^ a(k) dk] 
kj-Ak 
This equation can be written in the form 
<^i> = .|, «ij 
wnere 
^ (Ej^^kj - Ak/2)Ak 
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a . ] 
The values for the can be found frora Schiff's integrated 
over angle formula (6). The equation for Y can be inverted. 
The solutions tend to oscillate due to the fact that there are 
errors in the experimentally determined yields. Thus the above 
solution is not very useful. A method for smoothing the cross 
sections is given by Cook (5). The results presented for the 
integrated cross sections are obtained from the above analysis; 
that is, they are unsmoothed solutions to Cook's least 
structure analysis. Adding smoothing gives integrated cross 
sections which fall very close to the lines drawn (Figure 26). 
The cross section results as a function of energy are smoothed 
solutions (Figures 25 and 27). 
2. Errors 
The photonuclear yield function consists of the number of 
counts for a reaction per unit monitor response for various 
energies. It is related to the cross section in the following 
manner. 
Y = No 
g = k ^y 
The integrated cross sections are then given by 
°IKT = I "j • 
C(S) 
r» T7 
ïhc various tonus arc explained in the following. 
(a.) C(E) is the number of times that the reaction took 
place during the run at energy E. The expected statistical 
error in this quantity is given by the least squares fitting 
procedure. Systematic error is present because C(E) depends 
on the efficiency. 
The efficiency varied by about 2% during the course of 
the experiment. There is an additional error due to the ef­
fect of false gates produced in the sodium iodide crystal. 
The correction factor was 1.07+.03. This increases the error 
in the efficiency somewhat, so that it should be stated 
(54.8+1.7)%. This contributes an error of about 3% to the 
(Y,n) cross section, and about 6% to the {y,2n) cross section. 
These effective errors were found empirically by analyzing 
data sets at slightly erroneous efficiencies. 
Systematic errors in timing can be considered negligible. 
The timing for the efficiency runs and the data runs were com­
pared to a Textronix type 184 time marker generator. Drift 
is specified as less than three parts per million per 24 hours. 
(b.) The capacitance of the dose monitor was It was 
measured on a 1000 cycle per second bridge. The error claimed 
for that bridge was one percent. Allowing a little error for 
balance and age, a reasonable estimate for the capacitance can 
be given as (1.12+.02)xlO ^ farads. 
(c.) The measured dose was V. The charge produced on the 
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ionization chamber was collGCted on the capacitance C._,., and 
the voltage on was measured with vibrating 'reed electro­
meter (Applied Physics Corporation, Model 31). The calibra-
30 tion of the electrometer V7as better than a percent. A Sr 
source was introduced into the ionization chamber as part of 
the standard run sequence to check the stability of the dose 
system. The fluctuations were about +0.6% over a month period. 
(d.) The number of atoms per square centimeter v/.-. "J. 
The teflon sample was made from six pieces of teflon. The 
total thickness was (9.40+.03)gm/cm~. Since teflon has the 
formula CF^ to a high degree of precision, then the thickness 
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of the fluorine was (7.14+.02)gm/cm , and the thickness of 
2 the carbon content of the teflon saraple was (2.256+.006)gm/cm . 
The thickness of the background carbon sample was (3.46+.01) 
2 gm/cm . Thus only 65.2% of the counts from the background 
sample were subtracted. Errors in the masses and sizes of 
the samples were only a few tenths of a percent, so that they 
could be neglected in the experiment. 
(e.) The quantity R was a correction factor to correct 
for the ionization chamber used compared to the chamber cali­
brated by Domen and Pruitt (8). The factor is 0.606+.004. 
It was measured at 15 ISîEV, 30 MEV, and 50 MEV by placing a thin 
absorption chamber into the beam for reference. The factor 
actually is a function of energy, however, within the accuracy 
of this work, and energy independent factor is justified. 
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Another factor i.ivolving the dose is the sample absorptions. 
They contribute about a one percent error to the experiment. 
(f.) The factor F(E) is the correction for the total 
energy under the b rem s s tr ahlung curve. These factors are 
taken from Penfold and Leiss (19). The error in these numbers 
is assumed to be small. 
(g.) The bremsstrahlung spectrum $(k)/k was taken as the 
Schiff integrated over angle spectrum (6). Since the energy 
bins are large, and since this is not a high energy resolution 
experiment, errors introduced by assuming the different forms 
for this expression at the tip were considered small. If the 
apparatus had been off center, then the spectrum of photons 
would have been distorted. The spectrum is somewhat angle 
dependent. Also, electrons and. neutrons could have been pro­
duced on the edge of the collimators as well as on the tank 
itself. 
Horizontal and vertical motion of the center of the beam 
(called beam swing) was measured by placing a pattern of small 
copper slugs in the beam. The relative intensities of the acti­
vation produced in the different slugs permitted a determina­
tion of the center of the beam. The center of the beam moved 
less than 0.015" at the front end of the collimator as the 
energy was changed from 25 to 45 I^IEV. Thus the beam swing v/as 
less than one-tenth of the beam diameter from 25 to 45 i-IEV. 
Since the teflon target is larger than the beam, this would 
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affect the result in that the bremsstrahlung spectruîïi is a 
function of angle from the center of the beam. The alignment 
of the various collimators was made to 0.1 beam diameters or 
better. The beam diameter was about 0.015 radians, so that 
its diameter was about 1.5" at the center of the beam tube. 
Two collimator systems were used, which can be called 
the primary and secondary collimators. The primary collimator 
was constructed from a tungsten powder with plastic bonding 
agent. The result was a material with high density (10.2 
2 gm/cm ). it was molded into a cylinder 15" long and 3" in 
diameter with a tapered hole down the center for the beam. A 
secondary collimator was formed by four iron bricks through 
which holes had been machined. These bricks were placed in 
the shielding wall, which near the beam consisted of about 
30" of iron (see Figure 3). The collimators were arranged so 
that the primary collimator prevented radiation from hitting 
the secondary collimator, and the secondary collimator pre­
vented radiation from hitting the beam tube of the detector 
itself. Thus scattering onto the beam tube would be mini­
mized. 
3. Checks 
There were several additional factors which could have 
given false (y,2n) cross sections. Also, several checks were 
made on the operation of the whole apparatus. These various 
checks are discussed in this section. 
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a.) Pulse overlap was one error which had to be investi­
gated. If two of the thermal neutrons happen to capture within 
about 0.3 sec of each other, they might be counted as two 
pulses, one pulse, or no pulses. If only one is counted., we 
might call the effect dead time. If none are counted, then 
we can describe the effect as due to pulse pile up. In the 
latter case, the light produced in the detector gives an elec­
trical pulse which exceeds the upper level discriminator. 
These effects have to be studied because they distort the 
distribution of counts in the various bins, and so give false 
(Y,2n) rates. 
Let Nj, represent the correct counts in the kth bin, and 
0-„ the observed counts in the kth bin. A parameter A will 
represent the ratio of the dead time (300 n-sec) to the half 
life of neutrons in the tank (180 ysec). Then the dead time 
correction can be written as in the following equations 
o
 
o
 
= ^0 
Ol = + ^22^2 + • • • 
CM 
O
 + ^32^3 ^22^2 + " ' 
°3 =  N 3  + ^42^4 ^32^3 
Oj = N. + - C.jAN. for 3>1-
The symbol C., is taken to mean the number of combinations of ]k 
k items taken j at a time. Thus, the "1" bin is enhanced when 
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two counts fall together as The " 2 "  bin is enhanced 
if, when three counts are produced, two of them overlap. I'ote 
that there are three ways for this to happen. The "2'" bin 
is decreased for the case in which two counts are produced 
but happen to overlap, so that one count is observed. 
The equations will be different in the case of pulse 
pile up. This results when the light produced in the scintil­
lator produces an electrical pulse so big that the count is 
rejected by the upper level discriminator. In this case, the 
following equations describe the situation. 
^0 ~ ^0 2^2^ 2 
Oi = - C22AN2 + ... 
~ ^ 2 ^42^^^ " ^ 22^2 *** 
°3 ~ ^ 3 ^52^5 ~ *^32^3 *** 
Oj = Nj + 2^34-2 - (:i2^j 
The corrections for dead time and pulse pile up were 
applied to typical data at 19,30, and 50 i^iEV. The corrections 
which must be made are smaller than the expected statistical 
fluctuations in the numbers, and the resulting adjustments 
which must be made to and (the (y,n) and (y,2n) rates) 
are correspondingly small. The net corrections are reduced 
since the background runs are corrected in the same direction. 
The results of these runs are shown in Table 3. Since the 
net effect of dead time and pulse pile up are about the same. 
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Table 3. Corrections for pulse pile up. The following correc­
tions would have to be applied to the (y,n) and 
(Y/2n) rates to correct for dead time and pulse pile 
up 
Energy, ilEV 
"1 %2 %1 R2 
19, run 3.01+.04 0 .04+. 02 -.02 +. 014 
background 1.61+.02 0 .02+. 01 -.01 + .004 
Net correction -.01 + .01 
30, run 2.56+.03 0 .12+. 01 -.01 + .01 
background 1.52+.02 0 .03+. 01 0.0 0.0 
Net correction 1 o
 
H
 
+ .01 
5 0, run 2.71+.04 0 .23+. 02 -.02 + .01 
background 1.48+.02 0 .04+. 01 -.01 0.0 
Net correction 
1—t 0
 1 + .01 
average corrections are shown. These corrections were not 
applied to the data, since they were so small. 
An effort was made to observe the effect of pulse pile up 
experimentally by setting the dead time to 700ns rather than 
the usual 300ns. In agreement with the above results, no 
effect could be seen. 
b.) Another error which could have changed the distribu­
tion of the numbers in the various bins was intensity fluctua­
tions of the synchrotron beam. The calculation of this effect 
is cumbersome. The simplest assumption which can be made is 
that the beam intensity spectrum (the nuraber of beam pulses 
falling within a range from intensity I to I+dl plotted as a 
function of I) has a rectangular shape. A more realistic 
shape would be a triangular shape or a Gaussian curve, but 
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those would be difficult to coiapute. The rectangular shape 
is equivalent to a non-fluctuating but steadily increasing 
beam intensity. The following equation shows such a beam in­
tensity as a function of time. R(t) is taken as the (^,n) 
rate, and the (y,2n) rate is taken as zero. The duration 
of the run is t, and the total fluctuation in the (y,n) rate 
is AR. 
R(t) = ~ t + R - ^  
The average value of R(t) is R, as can be seen from the 
following. 
- r-R = ^ R(t) dt/x 
0 
The (Y/2n) has been chosen as zero so that the distortion 
on the count spectrum can be looked at below (y,2n) thresholds, 
In this case the distribution of numbers should obey the 
Poisson law. 
j ^ 
Here £ is the efficiency, and Kj is the contents of the jth 
bin. This result can be proved from the equations previously 
given if R^ is set equal to zero. These equations follow. 
ÏV = I E'(l- M 
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The latter equation is substituted into tfte first. 
Y = I E^xi-E)] 
J 1^ -3>k 
J i X 
(j-k)! Ici" ji 
jl
Y. K i>k 
(R(l-c))^ k 
(j-k) i 
This result demonstrates several things. First, we can get 
no information about the efficiency from the distribution of 
counts below the (y,2n) thresholds without first knowing . 
The second is that we should be able to observe the Poisson 
distribution below (y,2n) thresholds. The distribution seen 
is in fact very close to the Poisson distribution for the 
carbon sample below 30 I-IEV (the (y,2n) threshold for carbon 
is at about 32 IŒV) . Deviations from the Poisson distribution 
are shown in Figure 21, in which 50 MBV runs are shown for 
the teflon, carbon, and water sample, and a background run for 
the water sample (1/8" piece of plexiglass). The difference 
between the teflon and the others is clear. 
Correction factors can be derived once an assumption is 
made about the intensity as a function of time. 
In the above, the average value for the contents of the kth 
bin is calculated from the beam intensity R which is a function 
(GR)] dt 
^ T- J 0 J -
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of tiiuo. The integrations are carried out assuming the tirr.o 
dependence for R stated above. The first few results arc 
shown below. 
Yg - (âi-okA 
Y, = eR e'CR ((1 + Sinn a _ _1_ ^osh b) 
^ eR b eg 
In the above, the parameter b is • Since b is small, 
the.corrections are small. 
The corrections were computed for various values of 
AR/R for runs at 20 MEV, where the (y,2n) rate for the runs 
should be small, and where the (y,2n).for the background run 
should be zero. The experimentally measured AR/R for these 
runs (full width at half maximum) were about 15%. Both the 
runs and the background runs were corrected. The net 
corrections (see Figure 19) were found to be smaller than the 
statistical errors in the (y,2n) rates, so that it v/as un­
necessary to apply corrections to the data. This calculation 
is not exact, in that the intensity spectrum did not have the 
proper shape. However, it should be a good estimate in the 
sense that a further calculation is not needed. 
Intensity fluctuations varied between 15% and 30%. Some 
runs were made in which the intensity was abruptly changed 
during the run, so that the overall intensity fluctuation was 
larger than usual. No effect on the results could be seen. 
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the runs and the background runs 
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c.) Data was not specifically taken to see that the 
yield was independent of beam intensity. However, since the 
intensity could not be reproduced exactly from run to run, 
a certain amount of variation was seen. These results are 
presented for runs at 25 and 30 MEV in Figure 20. No obvious 
trend can be seen. 
d.) In order to be sure that the (y,2n) results for 
fluorine were a property of the fluorine and not of the appara 
us or the method of analysis, samples of water and carbon were 
bombarded at 50 MEV. The resulting (y,2n) rates are shown 
below. They show the strong lack of (y,2n) in oxygen and 
carbon compared to fluorine. The numbers are not exact, as 
they have not been corrected for such factors as beam in­
tensity differences (about 15% differences) and sample ab­
sorption. The runs are all at 50 MEV. 
Saraple (y, 2n) rate 
teflon .301j^.016 
carbon .015+.012 
v/ater .052+. 021 
air .023+.007 
The striking difference between water and teflon can be seen 
in the distributions of the counts in the various bins also 
(Figure 21). 
e.) The water sample irradiated in 50 î-IEV bremsstrahlung 
was also used as a check on the absolute yield. The results 
are shown in Table 4 along v/ith results from Cook et al. (3) 
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Figure 2.1. D;i.fforencos from Poinnon clif.!tr;Lbutio)i.<;-. for clrrla 
and Gerstenberg and Fuller (20). Since the latter gives re­
sults at only 27 MEV, it was necessary to take values for the 
ratio of the yield at 27 MEV to the yield at 50 MEV from 
Griffin (7). This ratio was about 0.^5. The agreement be­
tween the three experiments is good. The present work xiay 
be expected to give higher values than the work of Cook due to 
contributions from reactions such as (y,pn). 
Table 4. Comparison of yields for oxygen at 50 MEV. The units 
2 -2 S 
are neutron-cm /^'lEV-atom (10 ) . Ratios of the 
yields to the results of Gerstenberg and Fuller are 
shown in parentheses. Values marked with * are com­
puted from the ratio of the yield at 27 Z4EV to the 
yield at 50 MEV from Griffin (7). The values quoted 
for this work assume an estimated absorption of 15% 
for the 7.5 cm water sample 
Energy This work Cook et al. (3) 
0. activity 
Gerstenberg and 
Fuller (20) 
Halpern type detector 
50 2'-ISV 0.67+.05 0.59+.04 0.6 3* 
(1.06) (0.94) 
27 FiEV 0.57* 0.50* 0.54+.03 
(1.06) (0.92) 
f.) There are several reasons for believing that neutrons 
were what was measured. Figure 22 shows pulse height spectra 
from the neutron detector taken with the teflon sample in the 
beam, no sample in the beam, and the beam off. The peak is at 
about 2.22 D-îEV which is the correct energy for capture of a 
thermal neutron by a proton. Another verification for neutrons 
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Figure 22. Photoneutrons from teflon; pulse height spectra 
is found in the ir.easurenient of the lifetime of neutrons in 
the tan];. This half life can be computed from the following 
expression. 
t(1/2) = In 2/(nav) 
Here n is the number of protons per cm^, a is the cross 
section for capture of thermal neutrons by protons, and v 
is the velocity of a thermal neutron. The scintillator has 
an empirical formula of and a density of (0.87+.05) 
gm/cm"^ according to information supplied by the manufacturer, 
av is 6.81 X 10 cm^/gm (21). The computed half life is 
about 187 ysec. The measured value is about 170 ysec. The 
measured value might be expected to be a little lower due 
to the finite size of the detector. 
An additional verification is that the thresholds are in 
roughly the correct places. 
g.) The x" values were reasonable. If the inherent 
statistical errors have been properly evaluated, then the 
2 
values for % should have the proper distribution. The most 
probable value should be N-2; where N is the number of bins 
used. The distribution should be weighted slightly to the hi' 
side, with a width of /2(N - 2). The distributions obtained 
look reasonable with respect to these criteria. Figure 23 
shows the actual distributions observed. 
h.) As checks on the whole method, samples if LiF were 
bombarded. The LiF seimples were counted down so that the 
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ratio of the activation of the (y,2n) to the activation of the 
(Y,n) could be computed. This ratio was measured as about 
0.07. The corresponding quantity measured with the large 
neutron detector v/as 0.159+.006. This poor agreement is 
thought to be due to contribution frora (y ,p2n) ^^0, v;hich is 
not counted in the positron counting method. This reaction 
may be large, since it has a threshold very nearly equal to 
that of the ^^F (y, 2n) ^"^F. Further verification was found in 
bombardment of carbon and oxygen samples. They were bom­
barded at 50 i^IEV, and barely observable yields of (y,2n) were 
seen. Thus the large (y/2n) yield for fluorine is a property 
of fluorine, and not of the apparatus or method of analysis. 
There was a persistent (y,2n) rate below the thresholds for 
these reactions in fluorine and carbon. It was very small, 
and was hopefully subtracted out of the results by the back-
13 ground runs. This might be due to C, except for the small 
abundance (1.1%) and the high threshold (23.7 i-lSV) . 
IV. THEORY 
19 There has not been much theoretical work done on F, but 
there are some general theoretical ideas which can be viewed 
in the light of the results of this work. The integrated cros 
sectioa caa be compared v/ith sum rule calculations, and the 
ratio of cross section for emission of two neutrons can be com 
pared to the cross section for emission of one particle. Good 
summaries of photonuclear theories are given by Bishop and 
Wilson (22), Berman (23), Levinger (24), and Wilkinson (25). 
A. Sum Rule 
The sum rule calculation is independent of the model used 
Levinger and Bethe (26) give the following for the integrated 
cross section. The units are MEV-mb. 
7i7'7 
adE = 60 ^  (1 + 0.8%) 
The upper limit is taken at the threshold of meson production. 
The parameter % describes the fraction of the nuclear force 
that is of exchange character. The factor 0.8% is model 
dependent, and is known only approximately. The sum rule 
should give an upper limit to the dipole absorption up to 
about 150 
B. Collective Model 
The collective model of Goldhaber and Teller (27) v/as one 
of the first photonuclear models proposed. It is essentially 
a classical model, in which the protons move as a fluid 
against the neutrons. The main idea is as follows : 
"y-rays excite a motion in the nucleus in which the 
bulk of the protons move in one direction while the 
neutrons move in the opposite direction. We call this 
motion the 'dipole vibration'. Such a vibration will 
have a high frequency as a result of the partial sepa­
ration of the protons from the neutrons to which they 
are strongly bound" (27). 
The width of the giant resonance is explained in terras of 
other modes of oscillation which are also excited. Several 
possible models were, proposed, and each was investigated for 
the dependence of the vibrational frequency on the total 
number of particles in the nucleus. The simplest model to 
look at was that in which the force acting on a proton is 
proportional to its displacement, and is the same for every 
kind of nucleus and for every proton. This gives a dipole 
frequency independent of A (total number of particles in the 
nucleus). In the second model, the nuclear surface remains 
fixed, and the motion is due to internal changes in the den­
sities of the neutron and proton fluids. The restoring forces 
will be proportional to the gradients of these densities. The 
maxiiTium density change will be proportional to 1/R, so the 
2 
restoring "force will be proportional to (1/R) . Since the 
frequency of vibration is proportional to the square root 
of the restoring force, then the frequency will be propor-
1 
tional to 1/R, or to A 3 . In the third model the neutrons 
and protons are treated as interpenetrating incompressible 
fluids. During the vibration, the fluids do not overlap at 
parts of the surface. The force will be proportional to the 
surface area, or to R . The frequency will be proportional 
to the square root of the force divided by the mass, and so 
1 
will be proportional to A ^ . The latter two of these three 
pictures were fairly close to experimental results, but the 
third was considered closest. Only a rough estimate of the 
actual frequency can be made, since parameters like the length 
within which the interaction between a neutron and a proton 
changes from a zero value outside the nucleus to a high value 
inside are used. The integrated cross section was computed. 
It gives a result proportional to A, and about the correct 
order of magnitude for copper. 
C. Independent Particle Model 
A different approach is provided by the IPM (25). The 
photon absorption takes place by an individual nucléon. The 
nucléon undergoes a dipole transition to a higher energy state. 
The dependence on A may be seen if the nucleus is viewed as a 
s G 
Lieep well in v;!iicji tlie nucléons arc confined. The radius of 
1 
the well is taicen to be proportional to . A larger v/oll 
will mean closer spacings for the levels, so that as L in­
creases, the vibrational frequency decreases. CalculatioDS 
carried out in this fashion (essentially the shell model 
spacings) give results that are too low by about 30Î; for the 
vibrational frequency. This can be corrected by using a re­
duced mass to take into account correlations in the nuclear 
motions. Note that this is moving closer to the collective 
model. 
D. Statistical Model—Bohr Assumption 
In 1936, N. Bohr proposed that nuclear reactions could be 
considered in two separate steps, consisting of the formation 
of a compound nucleus and the subsequent decay by particle or 
gaaima ray. emission (28) . The two steps are treated as inde­
pendent processes, so that the decay of the compound nucleus 
depends only on its energy, angular momentum and parity, and 
not on the specific way in which it was formed. The picture 
used is the following : a particle (or gamma ray) interacts 
with a nucléon, giving all or part of its energy to that 
nucléon. Since the mean free path of a nucléon is small 
(.4x10 cm) compared to the nuclear dimension 
_1- 1 
(1.2x10 A? cm) , the nucléon will be very likely to have 
further collisions, thus degrading its energy so that it can­
87 
not get out of the ÎIUCIGUS. The nucleus can be considcrod as 
heated up, and a particle will not be expelled until by 
chance it has a large amount of energy. This takes a long 
time cor.ipared to the time it takes a nucléon to cross the 
nucleus, so that the nucleus "forgets" how it was made. In 
order for the Bohr assumption to hold, two conditions must 
be true: 
A << r< 
1 « S 
The mean free path of the nucléons must be small compared to 
the nuclear dimension, and the average excitation energy per 
nucléon must be less than the separation energy of the 
nucléons. Blatt and Weiskopf (29, p. 379) show that the ratio 
R of processes in which cwo neutrons are emitted to processes 
in which only one nucléon is emitted can be written 
R = 1 - (1 + -^) 
where e is the excitation above the threshold for the 2n 
process, and H is the nuclear temperature governing emission 
of neutrons (the intermediate nucleus). Thus a look at the 
ratio of the (y,2n) to (y,n) cross sections in the region just 
above the (y,2n) threshold should tell how good the statistica 
model is for fluorine. Blatt and Weiskopf also show that 
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Here E is the excitation of the intermediate nuclous, which 
is the raaximuui energy of the outgoing neutrons. The quantity 
a is one of tnc parameters which determines the density of 
levels in the nucleus. Blatt and V?eiskopf also shov; that 
the density of levels can be written 
w(E) = C e 
where C is another constant (C = 0.5 for mass number 27). 
The nuclear temperature H describes the energy of the emitted 
neutrons. They will have a Maxwellian distribution, and the 
most probable neutron energy will be H. 
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V. PREVIOUS WORK ON 
The methods used to study photoneutron reactions in 
fluoriiie have been either the direct measurement of the 
neutrons (usually by BF^ detectors) or the measurement of the 
residual activity produced. The first method has suffered 
from poor efficiency, and the second is hard to do because of 
the long half life (110 minutes) for the (y,n) reaction. 
The numerical results are extremely few. Table 6 summarizes 
them. 
The group at Saskatchewan (30) irradiated LiF powder 
for the (y/n) cross section, and pure LiF crystals for the 
(Y,2n) work. The crystals were used to reduce the effect of 
the two minute oxygen activity. Half lives observed included 
19 
a 12 minute activity from neutron activation of F, the tv70 
17 
minute oxygen activity, the (60+1) second activity from F , 
18 
and the 112 minute F half life. The (y,n) cross section 
curve has its maximum value at about 20 MEV for the (y,n), and 
at least 25 MEV for the (y,2n). Since the maximum energy of 
the betatron was 26 MEV, this can be considered only as a 
lower limit for the peak value of the (y,2n) cross section. 
The cross sections are obtained from the yield curves by the 
photon difference method of Katz and Cameron (31). The shape 
of the cross section curve obtained for the (y,n) reaction 
has a low energy hump at about 12 or 13 I^'iSV. The (y,2n) cross 
section curve rises smoothly to a value of about 0.7mb at 26 
MiJV. The peak {y ,n) cross section is about 3. Siiib at 20 iŒV. 
Ferguson et (32) bombarded teflon sauiplc^s and looked 
for the neutrons produced v;ith four detectors in a 
paraffin moderator. The contribution from carbon was sub-
7 
tracted out from the yield. The efficiency is given as about 
2.2% for a sample at the center of their detector. Thus it 
v7ould have been very difficult to separate the (y^2n) by the 
statistical method. The efficiency is measured by counting a 
-calibrated radium beryllium neutron source. The cross section 
curve rises to a peak value of about limb at 22 MEV. There 
is a pronounced shoulder on the low energy side. Thus Fer­
guson's cross section is roughly twice that reported above by 
Horsley. 
Edwards and MacMillan (33) report on the integrated cross 
sections of 41 photonuclear reactions, including ^^F (Y,n) 
IS F. They assumed that the bremsstrahlung spectrum was essen­
tially flat in th-e region from 10 to 30 i-iSV, where most of 
the cross section for photonuclear reactions is concentrated. 
Thus they get the ratio of integrated cross sections calculated 
from 
^1 ^1 dE 
^2 ^2 dS 
where and are the yields, and and are the relative 
number of photons/î^EV at the resonance energy in the X-ray 
spectrum. Then the value of the integrated cross section for 
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12 C was used as a standard. Its value was 0.04 7 i/.V^V-Larn 
(34) . . They predict an error of +15S for the integrated cross 
sections, taking into account both the error in the carbon 
cross section and the corrections for brerasstrahlung shape. 
The fluorine was in powder form {probably Li^), so that the S 
particles could be counted for the 112 minute activity. 
O'Connëllet (35) computed the ratio of the (Y,2n) to 
5" sodium iodide crystal. 112 minute and 70 second half lives 
were observed. The yield curves were taken so that corrections 
could be made for the relative numbers of photons at the peak 
energy, as in the work by Ferguson et (32) . Fluorine 
shows the highest ratio of (7,2n) / ( Y , n )  cross section. The 
values obtained are listed in Table 5. The ratios seem to be 
Table 5. Ratios of integrated cross sections by O'Connell 
( Y , n )  cross section from measured yield curves. The annihila­
tion radiation from the g"*" particles v/as counted in a 4" by 
et al. (35) 
Element (y,2n) threshold 
l.n MFV 
Ratio, integrated cross sections 
for (Y/2n) to {y,n) 
29 
32 
0 . 0 0 2  
0.003 
0.007 
0.05 
0 . 0 6  
0.14 
31 
23 23 
24 
19 
well correlated with the thresholds, indicatii.c Lhat i;":' the 
(Y,2n) threshold is within the giant resonance region, the 
(y,2n) cross section will be large. 
Many other groups have used BF^ detectors (36,37) and 
S-particle detectors (33,39,40,41,42) to investigate fluorin 
However, these groups have not given numerical results which 
can be compared with this work, so these papers will not be 
reviewed here. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Conclusions to this thesis can be grouped into two parts, 
the numerical part and the discussion part. In the numerical 
part (part A), the yield curves, cross section curves, anc 
integrated cross section curves are presented. Comparison 
of integrated cross sections is made to previous work by 
other groups. The ratio of the (y,2n)/(y,n) cross sections 
is viewed with respect to the statistical theory. 
The discussion section (part B) reviews the sources of 
error innèrent in the -experiment in the light of possible ways 
to reduce them. It is possible to improve the experiment 
significantly v/ith a few apparatus changes. The limitations 
of the method and suggestions for further work are then pre­
sented. 
A. Numerical Results 
1. Yield curves 
The yield curves for reactions in which one and two 
neutrons are emitted are shown in Figure 24. There are several 
features worth noting. 
1.) The points at 10 î-îEV are not significant. They 
are below the (y,n) thresholds. The beam was run 
at too high an intensity relative to the points at 
15 D4EV. The large light pulse produced in the 
scintillator due to the high intensity beam probably 
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caused ficticious counts. 
2.) The threshold for the (y ,2n) reaction is 
not very observable. The iy,2ii) yield seems to 
take a sharp upward turn at 22 or 23 D-IEV. 
3.) The threshold for the (Y,p2n) reaction is only 
slightly higher than the threshold for the (y,2n), 
so that the (y,p2n) contribution may be consider­
able. The (y,3n) threshold is very high, so that 
not much contribution is expected. 
4.) The (y,2n) yield is rising at high energies, so 
there is probably considerable cross section for 
this reaction above the giant resonance. 
The estimated thresholds are computed from the mass excess 
tables in Bethe and Morrison (43) when possible; otherwise 
they are computed from the semi-empirical mass formula as 
found in Green (44). Known thresholds are compiled by 
Everling et (45) . 
2. Cross section curves 
The cross section plots (Figure 25) are at best crude 
estimates of where the bulk of the cross section lies. They 
are computed according to the least structure analysis of 
2 Cook (5) and are somewhat undersmoothed. The % values for 
the curves displayed are about 4, whereas they should be about 
2 If the higher % solutions are plotted, the (y,n) cross 
section would go negative for the last point or two. A few 
cr( / ,n)  ,2n) 
a - { T , n )  1 
0 10 . 20 30 40 
ENERGY, MEV 
Figure 25. Cross sections for pliotoncutron reactions in fluoiinc. 
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conclusions can be drawn from these curves. The (y^n) cross 
section peaks at about 22 MEV. The {Y,2n) cross section 
is large in the range from 25 to 50 i4EV, and may be consider­
able beyond 50 îŒV. 
3. Integrated cross sections 
The integrated cross section plots (Figure 26) are 
made of unsmoothed least structure output. It can be seen 
that reactions in which one or two neutrons are emitted do 
not exhaust the dipole sum rule. The integrated cross 
section seems to be leveling off at a value less than the 
classical dipole sum. 
4. Comparison to previous work 
The numerical results of this experiment consist of 
cross sections integrated over energy from thresholds to the 
maximum energy used, 50 IffîV, for the reactions in which one 
and two neutrons are emitted. Results are presented in 
Table 6. There are very few results to which comparison 
can be made, but in general the results of this work are high 
compared to previous work. The difference in the case of the 
(y,2n) results may possibly be due to the contribution of 
the ^^F(y,p2n)^^0, which would not be detected in the other 
work reported. 
5. Comparison to statistical model 
The ratios of the (y,2n) to (y,n) cross sections are shown 
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Table 6. Comparison to previous work. is the total photoneutron production 
cross section for production of one and two neutrons is the 
weighted total photoneutron cross section {o {y,n) + 2a(Y,2n) 
-H o(Y,pn) + ...j. The units are MEV-jnb 
Present work 
25 
a„, d.E =89 + 5 
Tn 
Previous work 
Horsley et al. (30) 
residual activity 
r 2 6  
o{y,n) dE = 
Jo 
39 
°Tn 
•50 
0 
•25 
0 
'50 
0 
'50 
0 *2n 
0 °ln 4% 
= 221 + 20 
°2n 
*2n 42 
= 3.1 + .3 
47 + 10 
= 0.28 + .03 
Ferguson et (32) 
four BF^ detectors 
Edwards and MacMillan (33) 
positron activity 
Morsley et al. (30) 
residual activity 
O'Connell et ^1. (35) 
annihilation radiation 
,70 
o ( Y , n )  dE = 110 ± 17 
J n 0 
'26 f' (Y,2n) dE = 2.4 
'0 
100 
a(Y,2n) dE 
noo 
= 0.14 
o ( Y , n )  dE 
o 
J 
loa 
in Figure 27. The data was taken in one stops fro.T. 10 zo 
26 ii2V. The reduction to cross sections v/as done using Cook's 
least structure raethod (5). The data is not good enough to 
either confinri or reject Blatt and v/eiskopf ' s theory (29, 
p. 379). The unders:noothed solutions show very little cross 
section out to about 23 î-IEV, and then rise rapidly. This 
trend is also evident in the yield curves. In addition, 
2 there is a lot of x contribution in the area around 23 i-ijiiV. 
This is consistent with the existence of structure in the cross 
section curve which cannot be resolved. A higher precision, 
higher energy resolution experiment is needed to settle this 
point. 
3. Discussion 
1. Principle sources of error 
Table 7 is a listing of the principal sources of error 
in the experiment. The number given are estimates for typical 
points not close to threshold energies. There is undoubtedly 
some correlation between some of the factors, so that the 
overall errors are not quite correct. Some of these factors 
could be reduced in various ways. 
a.) The counting statistics errors could be reduced by 
operating at higher efficiencies or closer to the 
minimum in the error curve. The error can be reduced 
by a factor cf three or four if a 80% efficient 
X = 7 x l 0  
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
ENERGY, MEV 
Figure 27. Ratio of (Yf2n/(Y,n) cross sections for fluorine 
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Table 7- Errors 
Source of error iiJrror, (y,n) Error, (y,2n) 
a. Counting statistics + 2% + 5% 
b. Efficiency deter­
mination + 3% + 6% 
c. Dose system + 4% + 4% 
d. Apparatus fluctua­
tions +0.9% +0.9% 
e. Sample absorption +1% +1% 
f. Pulse overlap small +2% 
g. Beam fluctuations small -1% 
Overall Errors + 5% + 9% 
detector is operated at about 0.3 counts - per beam 
pulse. This can probably be done if the scintillator 
is loaded with a neutron capturing material such as 
galolinium. The neutrons are captured about 15 
times faster, so the effective natural background 
would be decreased from about 0.5 counts per beam 
pulse to about 0.03. Also, the efficiency would be 
increased up to about 80%, since the Los Alamos 
detector (46) operated at 85% efficiency. 
b.) The efficiency determination could be done more 
accurately and faster with a spontaneous fission 
source and detector. This is partly due to better 
detection of the initial event. In only 60% of the 
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ciacays of the C for the Am-Bo neutron source is 
the 4.5 MEV gamma ray given off, and the detection 
efficiency of the sodium iodide crystal is surely 
considerably less than half. A fission detector 
could detect virtually all of the fission events. 
Also f about four neutrons would be emitted, compared 
to one for the Am-Be neutron source. Thus the effi­
ciency of the scintillation detector could be 
measured, more often and more accurately, so that an 
efficiency correction as a function of run nuraber 
could be put into the data reduction. 
c.) The dose system calibration cannot be done much 
better, since part of the error is in the original 
calibration at the National Bureau of Standards. 
d.) Better and more frequent efficiency determinations 
should reduce the apparatus fluctuations. Records 
could easily be kept of temperature and optical 
transparency of the scintillator; these records 
might further reduce this factor. 
e.) The sample absorptions were measured at only a few 
energies. If the shielding were made more effective, 
then higher beam intensities could be used, so that 
sample absorption factors would contribute less 
error. 
f.) Pulse overlap and beam intensity fluctuation correc-
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tions could DO rùade, since they arc systematic and 
not random in nature. Wo apparatus r;iodifications 
would have to be made, but more detailed calculations 
would have to be carried out. If the scintillator 
were loaded, then the pulse overlap corrections would 
become larger and it would be essential to make the 
pulse overlap corrections. 
2. Whac has been done; limitations 
This work has demonstrated for the first time that the 
large scintillation detector is a useful tool for photonuclear 
research. A large detector has been constructed, assembled, 
and calibrated for response to gamma rays and neutrons. 
Clear evidence has been established that photoneutrons were 
observed from various samples. Absolute cross sections have 
been measured for reactions in fluorine in which one and two 
neutrons are emitted. These absolute measurements do not 
depend on the calibration of a neutron source, but only on 
the calibration of the ionization chamber. 
However, there are still serious limitations to the work. 
The knock-out system was unsatisfactory. This may have 
affected the energy calibration somewhat. The beam jitter 
problem is minor, but it would be useful_to understand it 
better. The monitor system was not tested exhaustively for 
electrical leaks. It would be useful to determine the effi­
ciency as a function of neutron energy. 
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Further work should be done towards loading the scintil­
lator with a neutron capturing material, improving the luethod 
by which the efficiency was measured, and improving the shield­
ing which was used. Synchrotron related problems, such as 
beam intensity jitter and knock-out, are not critical, and 
will probably be alleviated as more experience with the syn­
chrotron is gained. 
As the apparatus now exists, it can be applied as a 
useful tool in photonuclear research. 
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IX- APPENDICIES 
In the following three sections, the computer progra&:s 
usee for this experiment are documented. Appendix A contains 
programs for the 910 computer. They are written in the E.D.Z, 
(Scientific Data Systems) syrûbolic language. The other two 
programs are written in "fortran" language for the IBM model 
360/50 computer. The program for calculation of cross section 
curves from yield curves is not presented, as it is discussed 
elsewhere (2,7). 
Appendix A: Computer Programs 
for the 910 Computer 
This appendix consists of technical information about the 
computer used for data acquisition. All programs are written 
in the "syrabol" language, and are in the interrupt mode. All 
interrupts are serviced in less than 0.1 second, so that the 
clock routine will not miss counts. Thus extensive use is made 
of indicators (called flags or "FL" in the flow diagraras). 
The flags are set by the routines themselves or by operators 
from the synchrotron control desk. The normal state of all 
flags is -1, and the set state is zero. Brief descriptions 
for the main sections of program follow, then flow diagrams, 
then operation directions, and finally the source and machine 
language programs themselves. The programraed operators them­
selves are not described here, since they can be found in the 
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Scientific Data Systems ro.anuals. 
1. Summaries of the programs 
The main program begins at "START". The interrupt loca­
tions are set up, all flags are set to -1, location 1 is set 
up for restart, and the page counter is set so that typing can 
begin at the top of a page. At VRESET", the 0.1 second clock 
is set to zero, all flags are set to -1, and the cycle counter 
for the multiscale routine is set to zero ("NOCYC"). The mrain 
routine, as shown in the flow diagram, starts at "TEST"', where 
the various flags are tested to see which routines will be 
called. Since most of the flags are tested only once each 
second, timing of the routines is generally in integral numbers 
of seconds. The routines generally return to "TEST" upon com­
pletion. (Program starts at location lOOOg.) 
The' 211g interrupt services the routine "SSTFL", or set 
flags. The four SKS (skip if signal not set) signals from the 
remote panel at the synchrotron control desk. If the combina­
tion of signals is correct, then the appropriate flags are 
set. (Program starts at 1250„.) O 
The 212g interrupt services the "RDSC", or read scalar 
routine. This interrupt is generated by the timing apparatus 
at the end of the 600 usee count period so that the scalar 
can be read. If the interrupt flag ("INTFL") is not set, then 
the interrupt does nothing. Otherwise, the scalar is read, 
set to zero, and the proper bin is incremented. (Program 
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located at 3000..,.) O 
The "RijlADY" routine is the routine used for a regular 
synchrotron run. The dose system is released from zero, and 
a four second wait period is initiated ("PAUSE"). The initial 
dose is then read. If it is small, and if the digital volt­
meter is set to a proper scale, the routine proceeds. The 
bin contents are all set to zero, flags are set, and the 
initial data is typ^-d out. (Program located at 1370g.) 
In the end of run routine ("EORUK"), final values of the 
clock and dose are read. Flags are reset, and the data is 
punched on paper tape and typed. (Program located at 4500g.) 
The routine for a run with the background sample ("BG") 
is the same as the run routine, but different flags are used. 
(Located at 4500q.) 
The routine for the end of a background run ("ENDBG") is 
the s aille as the end of run routine, but different flags are 
used. (Located at 4670g.) 
. In the standard count routine ("STD"), the dose system 
is released from zero. After a four second wait period, the 
D.V.M. is read and checked. The scalar is set to zero, and 
the flags are set. Initial inforraation is typed out. 
(Located at 2200g.) 
In the end of the standard count routine ("EORSTD"') , the 
scalar, dose, and clock are read, and the information is put 
on paper tape and on the typewriter. The dose system is set 
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to zero f anci the flags are reset. (Located at 2251g.) 
Interrupt 213g service a routine ("RESET") which first 
resets itself, and then branches to "RESET". Thus all flags 
are reset before returning to "TEST". This allows the operator 
to start over. (Located at 1222g . )  
The clock interrupt services a routine called "CLOCK". 
This interrupt is generated internally by the computer every 
0.1 second. It is scaled down by a factor of ten in this 
routine, so that timing can be done on a seconds basis. The 
test flag is set to zero every second,- so that the main routine 
can check the flags. (Located at 2735g.) 
The routine to read the digital voltmeters is called 
"RDVI4". The two important D.C. voltages can be. read. They are 
the reference voltage for the energy control and the dose. 
A one bit SOM (output pulse), SKS (skip if signal not set), 
and a 24 bit register are reserved for each D.V.M. The one 
bit EOM commands the read cycle, and the SKS senses the end of 
the read cycle. The voltage is read into the computer in a 
four bit coded form. Bit zero contains the sign,, and bits 
1, 2, and 3 contain the scale factor. Bits 4 to 23 contain 
the five digits. (Program located at 3100^.) 
The routine to compute the energy of the synchrotron is 
called "ENERGY". The energy can be computed from the refer­
ence voltage once the machine has been calibrated. Extensive 
use is made of floating point programmed operators in this 
routine- (Located at 3210^,.) 
The routine "SPR'ilD" conv-cs from a numerical four bit 
code to a numerical si:-: bit cov'.e. Inforr.&tion which is read 
in from the registers is generally in four bit coded form. 
In order to convert to binary so that arithmetic can be done, 
it is convenient to spread the information out into the six 
bit code (0,0,8-4,-2,1). The programmed operator codes can 
then easily be used. Spread inserts.the necessary spaces in 
the numbers so that this can be done. (Program located at 
3476g.) 
The program to right justify integers in the A,3 registers 
is called "RJU3". This routine is designed to be used after 
a binary to decimal conversion (BID programmed operator). A 
binary integer, with assumed decimal point to the right of 
bit 23, is converted to decimal form with the BID routine. 
•••RJUS" then right justifies the result in the A,3 register and 
fills the leading zeros with blanks. (Located at 354Sg.) 
Output of messages or nuraerical information is done by 
"OUTl'"' and "OUT2" for typewriter output, and by''PUNI'" and 
"PUiS;2'" for paper tape. The carriage returns and paper tape 
end of records are done by routines called "CARR" and "PIC". 
The latter punches one character, left justified, from the A 
register. .To output 4 character, the A register is loaded 
with the information to be typed, and the routine is called 
(3RÎ4 to OUTl or PUNI) . To output 8 characters, the A,B 
register is loaded and the routine is called (OUT2 or PUN2) . 
The routines return the registers unchanged. These routines 
are not fastest for output, but they are very convenient to 
use. (Programs start at 3400^.) 
The 31g interrupt is automatically internally generated 
every time typewriter or punch output is called. 
The 33g interrupt is automatically generated at the end 
of each message. Since the TOPW directive is used, this inter­
rupt does nothing. (Routine located at 1103^.) O 
The routine to make a background run without the syn­
chrotron is called "BGNS". It is similar to the standard count 
routine, but no dose is read, and the timing is longer. 
(Located at 400Og.) 
The routine for ending the above runs is called "EBGNS" 
(end, background, no synchrotron). It is similar to the end 
of the standard count routine, but no dose is read. (Located 
at 4024,..) d 
Multiscale routines are put in for utility in checking 
the stability of the apparatus. "EORMSC" is called at the 
end of a timing cycle, and "MSCLE" is called to initiate multi-
scale runs. Scalars (and a D.V.M. if desired) can be read at 
fixed timing intervals for an indefinite number of times. 
Each timing cycle can include a wait period if desired. 
(Programs start at 5400.-».) O 
In the event that a run termination is called by the 
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operator, the routine "EORT" (end of run test) loo]cs at the 
flags to see which type of a run to terminate. (Located at 
1170^.) O 
In the event that a run termination is called by the 
clock, the routine '"TIMECH" (time check) looks at the flags 
to see which type of run to terminate. (Located at 2640g.) 
The seconds clock is set by the routine "SETCLK" (set 
clock) . The first -thurob wheel is read, and the result is con­
verted to a binary integer which is stored in the clock loca­
tion. (Located at 2667g.) 
The run number counter can be set by the routine "SETRUI-?". 
The first thumb wheel is read, and its value is converted into 
a binary integer. This value is stored in the run counter 
location ("RUiSiC"). (Program located at 6000,,.) 
2. Plow diagrams 
Flow diagrams for most of the programs used follow.. Some 
of the routines are too short for inclusion as flow diagrams. 
Their content is obvious from the listings. 
} 
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NS 
OENERATE 
LEADER 
INITIALIZE SET 
FLAGS TO -I 
BPT TESTF START 
MAIN ROUTINE ("START") 
READY 
ROUTINE 
FL. 
FL END RUN TEST R 
FL 
' FL 
FLOCK 
CLOCK 
CHECK ROUTINE 
MULTISCALE 
ROUTINE 
SET 
CLOCK ROUTINE 
FL 
FL BACKGROUND 
ROUTINE 
FL 
FL 
SET TESTF 
TO-I 
SET RUN 
COUNTER ROUTINE 
STANDARD 
ROUTINE 
NO BEAM 
RUN ROUTINE 
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INTERRUPT taiDg 
(PUSH BUTTON) 
("SETFL") 
STARi 
ARE 
ANY LIGHTS 
IT? 
NO TYPE ERROR 
MESSAGE RETURN 
IMPROPE 
COMBINATION lYPE ERROR 1 MESSAGE RETURN 
SET 
PROPER FLAGS 
RETURN 
INTERRUPT (2l2)g 
(READ SLALAR INTERRUPT) 
("RDSC") 
START 
RETURN 
I WCREMENT 
PROPER I BIN 
RETURN 
REAO 
SCALAR 
!. :.^r; 
RUN ROUTINE 
("READY") 
BACKGROUND RUN 
ROUTINE, SAME 
BUT DIFFERENT 
FLAGS USED 
START 
I 
RELEASE NBS j 
WAIT 4 SECONDS | 
READ DOSE j 
DOSS 
ZERO GOOD 
? 
READ CLOCK 
NO TYPE 
r 
RESET 
FLAG 
RETURN 
^TO MAIN 
ZERO 
BIN CONTENTS 
V 
TYPE OUT 
INITIAL 
DATA 
SET FLAGS 
4- FL CLOCK 
+ END RUN 
+ INTERRUPT 
- F L  i  
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end OF run 
ROUTINE 
("eorun") 
end, b.g. run, 
same, but 
different flags 
used. 
( START 
set flag 
1nterrup1 
to - I 
output 
data 
to main 
reset flags 
record 
CLOCK 
zero n.b.s. 
STANDARD 
ROUTINE 
L"STD") 
COUNT 
RELEASE NBS 
ZERO, WAIT 
FOUR SECONDS 
READ DVM 
^NO TYPE 
MESSAGE 
RCI URN 
TO MAIN 
RETURN 
TO MAIN 
READ CLOCK 
ZERO SCALAR 
TYPE OUT 
INITIAL 
INFORMATION 
SET FLAGS; 
+ END RUN, CLOCK 
+ END RUN.FLAG 
- F L 3  
END STANDARD 
COUNT ROUTINE 
("EORSTD") 
START 
READ ; SCALAR 
DVM 
CLOCK 
_1 
OUTPUT 
INFORMATION 
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INTERRUPT (213) 
(PUSH BUTTON) 
("RESET") 
8 
START 
RETURN 
TO MAIN • 
RESET THE 
INTERRUPT 
RESET 
ALL FLAGS 
 
INTERRUPT (2I6)q 
(CLOCK, 0.1 SEC.) 
("CLK") 
START 
NO ES 
RETURN 
SET FLAG 
"TESTF" 
TO ZERO 
RETURN 
SECOND 
ILAPSED 
FOREMEN' 
SECONDS 
CLOCK 
!NCREi7.£NT 
0.1 SEC. 
COUNTER 
SET 0.1 SEC. 
COUNTER 
TO -10 
.1.2/1. 
READ DIGITAL 
VOLTMETERS 
("RDVM") 
NO YES 
READ CYCLE 
NO 
.YES 
SCALE 
NO 
100 
SCALE 
YES 
NO 
1000 
SCALE 
YES 
NO 
YES/IS IT IN^ 
^\READ CYCLE 
START 
RETURN 
START 
READ 
CYCLE 
SPREAD CODE. 
ADD DEC PT 
AND SIGN 
SPREAD CODE. 
ADD DEC PT 
AND SIGN 
SPREAD CODE 
ADD DEC PT 
AND SIGN • 
SPREAD CODE 
ADO DEC PT 
AND SIGN 
12 5 
ENERGY CALCULATING 
ROUTINE 
("ENERGY") 
klad 
REFERE 
VOLTÂG 
V 
COMPUTi 
ENERGY 
RETURN) 
.12 G 
OUTPUT 4 CHARACTERS 
FROM A REGISTER 
("OUT 1 " FOR TYPEWRITER ; 
"PUN l" FOR PUNCH) 
START 
BUFFER 
READY 
NO 
YES 
RESTORE 
A REGISTER 
TURN ON 
OUTPUT DEVICE 
SAVE A REG. 
SET UP 31 
INTERRUPT 
RETURN 
31 INTERRUPT 
("OTI") 
START 
RETURN 
FILL W BUFFER 
FROM MEMORY 
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background, 
MO BEA!\A 
ROUTINE 
("bgms ) 
STAR. 
set up clock, 
flags: 
4 END RUN,CLOCK] 
+ END RUN FLAG 
- FLAG 12 
I 
i 
I 
I zero scalar 
routine 
("EBGNS") 
read scalar ! 
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START 
READ 
TWO SCALARS END MUUTISCALE 
TIMING CYCLE 
("EORMSC") 
YES NO 
YES NO 
SET TIMING 
FOR WAIT 
PERIOD 
BPT NS BPT NS 
RETURN 
TO MAIN 
I RELEASE 
I NBS ZERO 
RETURN 
TO MAIN 
BPT NS RETURN 
TO MAIN 
/^WAIT 
PERIOD THIS 
\ TIME ^ 
THERE AWAIi 
\PERIOD / 
ZERO NBS 
READ DVM READ DVM; TYPE OUT 
OUTPUT 
SCALAR VALUES 
OUTPUT 
DVM VALUE 
SET 
TIMING 
FOR COUNT 
PERIOD 
SET TIMING 
FOR COUNT 
PERIOD 
SET WAIT 
INDICATOR TO 
ZERO 
SET WAIT 
INDICATOR 
RETURN 
TO MAIN 
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START 
MULTISCALE 
ROUTINE 
("MSCLE") 
BPT NS 
SET UP 
DWELL TIME 
OUTPUT 
NFORMATION 
READ DVM I 
TYPE OUT [ 
VALUE I 
NS BPT TYPE 
MESSAGE 
RETURN 
TO MAIN 
RETURN 
TO WAIN 
ZERO NBS 
RELEASE 
NBS ZERO 
ZERO SCALARS 
READ THUMB 
WHEELS FOR 
COUNT AND WAIT 
PERIODS 
SET FLAGS 
+END RUN CLOCK 
+END RUN. MSCLE 
13 0 
END OF RUN 
TEST 
("EORT") 
SET 
TO -
FL2 
1 
TYPE ERROR 
MESSAGE 
CRETURNN T O  M A i N V  
START 
WULTi SCALE 
? 
END STD 
ROUTINE 
END, MSCLE 
ROUTINE 
END OF RUN 
ROUTINE 
END, 
BACKGROUND 
ROUTINE 
END OF RUN, 
NO BEAM 
ROUTINE 
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CLOCK CHECK 
ROUTINE ("TIMECH") 
START 
NO 
YES 
STANDARD 
COUNT 
YES 
NO 
MULTISCALED YES 
NO] 
RUN YES END OF RUN 
ROUTINE 
NO 
YES 
NO 
B.G. 
NO EZAM YES 
TYPE 
ERROR MESSAGE 
RETURN 
TO MAIN 
NOT 
END STD CNT 
ROUTINE 
END B.G. NO 
BEAM ROUTINE 
END Or B.G. 
ROUTINE 
END OF MSCLE 
ROUTINE 
SET FL CLOCK 
TO -I 
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3. Operator instructions 
If the program has been loaded into the computer and the 
hardware has been properly set up, then the operators should 
b.e able to call routines from the syncrotron control desk 
according to the following directions. 
Routine Lights 
Start of run 1 
End of run 2 
Standard count 3 
Background run 4 
3.G., No beam 1&2 
Set run number 1&3 
Set clock 1&4 
2-iultiscale 2&4 
Restart none 
Interrupt 
211 
211 
211 
211 
211 
211 
211 
211 
213 
4. Hardware used 
The following hardware is used with the various programs 
Function Label 
D.V.M., Reference Voltage I register 
D.V.M./ Dose H register 
Scalar A register 
Thumb Wheel No. 1 G register 
Thumb Wheel No. 2 F register 
Zero Scalar UP40 
Reference 
30027 
30037 
30030 
30036 
30035 
00233704 
Function Label Roforencr: 
Cormn and D.V . :yi .  iNjo. 1 UP 41 00225704 
Coi'iini and D.V .M. No. 2 UP 4 2 0 0 2 3 G 7 0 4 
Release Moniter Zero UP 4 4 00237504 
Zero Flo ni ter UP 4 5 00237604 
Rese t SKS lights UP 50 00233705 
D. V. j  i'l. Ko. 1 SKS UP 50 04033705 
D.V.j >î. Mo. : 2 SKS UF51 04035705 
Push Button No. 1 UF52 04036705 
Push Button No. 2 UF53 04037305 
Push Button No. 3 UF54 04037505 
Push Button No. 4 UF55 04037605 
Push Button 211 114 211 
Push Button 213 115 213 
Read Scalar Interrupt 115 212 
Clock 119 216 
5. Source program listings 
Source listings for all prograias used follow. Three 
corrections which were included in the programs as used in­
clude the following. In "$S]SISPvGY", C2 was .3913, and C3 was 
.069. In "$3G'', a CLR should be included after the 58^^ 
statement. It then reads 
3RI-i OUTl 
CLR 
LDA RUNG . 
134 
O 
31^03 
< 1 i : i 'n 04^16705 
. ip,.  O',0HV3n«i 
\  t i )Pi) 04^37505 
SI- •; 4 i iPi) 040 •)7^C'i  
Ml, l ist UPL' 00?137nn 
i l  1 1 ncc -  1 kr AliY 
î-r 1.;  DEC -1 r^r RUN 
1 1 L ^ HEC -1 STr. 
14 DEC -  1 iîACK. GKI) 
i -r i  12 nrc - 1 '3 G SYN i iFF 
i  H. 11 I : H C  - 1 
;• f  i  14 n-r.c -1 SET CLK 
ir i .?3 IM'Î;  - l  
!CLZA . DEC - 1 MULTISCALF 
l 'H 14 DCC -1 
i i 'LCLK Ol-'C. -1. 
-;. ' -Lnr<f • IT" C -  1 
!. i ;ni>r s LiL C -!  FUR IS STD 
»r, i :vFy DEC -1 rOR MILThC 
sCORTi DEC -1 TOR,USUAL RUN 
tr l iypi) DEC - 1 EUR, B.r..  
1I\T=L DEC -1 
i '  rrsTP OEC -1 
I r tHNSf- DEC -1 i3G, NU SYM 
HSS 9 
î- iOPR t :cr 02O000CO 
ST^SG i iCI 2,SET PAGF 
p Ac; E 
ST-tr 'S: ;  BCl ?,SFT PAGF 
1.STAI ' , r  LCIA NUT I  
LOX = -16 
s TA l2H - t-16 ,? 
« -1 
LIlA ~ —(SO 
S TA CLKl 
LDA = -1 
S TA IMTf-L 
LI lA = 0 
S TA ? 
LDA RMSCI 
S TA 1 
LDA r.LK I  
S TA 14/ 
LDA Rl-SETI ,4 RE TFT FLAG' 
S TA I  i" 
Li)A NUPR,4 
STA 12K 
L!)A SFTFLI SEI FLA'iS 
S TA 1 37 
LOA Lur. l  ,4 LUCAriC.J I  
STA 1 
LDA I 'FFl ,4 3 3 i rv i l lVURDI 
S TA 21 
F IH 
l iRM CARR,4 
LDA = -5l 
STA CMC ARK,4 
L l j a  STRMSC,4 
. _  . S I R H S O + l , - r  
! i R . «  UUT2,4 
h r < U  R E S t : r . 4  
l -Mi îT  1  i r n . M  r iFF 
.  i . îOrF I  O K M  OFF 
O f - f  H L r  
B R U  •  O F F  ,  
~  i f i f s c r  n n u s E  L i r . H F  U F F  
E U X  3 7 6 0 4  N B " : .  Z E R O  
LDA = 0  
S TA . . .  CLKl  .  .  / E R U  C L O C K  
LOX =-?fi 
.... 
LU A 
STA F L l + 2 8 , 2  
B ! i 4  . . .  • - 1  
LUA = 0  
STA ,  . N U Ç Y £ . t A -
PAGE : 
. J t I C S T  SK.N; . TESTF . , 4 J  .  
H R U  •  + 4^4 
B.PL_.  1  ! _ •  
. B R M  L E D F T ;  "  
B P j u . . . . .  T Ç . 5 T . . :  .  
S K N  FLl  r4 l  
1 . . ï iP lU . .  RE.  AO Y , .4  .  PREPARE SYNCHKUr- ' fJN RU' .  
SKN FL2,4 
D R U  .  .E0RT. .4  F NI )  o r  ' .UN,  TEur  w h i ' :h  / î m d  
SKN FL3.4 
.3KU ,  STPn4 PR3PARC FUR S Tf )  CHU ,T 
SKN FLEURC,4 
B R U  .  TIKEC.H,4 CMCCK T l î 'E  
SKN FL?4,4 
BRU MSCLE , 4  START .« i lLTISCALF.  RCUT [ \ -
SKN FL14,4 
« R I ) .  SETCLK ,4  SET CLCCK 
SKN FL4,4 
... . 
-BHU R Ç  B.C.  RUN 
SKN FLI2 ,4  
BRU _ BGNS,4 HG.  NU SVN 
SKN FUI ,4  
BRi l  SETRUN 
SKN FL23,4 
BRU RTN, .4  
SK. l  FL34,4 
BRU RTN,4 ... 
LDA =  - l  
STA TCSTF.A 
BRU TEST,4 
. -LCDf t  HLT 
LOA =  —  1  
B S H  PUN% 
BRR • LEDR 
PAGE 
Bcr  S.FRROR tN SKSl iUTl  O n S  
, C " .M2 Hcr 2,FRR0R 2 
CCRI NOP TEST WHICH TYPE : !F  RUM 10 [  
SKN .  E0R(:St4 
fvt<u ro°.sTn,4 siAtMOAku "ufj 
SKN CUkFMiA 
iwi i  f unMSC.'» VIIJLT fSCALG, F"11; nwt-i . i .  rp 
SK.N EO'TR,'!  
r i« i i  P i i^ i iN ,4  FNn UF SYNr . i tkUTnrr> i  HUN 
SKN FlJf<rQ P.O. RUN 
ami FMOHG 
SK.J PC.MSF 
n^lj  FIIONS HG, NO KEAV. 
L!)A =-l  
S TA FLP.4 SCSCT FUR FLAG 
B'iM CASK, 4 
LUA F«N';?»4 PRRQR MESS ACE C". 
LO". ,4 
SRM OUT 2,.4 
OKU rEST^4 
Rl'N 8RM CARK,4 
LUX =-S 
LDA TESTMS*-5,6 
RKM GUTl,4 
HRX .-2,4 
HKU RtSET,'.  
Li ' .Cl MRU STA0;T 
Rcscri 9RM REscrr 
f<HSETT Hur 
HAM CFFl 
OKU RESET 
3FF1 • HLT 
KIN OFF 1 
BRU» UF|:1 "" 
END 
'  HTÏÏTÔ 01250 '  
SCTMSv".  HC:  5 ,ERR0R3 TOO MANY bUTTCNS 
iSETFLI BRf. SFTFL 
SETFL r lLT 
STA SFTTNl,4 
STX SETTMl+l 
LDA =0 
SKI 234 
BRU •+?,4  
bRU RSKS,4 NU BUT TUN SET 
SKS234 
SRU «+2,4 
rtRU SFI,4 READY 
SKS134 
•JRU «+2,4 
QRU SF2,4 FOR 
SKS124 
5KU *+2,4 
HRU SF3,4 SriJ 
SKS123 
^RU *+2,4 
tîRU SF4,4 
SKS12 
CHU •+2,4  
HKU SF34»4 
SKS 1 3  
HRU *+2 ,4  
137 
H ;< ;  SH24r4 
iK i  14 
BRU *  + 2 ,4  
OHIJ SF23r4 
SKS23 
o«u « + 2 ,4 
KKU SF14,4 
SKS24 
HRU •  + 2  ,4  
GliU SF13r4 
SKS34 
.BKU *+2,4 
BRU •  SF12^4 
BRM CAP.R, .4  
LUX = -5 
LOA SET,MSG + 5 
HRM CUTI ,4  
BRX »-?  ,4  
HRIJ RSKS,4 
5K1234 1.1 PU 0403600! )  
SKS234 CPO 04037005 
;S.KS134 .OPn 04036405 
SKS124 upn 04036205 
•SKS123 OPI)  04036U15 
:SKS12 CPU 04036305 
:SKS13 UPU 04CÎ6505 
SKS14 UPO 04036605 
SKS23 CPO 04037105 
SKS24 OP!)  04037205 
.SKS34 GPO 0403740"^  
SFl s TA FLI ,4 
HRU RSKS,4 
SF2 S TA FL2,4 
HKIJ KSKS,4 
S TA FL3,4 
DRU RSKS,4 
'sr4 S TA FL4,4 
GRU RSi<S,4 
SF 12 S TA FLI . ' ,4  
CRU ' .SKS,4 
SFl 3 S TA FLI3 ,4  
BRU RSKS,6 
SF14 STA FL14,4 
BRU R5KS,4 
SF23 STA FL.?3.4  
MRU RSKS,4 
SF24 STA FL24,4 
BRU RSKS,4 
Sr34 STA FL34,4 
BRU RSKS,4 
HSKS DOWSE 
LDA SCTTMl,4 
LOX SETTMl+ l  
BRU» SETFL,4 
•t ic 'sETI 8RM RESETT,^ 
RESETT HLT 
8 RM nFFl,4 
RESET, ' .  
l iFFl HLT 
M IN 0FFl,.4 
a'<U» I IFF1,4 
Si- TIMl l iSS 2 
Lur. 1 l iKU START 
ni. i isf DPD 00213705 
CNn 
KORf. 01400 
i-Mf-AHY NOP 
ÉUM 37504 
i l  KM PAUSE 
LOX = 1 
B'ÎM R0VM,4 
tiKM CHFnVM,4 
S TA RDYDVZ+l,4 
STH ".DYOVZ ,4 
STX KDYOVZ ••.?,4 
STX 3 
OBF 
S TA RIJYTMZ + I  ,4 
STn RDYTM2,4 
LDA CLKl 
S TA IN !  r  
LDA y. I  \  [ T 
S TA TI"H 
LOA = G 
S TA FLEURC 
STA - EUixFR 
LOA = -1 
STA FLl 
LOA = 11'. 00 
A no CLKl 
STA xAx r 
EUM 3 3/04 
LIJA = 0 
LUX = -10 
STA nATA+lC,2 
STA CUTOTAflC,, 
BRX —2 
LQA = 0 
STA INTFL 
3 RM CARR,4 
I l  RM CAP.R,4 
LUX — " "6  
LOA HDYMS4+ft,f ,  
H RM CUTI,4 
URX — ? ,4  
NUH 
KRM CARR,4 
LOX = -3  
LOA RCYMS2t-3,. ' .  
l îRK CUTI,4 
aRx • -?  ,4  
LOX =-3 
LDA RDYnVZ+3,A 
QKM rJUTl ,4 
P .RX • —? t4 
3RM CARR,4 
RELSE N8S ZCRO 
READ INITIAL VALiiC ,  M.j-.Jf 
CHECK OVV 
OV.M INITIAL SETTING 
INITIAL TIME 
HALF HCU« "AX 
ZE-^O SCALAi< 
ZE'XU OAT A 
TYPC OUTS INI r I  4L I  T .  
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LOA MESG26 
H8M OUTL.I. 
LOA RUNG,A 
ADO = L 
LOt l  = 0 
LSH 00CQ2 
ADD = 1 
BID 21 
8KH RJUSf4 
G RM UUT2^4 
8RM SPACE,4 
3 RM C4RR 
LOA MSGP6 
LOK MSG?6+1 
BRM OUT:? 
BRM SPACE 
LUX = 2 
L\RM RDVM 
XAB 
BRM OUT?. 
STX TCM4 
LOA TEM4 
BRM .  CUTL 
HRM ENERGY,4 
STL, RDYTML,4 
S TA RDYTMUL ,4 
STX R1")YTM1 + Z ,4 
3 RM CARRR4 
LOA =-2 
LDA RDYMSH?,F. 
ARM UUTL,4 
BRX •  -2 ,4 
LDX =-3 
U»A ROYTKL+3,6 
3RK UUT1,4 
HRX •-2 t4 
3KM CARR,4 
LUA R0YMS3,4 
BRM 0UTU4 
LDA TIME 
BID 23 
STA CLKn,4 
STB CLKH-T-L ,4 
BRM RJUS,4 
BRM CUTS,4 
ORU TEST,4 
II 'AT A DSS 10 
TUUTDTA BSS IC 
SK'UNTIX HSS 1 
• { • ÎMÎSI - RSB ? 
y F r.G?4 BC! I  ,RL)N 
MS^2 6 BCI ?,REF VOLT 
M.S02 7 BCI 2,FIN MONT 
MASK 6 DC r 03777777 
3SP OCT 121212C0 
TTMA OCT 0 
P36H DEC 3600 
KSGIA 3CI 1 ,  MpN 
TYPE our !<UN NO. 
TYPE KEF VOL 
CALCULA TH E.JCKGV 
TYPE MESSAGr-3 EN'KCY 
TYPE ENEKGY 
14 0 
o-
HOYTMl  HSS 1  
.ROY."  S I  BCI  2 ,ENERGY 
RHYrS4 3CI  6 ,ROUTINES)  S  
. ' • ; i lYT . - !2  fiSS 3 
RHYry)  BSS I  
.RPYMK 1  per  7  T 
>IDYI )VZ HSS 
; t<nYNS2 aci 3,rnT MON IT 
RHYMS? l iC I  1  ,CLK 
BCLK BSS 1  
HCÎ  I  .RUN 
M CSG 5 IÎCÎ. 1  ,CLK 
CI .K I )  tiSS 2  
N't-se,7 DC I. I.TUNC 
{ 'PAUSE HLT 
STCii PAUSEl  
LDA CLKl  
ADD.  =  4  
SKG CLKl  
BRU » + ? 
RRU » -2  
LDA PAUSEl  
SKR PAUSE 
P AUSE I  BSS 1  
PAGE 
.1 .E0RUN NOP 
LUX — I 
BRK RDVM,4  
STB H OR TMl  , 4  
- ST/ ;  EORTMI  +  1  ,4  
STX CURrMl+2  ,4  
EUM 17604  
LDA CLKl , .4  
S TA FNnTM,4  
LOX =  -10  
LDA r )ATA»10,2  
S TA OUTnTA+10,2  
HKX » -2  
LDA 
STA INTFL 
6 RM CARR, .4  
CARR, ,4  
LDX =  —S 
LOA EURMS3+5,6  
QRM OUT I , 4  
RK\  ,4  
BRM CARR,4  
LDA MESG12,4  
BRM OUTl ,4  
LOA =01000000  
BRM P IC ,4  
X IN  RUNC,4  
LOA RUNC,4  
LDR =  0  
LSH 2  
ADD =  1  
B in  21  
BRM RJUS,4  ,  
RUN 
BINARY L IVE T IMI - ,  START ur  KU­
WAIT  4  SEC 
READ OEAX YON I  I [K  
ZbRU NBS 
END OF RUN T IME 
PUNCH,  TYPE RUN Nf l .  ,  4  r  iG I fS  
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13 I IM PUN2,4  
XAh 
UK M CUTl , ' i  
BKM CARR,4  
LUA MESGlSiA 
BKM UUT1,4  
LOA T IME 
aril 23  
XAB 
— 3KM PUN?.  , 4  
XAW 
DRM RJUS, -V  
i lKM •CUT2t ,4  
SPACE,4  
LUA £ . \DTM,4  
sun IN IT ,4  
STA RUNTIM 
ORM CONVRT 
STD PURAX'J  
LOA RUNTIM 
t tm 23  
XAP.  
»R.M PUN2l ;4  
XAB 
RJUSi i4  
M!<M 0UT2,4  
URM CARR '• 
LOA MSG2 7 
LOB MSGS 7+1  
ARM CUT2 
!1HM SPACE 
LOA EORTMl  
LOÙ EORTMl+1  
Br tM 0UT2 
LOA E0RTMl<-2  
dKM OUT!  
H RM CARR ,4  
LDA E0RMS2,4  
BRM 0UT1,4  
LOA EORTMl+1 ,  4  
LDB EORTMl ,4  
LOX EORTMl+P,  4  
STX 3 
oar 
rL f ,  R0YTM2 
S TO DOSE 
HOP 
XAH 
Q^K QUT2 ,4  
PUN2,4  
LOA i 
BRM 0UTl ,4  
bRK PUNi , ,4  
LOX = -3  
LDA RDYrMl+3, 6 
M RM PUNI ,4  
BHX • -2 ,4  
FURH4T 18  
CLOCK rijRMAT P H.O 
OUTPUT RUN DUKAruiN 
•1UN nu".ATIO\ F 4 . C 
r i .N 'AL .VONITFK 
TYPE MCNITc '^  
MOM TES Cl2.'j 
LOA =052COCOOO 
PlCr^ 
13  RM CARR,4  
LDA ME.S.Q14,4  
LOu MESni4  U ,4  
S RM OUT;?,4 
13RM CARR»4 
LUX = - iq  
CARPI  LDA OUTOTA+10,2  
QID 23  _  
XAB 
BRM PUN2, .4  DATA Ff j .O  
XAK 
BKM RJUS,4  
HRM 0UT2,4  
bSX CAROl ,4  
LDA =05200000^1  
BRM P IC  
HKM CARR,4  
LDA MESG15,4  
HRM 0UT1, '4  
CLK 
LOX = - lQ  
_ADf l  nATA+.10 .2  
HRX » - i ,4  
STA SUM 
:  :  B ID  23  
. .  BRM RJUS,4  
OR.X 0UT2y4  
.  .  B f tM .CARR,4  
NOP 
NOP 
LDA RMSr . l  
LDf t  RMSr , l+ l  
BRM CUT2 
,  .  BKH .  SPACE 
LHA SU"  
. BKM CONVRT 
STD BEAMS 
NCJP . .  OUTOTA 
LDA » - l  
. .6RM.  .  .  .  SUMUP 
BRM CONVRT 
. .  . . .  . . .STD NUTR NUFKONS 
FLO BEAMS 
.  STD CPB CNT/BEAM 
BDF 
. . XAB , , 
BRM CUT2 
LDA 3  
BFtM OUT 1  
BHM CARR 
LDA RMSC2 
. .  .  LQR RKSr ,2+ l  
NUP 
HRM 0UT2 
BHM SPACE 
:  .  LDP .  .NUTS :  .  
14 3 
FLO DOSF 
H1)F  
XAR 
l iKM C1UÎ? .  
LHA ?  
"'i!l OUTl 
n«M CARK 
LOA RMSG3 
L IH1  P .MSC3+1 
OUT 2  
l iKM SPACE 
LDP NUTR 
UDF 
XAi i  ,  
0UT2  
LUA 1  
nun 
B«M CARK 
LDA ^«es^,23  
LOO MESG23+1 
»!> .«  OUT 2  
I t ' - ;  M  SPACE 
LDP CPB 
FLS RGCl 'H  
FLD OOSC '  
FLM OURATN 
HOF 
XAf t  
ÛSM 0UT2 
LDA 3  
SRM CIUTI  
BRM SPACE 
LOX = -7  
LDA MESr ,25  +  r ,?  
I3RM CUTl  
3KX 0 -2  
BRtJ  RESET 
SUK BSS 1  
T IMC BSS 1  
DUR A T.M SSS 2  
RMSGI  BCI  2 ,C \T /HFAM 
RySC3 BCI  2 ,COUNTS 
MeSG?3 HCI  ? ,YEILC 
MCSG25 net  7 , ICNT/HEAM -  SGI»TIMC/DOSF 
BCAXS BSS 2  
NUTR ess  2  
CPR BSS 2  
FORTf ' l  BSS 3  
EuRyS3 HCI  5 ,ROUTINES END OF KUN 
MCSG12 BCI  1 ,R  
MF SGI  3  BCI  l .T IME 
MtSGlA BCI  2 ,COUNTS 
MESG15 BCi  l .SUNi  
IF M 5 HSJ i . . 
EfJR«S2 BCr  i .MCN 
TI :MP3 BSS I  
TEMP4 BSS 1  
TEMPS HSS 1  
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HCI  2 ,ERR COR \ot; , . . 
BCI l.RUN 
Î 3CÎ  2 ,  CNT /oose 
nw 
RUr<,0  02250  
\UP.  
EuM 37504  RLSE NBS ZERO 
BdM PAUSE 
NOP 
NOP 
LDX =  1  
BSM RDVM, .4  TAKE ZERO READING 
8RK CHCnVi i  , 4  CHECK DVP 
S TA STnVXZ+1,4  
STH STDVMZ,4  .  
STX STnVMZ+2,4  
.  STX 3  
OBf=  
ST4  STTMPl+1 ,4  
STR STTMPl  ,4  
L[ )A  CLKl  IN IT IAL T IME 
S TA IN I  T 
ADD =  ' )0  
STA MAXT MAX T IYE 
LDA ^ IN IT  
STA ST I  MP 
.  EOM 33704  ZERO SCALAR 
LDA =  0  
,  STA FLEORC 
STA EORF'S  
LDA = -1  
STA FL3  
.  BRM 
BRM CARRr4  
LUX = -6  
LQA STySG2+6,6  
BRM OUT 1 ,4 .  
SRX * -2 ,4  
BSM CARR,4  
LDX =  -4  
-LUA . .  STMSGl+y ,^  
BRM nUTL,4 
OKX •  -2  ,4  
LDX = -3  
LDA STnVKZ+3,6  
BHM OUT1^4 
Bf iX  " -2 ,4  . . .  
SRJ TEST,4  
PAGE 
;TD LDA CLKl ,4  
STA E N n T M , 4  TIME,  EiMD OF RUM 
cOX 30030  A REGISTER,  SLOT 3  
P IN  STnCT, .4 .  STD COUNT 
LDX =  1  
BRM R0VMr4  READ BEAM MONITE'<  
S  TO MGNITR 
.  STA .  ,  MONÇÏRIL .  
rrscy 
V' rSG26 
RMSG2 
14 5 
STX MDNITRt?  
STX 3  
nHF 
FLS STTMPl  
STi<  STOVM.A 
S TA STUVM+1,4  
i : i iM  37604  
HWM CARR,4  
OKM CARR,4  
LUX =—6 
LDA STMSG3+6,6  
«KM CUT1,4  
h%X •  -? ,4  
HRK CARR,4  
LDA McSS4,4  
B!<M OUT I , .A  
LDA MESS4P ,4  
HKM P1C,4 -
C IN  RUNC,4  
LDA RUNC,4  
LDK =  0  
LC.Y 2  
ADO =  1  
QiD ?1  
H RM H JUS , .4  
OkM PUN2r4  
BRK CIUT2r4  
OKM CARR,4  
LDA EUSMSI ,4  
BRM 0UTl f4  
LDA STIME 
Bin 23  
XAB 
OKM PUN2 
XAB 
URM RJUS 
R?.M UUT2 
NOP 
HRM SPACE,4  
LDA E\nTM,4 
SUM I .N I  T ,4  
STA TIMIi 
HID ? i 
XAB 
ORM PUN2 
XAI»  
BKM RJUS 
BRM 0UT2 
NOr»  
HKK CARR 
LDA MSr.4 
Li )B  Msr.4 + i 
BKM n u T 2  
P.  RM SPACÇ 
LDA MQNITR 
LDH MQNrtP+i 
RKM CUT2 
LCA MONITR+2 
sun IN IT IAL 
ZERO NRS 
TYPE RUN NUMHEk 
PUNCH RUN lUENr iF IP l  
TYPE AND PUNCH "-^UN ' 40 .  
RUN NUMBER I  H 
F INL MONTR 
14G 
OUT] ,  
HR.'I CARi^^jA 
Lf lA  Û0SNS2,4  
LDB.  E0SMS2 +  1 ,4  
1:1 RM aiiT2!f4 
L!JB STOVM.A 
LOA STnVM+l ,4  
•\0^ ' 
STI>  STnOSF 
unF 
XAR 
CRM UUT2,4  
bSM PUN2r4  
LD4 3  
I5KM nUTl»4  
I I  RM PUN 1 ,4  
3Ky.  SPACE,4  
LGA =012121?12  
DRM PUNI  
3RM PUNI  
BRH PUNI f  
LUA EUSMS3,4  
SRM OUT 1 ,4  
LDA S r r )CT,4  
HRM SPR6Û,4  
ADD =012120000  
i5RM PUN?, .4  
NOP 
r tKM CUT2,4  
ORM CARR 
LD\  T IMP 
«RM CONVRT 
s fu  T IMFF 
LÛA F0SMS5 
LOB E0SMS5*1  
H KM UUT2 
LDP STOCISF 
FLO T IMf iF  
80F  
XA3 
3  RM 0 IJT2  
LDA 3  
ORM nuTi  
HRM SPACE 
LDA [0SNS4 
LDi3  F0SMS4+1 
FiHM nuT2 
LDA STPr .T  
HHK SPRFn 
LSH 6  
ADD =02000000^ 
XAf i  
ADD =  033  
D£H 23  
BRM CONVRT 
FLO .  T IMRF 
bOF 
XAf i  
MUNirCR E l  2 .  <3 
TYPE,PUNCH sro CCU-MT 
STO COUNT PR.G 
147 
a  DUT? 
LDA 
iJ l iT l  
n-^M C Ai<R,  4  
L IM FUS'%2 , 4  
CRM P IC ,4  
HRU RESET,4  
.  . 'TSSl  UCI  4 ,MOUNT SOURCES 
>TSS2 I ÎC I  1 ,ZERU CARY 
.^K[SS4 MCI  1  tS  
MAXSTD DEC 600  
JOSr-S i  BCI  l .T IME 
E0SMS2 BCI  ? ,  MOM TER 
_SToosr  BSS 2  
•STPCTF m s s  2  
. . .s r i ,v ,E  BSS 1  
Msr ,4  OCI  2  , r  IN  MOM 
(• • •ONI  TK BSS 3  
T I .VL  BSS 1  
. . . ;T I f - 'CF  t tSS 2  
1 ,F1 !SMS4 BCI  ? ,CNT/SEC 
_lCOSKS'>  BCI .  2 ,n ( )SE/SEC 
EOSMS- i  BCI  I  ,CNTS 
_ ,C( l$52  OCT 52000000  
: ;STDCT BSS 1  
_:MI :SS4!>  OCT 02000000  
LiCT 0  
. . :Fr j '< rPT OCT i 3  
iSTDVM BSS 2  
:STr^Pi  BSS 3  
•STTI - - .P2  BSS I  
_.STVSKl  OCT 77  
STMsnz  BCI  6 ,ROUTINES!  STANDARD 
_ iSTnVMZ BSS 3  
STMSG3 BCI  6 ,ROUTINES FNO STD.  
STMSGl  BCI  4 , MON I  TER ZERO 
CN'C 
T IME NOT ELAPSED 
CMC OF STANÛARO CUUi \ lT  
END UF MULTISCAL= DWELL PERIOD 
EN! )  OF SYNCHROTRON RU\  
END B .C.  RUN 
T IKE ELAPSED,  bUT iMiJ  FLAG 
RUKG 02640  
iT IMECH NOP 
LOA CLKl . ,4  
ADD =  I  
SKC MAXT,4  
r tKU TEST,4  
SKN E0PrS,4  
HRIJ  EURSTD 
SKN EURFM,4  
3RU EURMSC,4  
SKN EORFR,4  
e .RU EURUN ,4  
SKN rORFH 
EKU ENOaG 
SKN DGNSF 
6RU EBGMS 
BKH CARR,4  
LDA EKM 1 ,4  
LOB FRMI+1 ,4  
r tR .S  0UT2,4  
8RM CARR,4  
RES 
CHV. I  nc i  
PAGE 
Tl iUS ' l j  I  UPI3  noP.ii'/ 
ts rTCLK . \CP 
CARR, .4  
DRM CAR! ' .»  A  
LUX =-? 
LDA SCTMSl+5 ,6  
BRM 0UT1, .4  • 
HKX •  —? ,  4  
BR.M CARR,A 
THUMtU 
P IN  T I IW1,4  
LDA THKMI ,4  
LDi i  THW.M1.+  1 ,4  
HRM 0UT2fA 
LDA 
EUR THWlh4  
BRM SPRED. ' i  
LSH 6  
A no THWS,4  
XA6 
Ann THWt lP ,4  
XAl5  
RRM OUT 2  , .4 .  
XAB 
D ID 23  
S TA X  I  N I  T  
ÛRIJ  RLSET,4  
THWl  BSS l  
Ti iWMl  3C1 2 ,CLOCK =  
T l -WS UCT 20C00CCC 
sr TMSI  BCÎ  S ,RQUTIN£3  
THwnp UCT 33  . 
TCKPl .  BSS 1  
PAGE 
SCLKI  BRM CLK.A-
CLK HLT 
MI  \ |  CLK2,4  
.S_KN CLK2,4„  
QKU *  +  2  ,4 :  
BRU- CLK ,4 ;  .  
STA CTMPI ,4  
LOA = -10  • 
ST 'X  CLK2f4  
.MIw CLKl  
f tN CLK3 
SKN CLKl  .  . . .  
BRU *4 -2  
BKU RETURN 
LDA = -60  
STA CLK3 
MIN MIN IT  
KCTURN LDA =  0  
STA TESTr  
LOA CTMRJi  .  
AOD nos SIGN 
ADO DECIMAL PU I  
I  NCR CLUCK 
SEC CLOCK 
X IN  CCUNT 
RcSTO'<fc  CLK3 
M I 'M CLOCK 
^•CLK 1 
1-CLK3 
sv  I  M  T 
.C  I  MPI  
$  I  M  T 
RliM 
tCNC'TX 
ty .AXT 
NUT I  
.OFF 
LCC 
OCT 
ccr 
ucr 
OCT 
OSS 
BSS 
DEC 
ASS 
BSS.  
,BKM 
HLT 
BhiU' 
OSS 
ENU 
CLK 
0 
0 
0 
0 • 
1 
1 
3600  
1 
1 
OFF,4  
OFF,4  
1 
1 HOUR 
END TM RUN 
MAX TIKE 
i-.Knsci 
.«CSC 
'<E1C 
SMALL 
SCriUM 
TEMP 
RURG 
CRM 
HLT 
SKN 
MRU 
HRIJ» 
S TA 
STX 
EDM 
PliN 
C U M  
LDA 
ETK 
STA 
S KG 
BRU 
LRX 
HRU 
LOX 
Y IN 
LDA 
LOX 
HSS 
BSS 
END 
03020  
RDSC 
INTPL 
READ 
RDSC 
TgMp 
TEMP+l  
33730  
SCMUM 
33704  
SCNUM 
=077777  
SCNUM 
=  017  .  
SMALL 
= 9 . ;. 
» + ? 
SCNUM 
DATA,2  
TEMP 
TEMP+l  
RDSC .  
1 
2 
REAP SCALAR 
ROUTINE 
READ SCALAR 
ZERO SCALAR 
RORG 
• • •ROUTINE TO 
. . . IF  (X)= l ,  
.« • IF (X)=2 ,  .  
;iRUVM HUT 
STX 
ORU 
BRU 
BKU 
RDVMl  SKS 
BRU 
EOM 
SKS 
ORU 
EDM 
P IN  
BRU 
03100  . .  
READ E ITHER DIGITAL VCLTMcTER 
THEN THE BEAM MGNITt lR  IS  READ 
THEN THE REFERENCE VOLTAFE IS  READ 
XRFG,4 
• » 6 
RDVMl ,4  
R»VM2 ,4  
33705 
. .  + ?,4 
35704 
33705 
•  — 1 ,4 
33737 
NVM,4 
RDC0NV,4 
IS  IT  lU  READ CYCLE 
YES 
START READ 
IS  IT  IN  READ CYCLE 
YES 
H REGISTER 
130 
Knv^ '2  SKS 35705  
0^1 . '  •  +  ? ,4  
COM 36704  
r -;s 35709  
" '<11  •  -1 ,4  
Li ) . - ;  33727  I  REGISTER 
p  I  nVM,4  
RPCQNV L0 . \  1 VX  , 4  
s TA DVN-  t6  
L i t f i  RnMSK4,4  (B)  =  34000000  
s KM R IUKN,4  SKIP  IF  TEN SCALF,  B IT  1  SFT 
t5 . 'U)  •  +2  r4  
MRU RDr!^NS,4  
SK.X Rf lHUN.A SKIP  IF  HUNDRED SCALE,  H ITS 7 ,3  
CiKU *  +  2 ,4  
HkiJ  RDHUNS,4  
S KM R I )THU,4  SKIP  IF  THOUSANDS SCALF,b lT  ?  S i  
HKtJ  RD7FR0,4  ZERO SCALE 
KRIJ  R IUHCS ,4  
.RDTENS LOX R0SP02,4  fX )  =  12200002  
DRU ROAMEDt4  
RHHUNS LDX RDSP03 ,4  (X )  =  12200003  
QKU RDAHEO ,4  
.StDTHOS LDX RDSP04 ,4  (X)  =  12200004  
BRU RDAHEt )  , 4  
.RDZPRU LDX R i )SP00 ,4 .  (X )  =  12200000  
ROAHED LOA 0VM,4  . 
RS'r l  23  
S KG =-l 
n.RU RDNEGS,4  N'EG 
LOA RDPSOC,4  PÛS L A )  =  +  .  0  0  
STA RDSnEC , 4  
f iRU RDI  , 4  
RDNEGS LOA RONSDC,4  NE G (A)  =  -  .  0  0  
S TA ROSnEC .4  
LDA nvM ,4  
ETR RDMSKI ,4  SAVE B ITS 4  TO 23  
BHM SPREDrA (A)=0  0  0  N ( [J )=N N N -J .  
LSH 6  (A;=0  0  N N (8 )=N N 'J  0  
Aon RDSOEC ,4  (A)=+-  .  N N (0 )  =  N  vi  \  0  
XAiJ  (  B  1 =  .  N N t  A  )  =N N  N 0  
MRP.  PDVM,4  t X ) = S P + O M  M  =  0 , 2 , ) , 4  
"HFG BSS 1  
. i l .VM BSS 3  
RHlMSKl  CCT 03777777  
RHMSKZ ccr 40000000  
P.  OMSK A OCT 34000000  
ROT_EN CCT 20000000  
P .r .HUN ocr 14000000  
RDTHO UCT 1onooooo 
Rl iSPOC •JCT O02O0OCO 
Rospoa UCT 00200001  
RnSP03 UCT 0020000? 
RDSPC. OCT 00200003  
Ropsnc C C T  20330000  
.KDNSnC OCT 40330000  
KDSDEC OSS 1  
PAGE 
1:31 
Î .FMERGY HLF 
LUX = 2 . . .  
LLRH RDVM • 
STX 3 
DOF 
FLA C3 .  
S TA TEMP+1 
S TP, TEYP 
FLM RCMP 
FL« C2 • 
FLA CI  
FSY 
FLS C4 
S TA I  
STH ENERH 
BNR 
LOX 
BR.R ENERGY 
CI  DEP. 0 .265 
c? HEO .3913 
C3 OEU .069 
C.  P.  G i l  O.TÀLL 
MASK OCT 777 
TI :MP BSS 2 .  
TFMERS BSS 2 
PAGE 
»»»C'HECK DVM NO.  1  ROUTINE 
.» .«MUST F lJLLOU RDVM NC.  1  IN  PROGRAK 
»»»FRROft  MESSAGES IFS 
>• • . . .  1 .  F IRST TWO D IGITS ARE OTHER THAN ZEROS 
? .  RANGE SWITCH IS  =T TO ZTRO 
CHfT l  RSS 2  
.CHMSGl  DC I  4 ,SET MCNITCR / .FRO 
CHMSG? OCl  4 ,SET O.V .M.  htANGE 
tCHEOVM HLT 
s TA CHEl ,4  
STB CHEl+1 ,4  
XAH 
cT«  CHi 'SKl  , 4  (A)  =  0  G N 
S KG =  0  
5RU CHMURE,4  NOT TGC P.  I  G 
HRU CHERRl ,4  Tun KtG 
CHMORF STX CHT.S? • , 4  
LOA CHTMPl ,4  (A)  =  Sr"  t  
ETR CHMSKl ,4  (A)  =  0  0  ! \ l  
S  KG =  0  
UR' I  CHKRR2,4  WRUNG RANGE 
LOA CHEl ,4  CK,  RESTCRF 
LDH CHEl+ l ,4  
HRK CKE0VM,4  
CHERRI  BRr' CARR,4  
LOX =  — 4  
LOA CHMSGH-4 ,o  
H!<K CUTl ,4  
HRX • -2 ,4  
r tKU RESET,4  
CHERR2 BRX.  CARR,4  
LDX = —4 
LLIA C HMSG?i  4  
um 1 ,4  
HKX «  -  ? T 4  
U!<U •A i r  s  R r ,  4  
Ct 'TMt '  1  f iSS I  
i jc r  17  /  /  
FiV!1  
lU lKC 034  00  
iimr 1 •NUP 
S  TA f i ,4  
I .  DA CT 1  I  ,4  
S TA ?5  
Oi^ iW 
UKU *—1,4  
T YPW 1 ,4  
LUA T [ 'V6 ,4  
î3RH CUT1,4  
'cuii OTl  ,4  
.on NOP 
MIX '  rF ."6 ,4  
TUPK 
3RU« OTl  ,4  
; t .PUNl  NOP 
STA T[W6,4  
BPT 2 
DRR PUNI  
LÛA .. OTl1 ,4  ,  
STA 25  
B-R-FW.  .  
BRU » - l  ,4  
PP.1 v,_ 1 .4  
LDA TEN'6 , .4  
. 
PUM. ,4  
tciurz NCt; 
. GUT 1 ,4  
XAB 
BRM . OUT 1 ,4  
XAS 
BRR UUT2,4  
$PUN2 NUP 
à  RM PUN 1 ,4  
XAt i  
BRM PUNI ,4  
XA3 
BRR.  PUN2,4  
TS 'PACE NOP 
STA TEM6,4  
LDA SP.4  
P.RM .  OUT 1^4  
LDA TEMA,4  
HRR SPACE,4  
'"TF,vfc liSS 1 
.SP CÇT 12121212 .  
iP lC  HUT 
BPT ,  2  
tJRR P IC  
. STA . p r c i , . 4  
TYPE I  WORD 
PUN I  WORD 
TYPE 2  WCRC 
PUN 2  wpcins  
GcN 4  SPACES 
PUN 1  CH,  LJ  
LUA P1C?t4  
STA 25  ;  
DK rw 
b«0  • -1  
PPTk 1 ,1  : 
LU A P IC I .^ .4  
HKK p ic7^~"  
P I  C l  USS 1  
P IC? H KM P IC  3 , .4  
.P1 .C3  HLT 
NIW P1CU4 
TUPW 
tU<U« p ic i ,4  
PAG F  
ISPAED NOP •JPKËAD KTNC 
•••TAKHs 4 BIT coneo WIMN im A «CG 
• • •G IVES h  B IT  CODGQ 'wHRn I .V i  A ,B  REG 
. • • • w o f t n  r s  RIGHT JIJSTIFIEO IN A,B 
1ST OIGIT  
LDI l  =  0  
STA NU»'R4 
ETK M .4  
«CY 14  
STA CGNV1,4  
LOA NUX ,4  
ETK N2 ,4 : 
RCY Ift 
ADD CONVl ,4  
STA'  CON'V l  f  4  
LOA NUM,4  
CT,<  N3 . ,4  
LCY 6  
STA CaNV2,4  
LDA NUM,4  
ETH N4 ,4  
LCY 4  
ADD C0NV2,4  
STA CCN'V2 , '»  
LOA NUM.4  
E  T i i  N5 ,4  
LCY ? 
ADD C0NV2,  
STA CCNV2,4  
LOA NUM,4  
ETR • \6 ,4  
ADO C0NV2.4  
xay  
LDA CONVl ,A  
BRK SPR=D,4  
î ' . 'UM 4SS 1  
N I  UCT 74000000  
N2  OCT C36C0000  
N3  CCT 00170000  
N4 ucr  00007400  
.N5 .  OCT OOOOGÎ ' iQ  
N6  OCT 00000017  
COM V I  BSS 1  
CQMV2 BSS 1  
PAGE 
2MC OIGIT  
ÎRC DIGIT 
4TH OIGIT 
5TH DIGIT 
6RH R.IGIT 
r iN iSHeo 
o • '<  LOUR JUSMFY LULURINE. . •TO PC R-I-R. I IR JUSTIFIED, 
JUS •NOP 
S TA NUMM,4 
STH NUMH+1.4 
STA. TCML,4 
STH TEK?R4 
LDÛ = 0 
S TA RCYC,4 
LDA = -10 .  
STA TGOMUH 
.  CYCLE LDA T F Y I  ,  4 
L I)N = 077 
SKM = 031 
URIJ •  + ? ,4  
HRU L0C.4 
LDO TEY2,4 
RCY 6 
Y IN RCYC,4 
S TA TEYI,4 
STH TFM2,4 
MIN r C C .MUH 
SKN TUOMUH 
BRU NOP.P 
HRU CYCLE,4 
.LOG LDA. RCYC,4 
S KG = 3 
BRU .  DPA.4 
HRU OPS,4 
,  OP G LDA RCYC,4 
SUB =4 
SR.A . .  L .4 .  
LD^ = 0 
STA .  COUNT,4 
LOA SP,4 
LUS NUYFT+;I  ,4  
'  CYC I  LDA SP,4 
RCY 6 
Y IN COUNT,4 
LOA COUNT,4 
SKG L ,4  
RRIJ _ CYCL,4 ,  
LDA SP,4 
BRR RJI IS,4 
' "R.PA LDA = 0 
STA COUNT,4 
LOA RCYC,4 
STA ..  M,4 
LDA SP,4 
LUS NUMIJ<-1 ,4  
STB TEM1..4 
. . .CYC? LDA SP,4 
LDB TEMLR4 
RCY 6 
STB TEML,4 
KIN • COUNT,4 
LOA COUNT,4 
SKG M,4 .  
INTEGFR WITH SIGN AND DECIMAL PO TU 
SET RIHGT CYCLE COUNTFR NI  /TK 
FINfJ  OEC PT 
NU 
YCS 
DEC PT IS  LUCATEt )  
DEC P T  IN  B R5GISTEK 
GESTURE CRI î i INûL NMix  
F IN ISHED WIT  KCIJT INH 
t iKU 
STH 
LDA 
S TA 
LU A 
S.TA 
Lb l i  
LDA 
RCY 
srA 
M IN  
.LOA 
SKG 
5KI )  
LOB 
LQA 
BRf t  
BRM 
LOA 
.LDO 
BRM 
J-HA 
LDO 
DRR 
BCI  
TÇOMUH Bss;  
NUKO BSS 
Jp .Mi  ass  
•TFM2 BSS 
RC.YC . .  .OCT 
L  BSS 
COUNT BSS 
f- '  BSS 
tCARR HLT 
STA 
y  I .N  
SKN 
-BRU 
BRTW 
BRU 
LOA 
STA 
TYPW 
L fH 
BRR 
CARRI \_  BRM 
CARRl  'HLT 
.  . . .M IK 
TOPk 
5RU.  
CARR2 OCT 
TFMCAR BSS 
PARENO S IX  
.  LDX 
LDA 
BRM 
8RX 
LOA 
.CYC3 
NODP 
MSni  
CYC2,4  
Tc  V I  
= 0 
CUUNT,4  
NUyi ' , ,4  
T [y2r4  
NUMB+l ,4  
rEY2^4 
6 
TCX2r4  
CUUNT,4  
CUUNT,4  
K ,4  
CYC?- ,4  
TCX2,4  
TCK1,4  
KJ IJS,4  
SPACE 
ySGL 
MSGl+1  
OUT 2  • 
NUf 'B  
NUMB+1 
RJUS .  
2 ,NO n .p .  
1 
2 
I 
0 
I  
1 
1 
T[ .M6,4  
CKCARR,4  
CHORR ,4  
PA'" .EN0,4  
« -1 ,4  
CARRIN,4  
25  
1 , 1 
T E  N  6  » 4  
CARR,4  
CARRl ,4  
CARR2,4  
CAFiRl  
52000000  
1 
TEMCAR ,4  
=—4 
CARR52,4  
OUT!  , ;4  
• -1  <4  
= -5 l  
136 
() sx^ LQX 
LOA 
f. AK!<52 UCT Î.CMCaKH ni-c -
r.HC ARR 
rcMCAK.'i 
TFM6 
CARX,4 , 
52n252S2 
50 
EMU 
iiUK'i 04000 
NUP 
LDA CLKl 
STA INI T 
LTA MI rn T 
S TA STÎME 
Ann = 300 
STA MAXT 
EOM 33704 . 
LDA = 0 
STA FLCORC 
STA tJGNSR 
LOA =-l 
STA FL12 
BUM CARR,4 
DRM CARR,4 
LDX =—6 
LDA STMSG2+6,A 
BRM OUI L,.4 
RRX *-2 ,4 
BRU TESTr4 
PAGE 
S LOA CLX1.,A,, 
STA ENnTM,4 
EUM 30030 
PIN STncf,4 
. BRM CARR,;4 
BRM CARR,4 
LUX . = ->' 
LfJA STMSG3+6,6 
H RM OUT 1,4. QRX »-2 ,4 
HRM CARR,4 
LOA MESS4,4 
JBKM ... .. .DUT),j4_  
LOA =04000000 
bRM PlCr4:_ 
MIN RUNC,4 
..LDA RUNG,4 
LDK =0 
..J-CY 2 
Ann = l •' 
Bli) 21 
BRM RJUS,:4 
bRM PUN2,4 
BRM OUT?. r4 
BRM| CARR„4_ 
LDA EOSMSl,4 ÊRM 0UT1,:4 
LDA ST I ME 
.. Bin 23 j • 
îPr.NS 
INITIAL TIXC 
MAX TIME 
ZERU SCALAR 
TIME, ENC OF RUN 
A REGISTER, SLOT 3 
STD COUMT 
TYPE RUN NUMBER 
PUNCH RU^ IDENT I" :  I  [R 
TYPE AMI) PUMCH .RI; \  \0.  
RUN NUMBER I H 
157 
XAf i  
HRH .  PUN2. ;  
XAQ 
CRM RJUS.  
CRM 0UT2 
NOP , 
BSM SPACE,4  
LQA ENDTM,4 
SU9 IN Î  Tr4  
STA TI  F'E :  
KID 23 
XAQ 
BRM PUN 2  
xAa 
BRM RJUS 
B8M. .  UUT2 
•NOP 
BRM CARR~4 
LDA' =012121212 
LDX , ; 
I ! BRM PUNI;  :  
BRX .  .»-I  ; ;  
LDA EUSMS3,4  1 : BRM .  aUT^4_ .  
! ; LDA STOqT.4  
BRH SPRS.Q. ,4  .  
ADD = 0121:20000 
-1 .  SRH PUN2, :4  
NU? 
BKM our2,4  
• ; BRM CARR 
LDA T IME 
BRM CONVRT 
srn Tiy=F 
LOA E0SMS4 
LDB E0SHS4+1 
BRM 0UT2 
.RSK.  SPACE 
LDA STOCT 
CHM SPRSO 
LSH 6 
AOQ =020000000 
XAH 
ADO .  =033.  .  ,  
O ÏE ?3 
— -
SR.'I .  .  CONVBT.  . .  
FLU TIMEF 
FL,^  US60Q 
; 570 BGCPB 
.SOR.  
XAbi  
BRK .0UT2 
LDÂ 3  
BR4 PUTI  
LDA E0S52,4  
BRM PIC,4  
BRU RESEF,4 
, : i« .GCPB BSS 2 .  
TYPE,PUNCH STH COUNT 
STD COUNT F8 .Û 
158 
Mrssi IjCI 4,  MOUNT SOURCES 
k )  MHSS? BC!  3 ,ZcRiU CARY 
!TSS4 QC!  1  .RUN 
y . lXSTn DEC 600 ;  
i iS^OC OEU C.OOdt)  
pnsf'si nqi,. i,TiMC . 
SrnCTF BSS 2  
ST IKE OSSi  1  
TIME ass' 1 
TiMCF egs 2 
l - f lSVSA n e t  ? , C N f / fcEAM 
C0srs3 BÇI .  I jCNTS . .  
FOS52 OCT 52000000 
STDCT BSS _1 
XESS4P UCr 02000000 
FOwnPT OCT 33  
STTMPl  BSS 3  
STTfP2 BSS 1  
STMSKi  QCr  77  
STMSG2 8CI  6 ,Rl juTINE3 B.  C.  ,N0 BEAM 
STCSG3 DCI  6 ,ROUT INEZ)  END BG NO BEAM 
; END : 
RORG 04300 
INTEGER TU FLOATING ROUTINE 
iCONVRT HLT 
POS 
NCG 
STa TEMP+2 
STA TEMP+3 
SK\ '  TEr 'P+^.3  
MRU PUS 
RkU .  NEG , . .  .  
LÙX =  23  
LDB =  0  .  
NOD 23  
,  STX TEMP+3 
LOB TEyP+3 
LUX TCMP+.2  
MR,t  CONVRT 
LDA =  0  ,  .  
SUh TE.VP +  3  
_ . j .ux  .  =23  :  . .  
LOB =  0  
. .  Non 
. . 
STX TEMP4-3  
LOB . .  TEMPOS . .  
FLN 
.  LQX .  TEMP+2.  
SRR CONVRT 
PUS OR NFG 
• •  FLOATING TO INTEGER CONVERSION 
SICCiNVT HLT 
STX 
STA 
STB 
LDA 
. 
TEMPt2 . .  
MENTIS 
EXPON .  
EX PON 
= OA0i._. 
1 GO 
SKC, = 0 
URU •+2 
MRU • r RACT 
LHA MANTIS 
LllU =04 0000000 
S KM = - l  . 
BRIJ PUSS 
Bi:u NfCG 
FP ACT LU4 = 0 
Lon = 0 
L'JX TEMP+2 
BRK ICONVT 
POSS LtJA (MANTIS 
LDH rxPON 
BRM ICON 
LUX TSyp+2 
BRR ICONVT 
.NKf.G LDA MANTIS 
LOO CXPCN 
FLN 
ICON 
LI STA TEMP-t-3 
LOA = 0 
SUB TtiMP + T 
: T LUX TFMP+7 
i i . .  ICONVT 
J ' ïcn\ HLT 
; ; STA MANTIS 
XAB 
ETR = 0777 
STA EXPON 
LUA = :3 
SUB CXPON 
Ann RSHIN 
STA CPCR 
LOA MANTIS 
EXU OPER 
LQB = 0 
BRR ICON 
...MANTIS HSS 1 
EXPCIN BSS I  
RSMIN OCT 06600000 
OPFR BSS 1 
.TCMP ass . 4 
END 
RU4G. 04 500 
"to G NOP 
EOM 37504 
BP. M PAUSE 
" LDX = 1 
BRM RDVM,4 
BRM CHCr)VM ,4  
STa RDYDVZ+1,4 
STH .  RDYDyZ , .4.  .  
STX RnYOVZ+2 ,4 
STX 3 
DBF 
STA RnYTM2+l,4 
SKIP IF TRACT 
SKIP IF NEC 
INTER TO FL. 
RLSE NPS ZRO 
READ INITIAL VALHF, YON 1 TER 
CHECK NVM 
DVM INITIAL SETTING 
IGO 
STh R1JYTM2 ,A 
!  IJA CLKl  
• . r , \  INI r 
LO/ .  M I  M T 
s  TA S T I  ME 
.LU A =  0  
STA FLFORC 
STA COR PB 
LI IA = - l  
S TA FLl  
LÛA = 1?00 
ADD CLKl  ,  
S  TA MAXT 
EUM . . .33704 
Ll )A =  -10  
STA COUNTl  
LDA =  0  
LOX =  0  
STA 04TA, . r  
STA OUTDTA,? 
6KX •  +  1  
MIN COUNTl  
SKN COUNTl  
DRU •+2  
5RU BGl  
LDA =  0  
STA INTFL 
3l> ,M CARR.A 
BRX CARR,4 
LOX =  -6  
LOA RDYXS4+6 16  
0.1 M .  .CUTI , .4  
6RX « -2 ,4  
. . CARR,4 
LOX = -3  
LUA RUYMS2 +  ' )  ,  6  
8RM nUTl ,4  
* -2 ,4  
LUX = -3  
LUA ROYOVZ+3 ,6  
CKX LJUT 1,4 
. 
»-?,4 
HRH CARS,4  
LOA i 'ESG22,4  
BKM 0UT1,4 
LOA RUNC 
A un =  1  
LSH .  .  0000? 
ADD = 1  
iJ IO 21  
RJUS, .4  
BRK .  CUT2,4  
3  RM CAKR 
LDA MSG27 
LOB MSr ,27+l  
BI^M 0UT2 
SPACF 
LOX .  =2 .  
ZERO DATA 
TYPE aura INITIAL MCNIT. «EAO. 
TYPE RUN NO 
KEF VG..T5 
lui 
i<nVM 
XAO .  ;  
HKM ij-r;? 
T% ;  
LOA 
13 '<M DU r i  
BPIM EMCKGY.A CALCULATE ENERGY 
sr i3  RUYTML ,4 
S TA ROYrMl + 1,4 
STX KOYTNL+2,4 
CARk,4  
LOX =-? .  
LDA RnYMSl+2,2  rY. 'C  ENERGY 
mXM UUT l ,4  
TI '%X * -? ,4 
LDX = -3  
Ll lA RnYTMl  + 1 ,6  rv^-E ENERGY 
OUT 1 ,4  
BRX » -? ,4  
H RM C4 IJK .4  
LUA RUYMS3,4  
mRM OUT 1 ,4  
L l lA  ST IXc  
311)  2  3  
S TA CLKD,4  
STD,  CLKn+1,4  
BRM RJUS,4  
.  P.RM UUT2,4  
BKU TEST,4  
NOP 
NOP 
•TEf4  UCT C ,  .  
P3f>H DEC 3600 
.MS014 ( ICI  l .MQN 
RTYTXl  BSS 3  
30Y,VSl  BCI  ? ,  ENERGY 
RUYXSA BCI  6 ,ROUTINES ÇlACKGRCUNn RUN 
_RCYTr .2  BSS 3  
.R0YTM3 BSS I  
NOP 
ROYfJVZ BSS 3  
.HnYMS2 BCI  3 , IN IT  MCNÎT .  
MSG27 HCI  P .RCF VOLT 
1R,0YK53 BCI  1 ,CLK 
;ECLK BSS 1  BINARY L IVE TIX:^ ,  S TART I IF  RUN 
_M.CSG1.  RCI  1  ,RUN 
MF se5 BCI  l .TLK 
ICLKD f iSS 2  
NOP 
PAGE 
iENDBG NOP 
LDX =1  
8RM R0VM , 4  READ BEAM MON I ICR 
STH EORTKl , 4  
STA CORTMI+1,4  
STX C0RTM1+?,4  
COM 37604 ZERO NBS 
LOA CLKl ,4  
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i  • FN'UM. / i  
L wA = -10  
S TA COIlNn 
LI 'X  ' 0  
LDA PAT A,  2  
STA ( lUTClTA ,2  
HKX » + l  
" IN CUUNTl  
SKN COlJNTl  
BXl l  "  +  2  .  
BRU l iG? 
LDA = -1  
STA INTPL 
f iRM CARR,4 
3RM CA;tR,4  
LDX =  - *>  
LDA FURMS3+5,6  
BKM nuTl.,4 
DRX * -? ,4  
BitM CAHR,4 
LUA MGSGl?, ' .  
B!<M OUT 1 ,4  
LDA =0^000000 
3  RM P IC,4  
y IN RUNC,4 
LDA RUNC,4 
LDH,  =  0  
LSM .. .2 
ADD = 1 
Bin . .21 . 
BRM RJUS,6  
BRK .  _PUN2,4  . . .  
XAB 
B:<M 
_  0UT1,4  
BRM CASK,4  
LDA ... MESr.13,4 
brm OUT!  ,4  
.LOA ST I ME 
Bin 21 
XAd 
BRM PUN2^4 
XA3 
8i<M RJUSr4 '  
BKK OUT 2 , .A 
3  RM SPACE,4 
LDA ENDTM,4 
sua INIT,4  
•STA RUNT2 M 
BKM CONVRT 
STD RiiTIMt 
LDA RUNT I  M 
BID 23 
XAR 
BKK PUN2, .4  
XAR 
RRM RJUSV4 
3RM 0UT2^4 
BRM CARfi i  •  
f i \  r  RUN TIME 
PUNCH^TYPE RUN NO. ,  4  DIGITS 
FORMAT 18 
CLOCK FORMAT F  5 .0  
OUTPUT RUN DURATION 
RUN DURATION FH.O 
F IN MON I  TE i t  
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LHA KSC20 
LUM /^sr .2a- t i  .  
H  KM t )UT2 
i j 'sM ^F'ACE 
LDA t rURTMl  
LDl i  CURTMi* ! .  
BRM l )UT2 
LDA CURTMl+2. .  
BRH OUT 2  
SRM CA«R,;A . .  
LDA fn«MS2,4  
HH' t  OUT 1 (4  
LDA eORTMl+1,4  
Lni) eORTHl,4  
LDX eORTMl+2,4  
STX 3  
DBF 
FLS RDYTM2 
STD DÛSC 
BOr 
XÀB 
BR;H OUT?, :^ ,  .  
BKM PUN2,4  
LDA 3  , 
BRM 0UTl ,4  
B4M . .?UNl |«4 .  
LDX = -3  1 .  
LDA ROYTiHI  +  3  ,6  
BKM PUNl^4 
B«;< 
LDA =052000000 
BRM PlCî4  
BRM CARR;4 
LDA .  McSG14,4  
LDB MBSGlA+1,4  
3RM 0UT2,4  
BRM CARS,;4  
LDA .  = - lQ .  
STA COUNTl  
LDX =  0  
L: : ,A OUTDTA,? 
BIO 23 :  
XAH 
BRV,  PUN2 .  
XAB 
BRM RJLlS 
BRM GUT2 
BHX *  + l  ,  
MIX Ci iL INTl  
S.KN COUNT1 
BSD » +  2  
BRU C.AR01 
LDA =052000000 
BRM _ PIC .  :  .  
BRM CARR,4 
LDA MrSG15,4  
BRM OUTl ,4  
LDA =—10 
TYPf  MCNITCR 
MONirER E12.6 
S TA COUNTl  
LDA =0 '  :  
S  TA SUM 
IDX .  =0 .  .  
LU A DAT4»2 
ADO SUM .  . . .  
S  TA SUM . 
6P.X •  +  1  .  
MIM COUNTl  
SKN COUNTl  
BRU .4 -2  
, ORU BG3 • 
LDA SUM .  ,  
. 810 .  _ .  23 .  
BRM RJUS,:4  
UUT2. , !4  
Q«M CARR • 
.  L IJ& MG"] , : .  
LOR CJGMVtl  
BRM 0UT2 
BRM S/ACÈ 
LDA SUM 
BKM CONVRT 
STU BEAMS 
NOP (JUTOTA 
LDA 
SUMUR 
BRM CONVRT 
s f o  NÙTR 
.  FLO BEAMS 
S TO CPD 
013F 
XAf î  
OU.T.^ . ; .  
L IU 3  
.  
OUTL :  
ORM CARR 
LOA HGM2 :  
LDK HGM2+1 
BRM .  0UT2 
BRM SPACB 
LDP NUTR 
FLO OOSË";  
f tOF ! 
XÀB'  "  
BRM .  QUT2.  
LDA 3  
BRM . .  OUTl .  
R ' iM CARR 
LOA MES(1%3 .  
LDR MESG23+1 
BRM 0UT2 
BKM SPACE 
LDP NUTf^ 
BDF 
XAB 
B!<M 0UT2 ;  
LDA 3  .  
TÛT MUTRCNS 
Ci \ i r /nFAM 
CNT/DUSE 
TOT NUTRCNS 
IJKM ( !un 
HKM CARft 
LOA Ki :sr .?4  Y IELD 
LUf i  yCSG24 +  l  
BHM OUT 2  
BÎ^M SPACE 
Lt :P CPH 
FLS HGCPH 
FLU DUSE 
FLM «GTIME 
BOF 
XAB 
HKM CIUT2 
LOA 3  
BKM UUTl  
B«M SPACE 
UOX = -9  
LOA MESr,26*9 ,2  
HRM OUTl  
BRX » -?  
BRU RESET 
L-BCMI BCli 2,Cr|T/mEAM 
OCAMS BSS 2  
_:Nl i rR BSS ? 
• 'CPP BSS 2  
' ;Br.M2 BCI:  2 ,CNT/Pr jSE 
.  CnuNTl  BSS 1  
. .SUM BSSi  1  
•P-Gr iME BSS 2  
,.:sTrfE BSS 1 
EHRTMl  BSS 3  
FORKS)  BCI  5 ,ROUTINES ENO H.G.  
MESG12 BCI  1 ,R 
.MF SGI  3  BCI  1 .T IME 
MFSG14 BCI  2 ,COUNTS 
MFSG15 BCI .  I ,SUM 
MFSG22 BCI  I ,RUN 
-MÊ.SG23 BCI  2 ,COUNTS 
MFSG24 BCI  2 ,Y IELC 
.  MfSG26 BCI  9 ,C.NT/BEAI« /00SE,NAT B.G.  SUBTRACTED 
TEC5 BSS I  
NOP 
NOP 
..E0RMS2 BCI l.MON 
NOP 
J- . . NOR 
NOP 
TEMPI  BSS I  
TrMP4 OSS I  
. .TEMPS BSS 1  
NOP 
'^IIP 
NOP 
LMCSG9 BCI  2 ,  ERROR 
:  MSG28 BCr  2 .  F IN  ."ON I  
END 
RO«G 05400 
. . ; tFORMSC NOP 
-  I  F  [NO UF 
•  IF  FND 0"  
rHl lMRl  C ' •  
THUMH? 
E C)M 
P IN 
EON 
PIN 
EOM 
LOA 
SKG 
..BRU 
SK,\ 
BKU 
BKU 
.F0RM3 .  _LC)A .  
400  
. ... STA 
BKU 
E0RM4 LUA 
STA 
LI IA 
•  AOD 
. .  STA 
NOP 
MUP 
NOP 
DPT.  
HSU 
. BRU 
nRM 
LOX .  
RriM 
XAS 
BliM 
STX 
LOA 
•ORM 
irrm«5 
TYPN 
5FTU 
LUA 
STA 
LDA 
Ann 
STA 
NOP 
OPT 
BRU 
KKU 
LP-X 
BRM 
EDM 
ST3 
STA 
STX 
BKU 
aRM 
M IN 
DWELL, (WAITI;  
• 'A IT  ,  CWAI  r  I  )  
00733 
. .  09233736 
3 i730 
MCNT.4  
33731 
XCNTtl 
33704 
WAIT^4 
= 0 
. fORM3,4  
WA r  T  I ;  
.  E0RM4_ .  .  
FORMS 
MAX-
DWELL 
VAXT,4  
TYPN,4  
= - l  • 
WA I  f  i', 4 
MAXT,4  
DWELL,  4  
MAXT, .4  
3  
»  +  ?  
TEST . . .  
SPACE 
= 1 
ROVM .  
OUTT:"  
TEMP • 
TEMP •  
OUT I  
37504 
TEST,4  
= 0 
WAITi;,/, 
MAXT,:4  
WAIT£4 
MAXf , '4  
3  "  
. +2 _• 
TYPN 
= l 
RDVM 
37604 
TEMP .  
TEMP.-hl 
rEMP+? 
TYPN,;4  
CARR,;4  
NQÇYQ,4 
RRAO SCAl  
OTHER SCA^i -
ZERO SCAL- i  
WAIT Ok NUT 
.MU 
THIS T IME Q 
YES 
NO 
r \0  DWtLL,  
NO WAIT 
END WAIT 
RSLSE N8S 
SET WAIT PER 
ZERO NHS 
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. CLK 
LDA N0CYD,4 
HID 23 -L  
BRM "  RJUS,:4  
XAB 
. .L  
HRM OUTI ,4  
3KM SPA(JF' ,4 
LDA MCI\IR^4 
BKM SPRQN,4 
Aon =012120000 
BRM 0UT^^4 
OPT 4 i  :  
1J«M PUNi:  
HRM SPACE 
LDA MCNTTL 
BRM SPRED 
ADH =01^120000 
DRM 0UT2 
ORM PUN2 ;  
LDA =052000000 
HRM .  -P icJ i  
HPT 3  
HRU , ,  •^2  : .  .  
BRU TEST :  
DRH SPAQg _ 
LDX =-1  
LOA TEMP*3,2 
BRM OUTL 
BRX *-?• .  .  
CsRiJ  TEST,4  
MCNT BSS 2 ,  
TNOCYC OCT .  0 
•PWCLL UCT 0 .  
DWELT BSS 2 
WA I  TT BSS 2 
WAIT OCT 0 
.MSCML BCL.. .  .  2,COUNT 
MSCM2 BCI 2,WAIT 
.. .MSCMS3 BCI 5,p.ouriNEa 
WAIT! DEC -1 
.P36TH DEC 36000 
PAGE 
TMSCLE •SUP 
EDM '33704 
LDA = 0.  ;  
STA FLE0RC,4 
STA EDRFM,4 
THUMBL 
P£N DWELL,4  
THUM82 
PIN .WAIT,H 
LDA = - l  
COR .0WE.LL,4 
BRM SPRG0.4 
LSH 6 
ADD =020000000 
XAB 
CM MSCLS 
MUliTISCALf 
ZERU SCLRS 
16 
A:J!J =03 3 . 
sÎA DWELT 
SfK .  OWcLI+ l  • 
XAH 
.11 ! D 23 
S TA 0WCLL,4  
Li )A = - l  .  
ÊOK WAIT, A 
HKM SPSÇq»'-
LSH 6  
AOn =02QQ00000 
XAHt 
ADO =031. 
XAB 
S TA . .  WAITT 
S Ta  WAITT'+L 
XAB . . 
DIB 23 
ST/ \  WAIT,4  
BPT 3  
EOM 37604 ZÉRO N3S 
NOP 
NOP 
LDA DWéLL,4  SET DWELL T IXE 
SUA =1  
ADD CLK1,.4 
S TA MAX T.  , 4  
NOP 
NOP , .  
B.- IM 
«KM CARR 
LUX = -5  :  
LDA HSCY,SI3-»5,2 
SKM OU ri 
ARX ..., — 2 
BXM CARR 
LDA MSCKl  
LDB XSCMlt1  
BKM CUT2 
LDA DWELT 
LDi i  DWPLT+1 
HRM CUT2 • 
BP.M SPACE 
LU A MSCM'2 
LOft  MSCM21+1 
B:<M 0UT2 • 
LDA..  WAITT . . .  
LDB WAîTT'+ l  
3 i<M .  nuTl .  
OPT 3  
BRU *+2 
HKU TESt  
NU? . .. 
EGK 37504 RLSE NBS ZRO 
'NQP. .... .. 
BRM CARSi  
LUÀ... MSiLLi : 
1G9 
MSGl  
THMP 
LOH 
am 
BKM 
LUX 
HRM 
XA3 
ORM 
XAH 
BRM 
STX 
LHA 
URM 
BRU 
BCI 
BSS 
ENP 
Msni+i 
aura:. . 
SPACE 
= 1 . 
K D V M  
ouri 
IJUTl  .  
rcMP 
TEMP 
r j U T i  
T E S T  
2 t N f l S  Z E R O  
K O R G  0 6 0 Q Q  
ROUTINE TU SET THE RUN COUNTER 
TSCTRUN NOP 
BRM 
BRM 
LOX 
LOA 
J . .  B R M  
I  .  8RX 
: 1 - BRM 
LDA 
LDR 
BRM 
BRM 
EOM 
PFN 
LDA 
.EIJR 
BRM 
L5H 
ADD 
XAM 
ADO 
XAO 
BRM 
XAR 
DIB 
S TA 
BRU 
SCTML BCI 
SFTK2 BCI 
SFTM3 BSS 
END 
CARR- .  
CARR 
. . .  
SCrMl+6,2 
cun : 
. 
CARP, ; 
SETM2 
SETM2+1 
0UT2 
SPACE 
33735 
SETM1 
SETM3 
= - l  
SPRED 
6 
=020000000 
= 033 
UUT2 
23 
RUNC 
RESET 
6.ROUTINE SET RUN NUMBER 
2,RUN NO. 
1 
RURG 
TSUKUP HLT 
STA 
LDA 
WIN 
ADD» 
MIN 
06iq0 
A 
=0 "T" 
A _ ;  
A 
A 
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ù 
O 
A 
ADO •  A 
_Ann »  A 
MIN A 
ADD »  .  A  
AOD» 
ADO« 
y  IN  
LOX = -<> 
AOO» . .  
3RX - i  
!• '  IN  1. 
LOX - -5  
Ann*  
HRX .  -1  .  
MI ' -N1 
LDX = -6  
Al iD» A 
BKX •> — 1  
MIN A 
LUX =  -6  
Al io*  A 
HRX • -1  
MIN A 
LDX =-7  
AOD» A 
ERX » - l  • .  
X IN A 
Lnx =-8  
ADD* A 
BKX » - l  
«RR SUMUP 
BSS 1  
END 
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Appcncli:; B: Least Squares Prograiu 
1. The mathematics 
It has been shovm that the experimentally measured quai 
titieA Y. are related to the rates for the (y,n) and (y^2n) 
reactions (R^ and R^ respectively) through the following rela­
tionships. 
T3Z&1Û 
R? R^ 
= r jt Q-(Rl+R2) and 2ra+j=k 
m - i  J  .  " I .  
Let these functional relationships be represented by the func­
tions fj. 
Yj = fjtRl'Kj) 
Suppose a guess is made for R^ and R^. The computed values of 
the Yj will not agree with the experimentally measured Y^. 
However, we can correct the guesses by AR^ and AR^ in such a 
2 
way that the quantity % is minimized. 
2 r X = IWj Yj - f j (R^+AR^,R2+AR2)' 
The Wj are weighting factors. 
w. = N. 
"i 12 
= (AYT> 
-a : 
The first step is to linearize the equations. The f^ can 
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be expanded about AR^ = 0 and AR^ = 0 
3  f  o f  
f . (r|°^+ARWR^°^+AR„) = f _+(^) AR, + (-^) AR 
J  1  1  Z  z  ,  ]  1 0  " 2 0  
2 -ive require that % be minimized with respect to AR^ and AR^ • 
8'X^) = ICjdl = 0 
3 ( A R ^ )  3 ( A R g )  
Evaluation gives two linear equations in AR^ and AR^. They 
are written in matrix form in the following equations 
Ap = B 
A 
-f j ^ 
3f . 2 
3R ^ 
8f . 
x'o ] - 1 0 ""'2 0 
Sf. 3f. 3f. 
(^) (^^-) IWj 
P = 
V 
ARj 
AR. 
] ^ ^^1 0 ^^2 0 2 0 / 
B = 
- f^n) ( 
] ]' ] jO' '3R 
3f . 
2 0 
The elements of the A matrix can be computed, as can the ele­
ments of the inverse of A, so that AR^ and AR2 are obtained from 
p = A " ^  B .  
The values of R^^^+AR^^ and R^^^+AR^ are now used as new trial 
values, aiici -che procaaurc iterates. It i% cut off when t,':G 
AK, ana AR^ are small compared to the error inherent in lu 
2 
and R.,. In order to avoid computing % from statistically' 
poor information, the number of bins used was cut off to a 
point where no bins would contain less than 10 0 counts. 
The elements of the A ^ matrix give the errors in 
R- / R-, +1^2 • 
2 — 1 AR^ = 
Here A^-, ^ measures the correlation in and R^r and it has 
s. negative value. We assume that R^ is the total rate. 
= Rl + R2 
An error analysis was carried out prior to the execution 
of the experiment. Dummy data was generated using equations 
5 and 7 for various values of R^, R2f and efficiency. A 
repetition rate of 60/second and two hour runs were assumed. 
2. Sumxriary of the program 
•The purpose of the program is to extract the (Y,n), (•Y,2n), 
and the total (Y,n)+(y,2n) rates from the data along with their 
errors, and to present a sorted output of the results. 
There is a control card inserted at the beginning of the 
data deck to read in the efficiency, gate duration (600 ysec in 
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this casa), and output device to be used- The formats are 
Dll-2 for the efficiency, F9-Û for the gate time, and 110.0 
for the output device. The latter should be 2 for punch and 
3 for only printed output. 
The card sequence is as follows. A type four (background 
without beam) must precede any runs or background runs. Title 
cards have à "T" in column one, and can be placed in front of 
runs of any type anywhere in the deck. Runs of type 2 and 4 
(standard counts and background without beam) have one card 
per run. Type ] and 3 runs (normal runs and background runs) 
have three cards per run. The third card, which the 910 com­
puter dumps out as a blank card, should include the intensity 
fluctuation inforrriation. The proper format includes two blanks, 
run number in columns 3 to 9 (with decimal point), and the beam 
intensity information in columns 10 to 17 (with decimal point). 
A card with an "E" (for end) in column one can be put at the 
end of the data deck. The program will then attempt to read 
a new control card. If the efficiency read is zero, the program 
will terminate. Thus, a blank card shoulc. be inserted after 
the "end" card, 
3. Flow diagram 
17 5 
LEAST SQUARES FIT 
TO DATA START 
YES 
ERRORS ? 
NO 
(10 TIMES MAXIMUM 
IN THIS LOOP) 
YES NO 
NEW 
SET 
YES NO 
STOP 
ESTIMATE R| 
SET Ro=0  
CUT OFF Ck'S 
Ck < 100 
SET 
READ A DATA 
SET. C^. K=0 TO 9 
COMPUTE x2 AND 
ERRORS IN  R j .Rg  
OUTPUT RESULTS 
COMPUTE Y'S 
AND ERRORS 
USE NON - LINEAR 
F IT  TO GET AR,  
AND AR2  
PRINT RESULTS 
Program listings 
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IbJ UlbK KcS SPiiULUJ llt'S FiiklKAN 
/ JÛH 
Bi-GiN CUXf^il 4TIUN 
AOOOL C C JONCS ?. «IN 
•">HlîTONt J! K{:N iJlIIMATb P.tOr,r<AM 
UKÙ&K lir CAKDS IS AS hOLlUWS 
AMcK / OA r A CArtO kKAO IN PAPAMkTHRS UN A CA" ) 
i :FhiC. IUNCY 
PURMATS AKL 010.0 
.b^OO 600. 
i .N i ; iCAroH IS  l.NDlCATOk IS 
OATÇ TI.MI; IN MICKILSHCONOS INOIC.AT'^ 
FIO.O 110 4 SAfPi. c 
7 FHR CAKO UUTMjT i FOK OK INTEO Liurour NO LARDS 
NEXT CAKO IS TITue CAKD T MUST Kb IN FHST COLUMN 
TYPE 4 KUN MUST «U* QKFlJ,<h FIKST TYPE I OK 3 
THAT lb A HG WlTMHUT MACHiNt: MUST COME rtF.rt5RH PUNS last CAKIJ says END IN FIRST TM«rb COLUMNE 
BLANK CAKu THtN TCKMINATCS COMPurbK KUN 
OMIT 'M AN\ CAKO ANi) iNSLKT DIFFERENT QFCK Til CHNTIMJF 
S.OOOl Dl'UsiLl- PXECISIUN A ( 2 ,2 ) . IH *? ) • RUNH, RT WO, YC ( ?0 ), YfM 7 0 J , 
IY0( / O ) .CllN,YS( 20 ) ,YP( ?0) ,EPS ,I)ET,K{ 2) 
S. 000? UUU:lLi. PR EC IS ION W,C,WT ( I I ) , YSCON( 11 ), AON&P< Sp) ,3 T xnp( ?7) 
S. 000 3 UMI NSIJJN 11 12) IP(2),Y(?0) ,0Y(2%)) rKAPDfMO) 
S . 0004 JlXClsSKiN BUri<( 19 : , UiFR( 19) , ICAKI">( 80 i , TYPE4( 3,300) , T y:'w>- (4 , fCO 
1 TYPEJ I(Q,500)•SAVtT(2,500),JlTYPe(9,b00J,lAVETI 2.S00» 
S.0005 CUXMUN K,0UM(S2)#YC,YP,VQ,RUNeP,KTWnP 
S.ooot» CWU I VALENCE <BUFKll) , IUFR( 1 ) ) , ITYPFJK 1 ,1 ) • J IÎ YPE I I . I » i . l(SAVfcT(1•1),IAVET(1,1)1 
S.OOO/ CALL FICTKL 
S.OooS 70 READ (1,1) bPSfOATE, IWIJHP S.OoO^ 1 FORMAT (DlO.O,FlO.0,IIO) 
5.0010 IEVAL =0 
5.0011 ITPSW=0 S.ooiL J 1=0 
S.0013 J?=o 
S.OOIH J3«0 
s.00:3  j4%o 
S.oolb IF (EPS) 71,71,72 
S.0017 71 STOP 
S.OOlri 17 CALL «cADÎN I I TY PE •GlJFK , I C ARH Î 
S.OOII GU Tu (10 1,10^,101,104,105,106),ITYPC 
C TITlfc PPnCt^OUKF 
S.00 2U 1Jb JJ iOO 1=1,SO S.OOPl iOO i )= ICAPJI I ) 
S.0022 GO TO 7? S #0U/: 100 FUK.MAT ( • I * <5 X, 75A i / / 1 OX, • £ FF IC I ENCY =' r6.2 , ' GATT r.U^'Ari.îN r* 
1F9.1,• MICRO-SEC*'S'/) 
C TYPE 4 PROCEDURE S.U024 104 ITPSw=1IPSW+1 
S.0026 rt&DsûuF»»! 7 J/BUFP.(4 )*GATE*1 .e-6 i». 002 0 jn;;n=SU^T(auFR(7) )/»^ijFK(4) »GATB*UF-«S 
S.OO? r WW I TE • ( UJHP, lOJ ) lUFR ( 1 J , I UFR ( 2) ,iîlJFK(-^ ) ,KGn 
S.002b 103 Format (I2,I6,F7,0,E16.7,47X,*41•j S.0U24 J4SJ4*>1 S.OO 50 TYPC4.( 1 , J4 )=!^UFR( j) 
5.0031 TY»eH<2 , J4)-IUFH(2I 
5.0032 TYPC413,J4)=ÛGO 
C ENO ÛF TYPE 4 PROCEDURE 
S.00i3 GO TU 72 
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C** C 
X 
1 ' JKIOIMAL ISPUr CIIUNT-'S Art ( : "//10 r 1 ^  . 0/1 
S . D O ' I J  r f K l I t  1 1 , 7 3 )  î  l i U h » (  I  )  ,  l  =  3 , h )  . r t - T A . H U F -M  l ' O  
S  .  U 1 1 4  I  H ) - l l . < « A l  ( •  S T A R T  T  I M H  = > r H . O , '  « U N  T  1  M t  = •  F  0 .  1  /  
1 7 X , ' I H J S Ê  = ' FT< . 4 , b X ,  '  t M K k O r  = " F 9 , 5 /  
2 "  t i i - A M  i N T  = ' f i 4 . 7 , «  M T  j r r r F c  = ' F 6 .  1/ 1 
S .  o i l - . . - '  I  T K  =  0  
S - o o - .  i  4  1 7 K = 1 T K + 1  
5 .  0  J ' ! 4  U  ( l O - I T ^ )  2 0 . 1 4 , 1 9  
5 . 0 0 y b  J O  w U T t  l i . l d )  
S . O O V t .  W  r f l U M A I  C 'O T H I S  RU,\ HAS MIT COÉVVPRGFJ / / V  Î < J  
S .  a o - i 7  
C  
e n  T U  7 2  
C A L C U L A T E  K - ' S  T O  P D W E K S  
S . o o i t i  l «  i r . O T ^ l  
S .  o o < ( 9  I Q Z  I F  ( K ( 2 1 )  2 0 0 , 2 0 1 , 2 0 0  
S . O l O O  ^ 0 0  ( < T w . J I ' <  1  )  =  1 . 0 U 0 / K <  2 )  
S . o i o l  o^^  K l  , l i t > ( 2  l  = 1 . 0 0 0  
S . 0 1 0 2  H T » ' t l . > l 3 ) = R ( 2 )  
S . 0 1 0 3  o l )  T U  2 0 3  
S . 0 1 0 4  ^ 0 1  K T W I I P I  1  )  = 0 . 0  0 0  
S . o i o S  r,i] m  c 0 2  
S . J 1 0 6  2 0  )  I K !  2 0 . ,  1 = 4 , 2 7  
S . 0 1 0 7  I F  ( K T r ; o P (  I - l  ) - l  . 0 0 - 5 0 1  2 0 ( 1 ,  2 0 6 ,  2 1 4  
S . 0  1  O H  2 0 6  - ( T w C k »  1  1  1 = 0 . 0 0 0  
S . o i o y  o ( J  T O  2 0 4  
S . O I I O  2 1 4  r t T w i j f ' l  n  = 4 r w i ; P  1  1 - 1  )  « « ( 2 )  
S . o i  1 1  2 0 4  C U ' J T  I N U r  
S . o l l i  A L I N E P (  1  )  = 1  . 0 l ) 0 / S  (  1  1  
S .  0 1 1 J  • < U \ l P I  2 )  =  1 .  0 0 0  
S . 0 1 1 4  X : ! N E P {  3 ] = R I  1  1  
S . 0 1 1 5  O P  2 0 5  1 = 4 , 5 2  
s . o ;  i h  2 0 5  R t ; W r P (  1  ) = K C N F P (  1 - 1  ! « R t l  )  
S . 0 1 1 7  O L l  T O  t l O O . l Q l ) ,  I G U T  
S . O l l H  1 9 0  C A L L  f c V A L  ( K T U P , C P S , i r V A L I  
S . u l l ' )  O U  5  1 = 1 , 2  
S - . ) )  > 0  B l 1 ) = 0 . 0 0 0  
s . 0 1 ^ 1  i ) 0  5  J  =  l , 2  
S . O I ? ?  5  A(  I , j ) = 0 . 0 1 ) 0  
S . O I J j  n o  t >  i = ? , K U  
S . 0 1 2 4  A l  1 , 1 )  = A (  1 , 1 ) > Y P (  1 ) » Y ) M  1 ) « W T (  I  1  
S . o i ^ b  A (  1 . 2 1 = A (  1 , 2 ) < - Y P C  1  ) » Y O l  i  ) * W T (  I  )  
S .  0 1  ?  o  A l  2 , 2 ) = A ( 2 , 2 ) T Y O ( 1 l ' Y O I 1 l » W T ( I )  
S . 0 1 J 7  . i c T  =  (  Y S C O N <  1  i - Y C (  I  1  )  » u  r i  1  )  
S . O l J a  S (  1  l = r l  { 1  ) + V P  (  î  l » I J £ T  
S . O I ? " ?  0  f t C  2 )  = f l  ( 2  )  * ^ Y 0 (  I  1  » D t T  
i . o i J O  A (  2 , 1 ) = A t 1 , 2  )  
S . 0 1 Î 1  CALL UHATNV (A,2 , r i , 2 , 1 , (JET, I I ,  1 2 ,  I P )  
S . o l ^ ^  I F  l O E T )  e , A O , R  
S . o l  U  bO « K  I T t  ( 3 , 7 )  1  T N  
S . O : Î 4  7  F  e x  y , A T  l ' O D k T  =  o .  A T  I T K R A T I C N  > 1 7 )  
s . 0 1 3 3  i l ù  T Q  7 2  
s . o l  1 2  W R I T E  ( 3 , 2 6 )  I T R  
S . u l i 7  2 A  FORMAT ( -0  PARAMETERS NEGATIVE AT ITH •  1 2  ï  
s . o ; 3 H  G U  I I )  7 2  
f i  w P l T E  ( 3 , 9 )  I T R ,  ( t l (  1  )  ,  1  =  1 , 2  )  
s . u l & u  V F î l K M A T  ( •  D E L T A  R " S  A T  I T R  • 1 2 , '  A H Ç l  :  '  2 0 1 - * i  . 9 )  
S . 0 1 4 1  < U T  =  o  
S . 3  1 4 ^  1 4  I F  I K ( 1 ) » a ( l ) )  1 1 , 1 1 , 1 0  
5 . 0 1 4 3  1 1  i \ u r = K U T » ]  
s . 0 1 4 4  0 1 C 
s . 0 1 4 5  1  1  h ( L ) = d { l ) * . 1 0 0  
S . 0 1 4 6  G O  r u  1 4  
(1)0A-( I )NfOSA=M qo/o 's  
î )3A = J  «zodo's 
ro /o •$ 
MX*!  =I  Ce n( i  
t  /  .  l  JI  ( I ) .  •  y i .  t  <>») HÎOA .  ** /  .  .  '«Z .  ( X)SMII-AI  î  
.  ( >.)  A l  I I ,  .  * % V ,  ( >») ' jnVJ-A.  *  X/  .  (>t î  SMl l -J  •  •  XV.V .  «XÇi .0  .  ) JVWhHd %o/o 'S 
co in 's  ( / )A11 ,  * i ,  '  M 4 ,  = (<f )A, 'xg/ ' ( ; 'q i  j ,=  n)AO .1 
J.  - (  :  )A ,  4.  =. iDv i i  .  '( , * ( .13,= ( i )H 0.)  jvwvrv i  Or T f .# .  To 'S 
r  ÏO^TM.}  3JÎHK w6in 'S ( (  ( t  '  I  4 (? '?)v 4 n '  :)v)noNjs) i«os -  icuvt- / f t îo 'S ( t  )  >• +  n  ) H = u ' i> i  NO :  n'S 
* iX|>! iVW V . / ) iVW>' ÎH 00^ f ,6 :n 'S 
V (oo 'T- ' f  ) : î i  1 H.- v ,  :o-s 
V 1 a'A /  l  (  ^ )  «)  1UNS = 2 4 A MU f  M 0 * s  
VJ JA/  (uy>i( j« i i î>u( i '»  n  î M ) V )  I Î INS j i  JAMCI ? ' - în 'S 
VI  iA/ (  (e)M) i ! )N<:=ejAM TMO'S 
Vi  UA/ l  (; î )W- (  t  t  )H ï l i îNS )  = ]  yAW 0f j î0*S 
!» ,  ,h N!  S ,  XlO,  )  JVW>'() : I  I f»  f . f^ îo-S 
(<: )«*(  TJ'O { I6* t )  l l lHM Hv m "S (  e  )H = /  o •  s  
t  n» '  = T HJ 
(11 M)Vî  iwnsfs( I  )u «.b îo 'S 
^•T=:  *7ù n(t  ^«Tn-S 
I t l . -  t lJ  ,  '  '  M U /  # s ,  .M NI  s  ,  ,  M INIO,}  IVWVrH <2 «• in  0 *  S 
miM )<1M î )V M '  t  ) - 'J IMM ?HT f» '<:  (M/  (  1 '  î )Vf . l4( | ) lMf lSr= ( ÎM) ?7 iw:o-s 
/ '  î= I  /F 0(1 OH lO'S 
f -ny=M f . /  10* S 
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S.iiiUO iur = rs(ii-c 
S..i?0 1 V J  wmrt (J,251 K ,YS( n. YCl 11 ,ye( 11 .*sciJN( 11 .c,w,i)i:i 
S.J/OH 2? MMiar ( I 7.1 P?D15 .5 1 
S.O.'O'J IF (irYPF-ll 121.121,122 
S.O.'IO 121 Jl=Jl•! 
s.ozil TYPtJl(1,Jl1=BWFK(6I 
S.OJl/ rYPcjn2,ji) = niFR(2) 
S.OJl3 rYPFJl(?,Jl)=BUFR(31 
S.0^14 TYPtJl(4,Jll=WYE1 
S.021S TYPèji (5,jn=i)MYei 
S.0210 TYPEJl16,Jl1=WYE2 
S.0217 TYPEJK 7,J11=DHVE2 
S.02IH TYPEJl(fi,Jl)=BUFR(l) 
S.UZIQ jiTYPti'?,jn=Ji 
S . 0 2 2 D  lAVtK 1,JI) = J1 
S.0221 SAVEI(2,J11=HUFR(6) 
S.0222 WH TE 1 1 wnRP ,151 I lUFRd 1 , t l l F R ( ?  1 , BlIFR ( 3 », ililF:) ( 6 ) , .'Ur'M ' 
1HUFRI4I,I)UFR ( 14) ,R('l 1 ,K( 21 ,RTUr ,  IUFR( 1 1 ,R( 1 )  ,!)(? 1 .ni^ t . I T  ,  
2 VIVE I ,nnYf 1 ,MY62,OWYE2. MIFRd ) 
S.0223 151 FORMA r (I2,16,F7.0,F5.2.F7.3,F6.1,F5.3.1P3f;i3.6,I7.MV 
ll*,lP7bll.4,n,«2M 
S.0224 GU 10 72 
S.022S 122 J^=J2*l 
S.0226 GO TO 121 
C EiNiJ UF DATA PROCEOUXF 
S.0227 106 I = J 1-J2 
S.022d WRITE (3,100) (KAKJtL ) .L = 6,B0I ,EP5,r.4T6 
S.0229 «RITE (3,123) I,JJ,J2,J4 
S.0220 123 FORMAT (• 'llx.'TME F(iLI.OWING RUNS HFRE PRUCESSFr,'//]/«. 
I'TYPE(1):•14,•, TYPE(2):•14,•, TYPE(3):•14,•, TYPt|| 
C 51.1 RT DATA FOR OUTPUT 
5.0231 IF (Jl) 1 ..1,141,124 
C  sriRT FIRST UN TYPE 
5.02 32 124 {.ALL BSORT ( TYPEJl,36,20,4,Jl,3) 
S.0233 DO 134 1 = 1, Jl 
S.0234 134 Jl TYPE ( 1,1 ) = TYPEJl (1 ,1 )»io.ooq 
C NOW SORT ON QUANTIZE j ENERGY 
S.02Ji> call H S H R T  (TYPEJl,35,1,4,Jl,3) 
S.0236 HHITr (3,1R  5) 
S.0237 120 FORMAT ( •0'52X,*TYPF 1 C3 •//12x ,• ENERGY RUN* ST'.l'TING 
13X,«Y(1)•12X,«0Y(1)•13X,•Y( 2)*12*,•0Y(21'Tx,•TYPE'/) 
5.023A 126 FORMAT (F19.5,F6.0,Fl';.l,4(lPf.l7.6),I61 
S.0239 nn 127 L=1,J1 
S.0?A0 <=J1TYPE('),L) 
S.0241 00 136 J=1,J1 
S.0242 IF (K-JAVET(l,J)) 150,150,136 
S.0243 136 CONTINUE 
S.0244 150 IF (L-11 127,127,135 
S.0245 135 IF ( JlTYPrd ,L-1 j-JlTYPEd.L 1 ) 152, 127, 127 
S.0246 152 WRITE (3,153) 
S.0247 153 FORMAT (• •) 
S.024O 127 WRITE (3,126) SAVEr(2,J) ,( ryPfcJl (K.Ll ,K=2,l'l 
C LUiJK UP REAL ENERGIES VIA SEQUENCE NUMBER 
S.02H-i 00 155 1=1.Jl 
S.02i0 K=JlTYPe(9,I) 
S.0251 1)0 1)6 J=1,J1 
5.02 52 IF (K-IAVET(1,J)) 15b,155,156 
5.0253 156 CONTINUE 
5.0254 155 TYPEJl(1.I)=SAVET(2,JI 
C INTERCHANGE TIME AND ENERGY 
5.025!) JO 93 1=1,Jl 
1S2 
I^M=TYPI;J1 (ï , Il 
rvi'eJK 5.1 l=rvpl;jl(i .1 1 lYPEJlil.Il=fcM 
N(JW SI.IKT (IN ftUN NO'MHCP 
CALL DSnkT t TYPFJl,36,S.4,J1.11 
wpin;  13 ,1491 flJKIAr < ' 0"52X, ' TYPI- lC3'//q%, 'STAHT INi: TIMC".X, 'Hll'Jd' 
1'ENchCY"1OX,'Y|1I'12X,'DY(11'13X,'Y(21'12X,'nY(?l''TYP-./, 
Dii nr i=;,ji 
»JK!TF I j, ri?) (TYPéJl IJ. 1) . J = i .H) 
FlUMAT IFiy.l,F11.0,F10.5,4(lPE17.fa).IS) 
IF tJ4) 124.129.142 CALL* riS(RT ( TYPE4, 12 .5.4,J4,1 ) 
wRirg (3,143) ftKMAT (• 0'2oX, • TY?E=4«//12X ,-START IMO T!Mb'3X, 
1 «RUN» - b X ,  -rtACKOKllUNO • / I 
DO 144 1=1,J4 
WRITc (3,1451 (TYPE4(J,I l ,J=1,31 
FU<MAT lF22.1,F10.0,lPF17.f,l 
IF (J3I 70,70,130 CALL SSUHr (TYPI:2,1A,5,4,J3,1) 
WRITt (3,1311 FORMAT (•0'34X,'TYPE=?•//12X,'STARTING TIME PUN"' 
16X,'DoSr/SEC'9x,•COUNTS/SEC*/) 
FORMAT (F24.1,Fa.0,2(lPEl7.611 
00 133 1=1,J3 
«•SITE (3,1321 (TYPE2 (J, I 1, J=l,4 1 0(1 To 70 
ENO SI ZE OF COMMON 0133A PROGRAM ',or3ft 
END flF COMPILA THIN MAIN COMPILATION TlMfc WAS 0005.33 SsCilNDS 
s. or'>6 
s. 
s. V i C 
s. 
s. 0260 
s. OZol i to 
s. 0?f>^ 
s. 0263 nr 
s. 02OH 138 
s. 141 
s. 0266 142 
s. 0?ô7 
s. 0^6H 14.^ 
s. 
s. 0270 144 
s. 0271 145 
s. 0?72 129 
s. 027j 130 
s. 0274 
s. 0275 131 
s. 02 76 132 
s. 0277 
s. 027b 133 
5. 0279 
s. 0280 
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Appendix C : PrograiTi to 
Compute Yield Curves 
1. Suraro.arv of the proqrara 
The purpose of the program is to produce yield curves frora 
the output of the non-linear least squares program. 
Three cards precede the data deck. The first two cards 
contain graph labels (20 characters per label). A control 
card follows in an 12 format. If negative or zero, no plot 
is produced. 
The card sequence for the data deck is now described. 
Each run sequence consists of a set of runs followed by their 
corresponding background runs. The run numbers for such a set 
are generally sequential. There are two cards for each run, 
and two for each background run. Up to ten different run 
numbers can be processed in a sequence, but there were usually 
four. Sets of run sequences at a given energy are placed to­
gether. The deck must be hand sorted. The energy sets are 
arranged so that lower energies are always first in the deck. 
At the end, a control card reads 5 in an 12 format. 
The operations carried out by the program can be followed 
on the flow diagram. Each run sequence is processed until all 
have been done. Averages are made over energy bins, and the 
fluctuation factor /i" is computed. This was done from the 
(Y^n) data, since the statistical errors in the (y,2n) data 
masked the fluctuation factors. The various corrections are 
13!) 
applied at appropriate points, and the results are prince 
2 . Flo v.- diagrams 
Flow diagrams for the main program and the '•RjiADIi;" 
subroutine follow. 
ino 
PROGRAM TO REDUCE LEAST SQUARES 
OUTPUT TO YIELD CURVES 
START 
SET 
PRINT ALL DATA 
> RUNS 
CORRECT RATES 
FOR NATURAL B.G. 
I CORRECT DOSE 
I FOR ABS. IN 
! CARBON YES 
MORE S.G. 
RUNS 
' CORRECT RATE; 
Q.) INTENSITY 
b.) RATIO OF 
CARaOK ATOiVi; 
NO 
PirlD AVERAGE 
ABOVE 15 Î/,EV 
CORRECT YIELDS: 
Ci.) c  
b.) AREA UNDER 
BREWSSTi-iAHLUNG 
c.) ATOMS/ C.-.;-
YES N O  
Ri^iT RESULTS 
N O  YES 
GRAPH 
STOP 
SUBTRACT OFF 
B.G. RUMS 
AVERAGE YIELDS 
FOR ENERGY £ 
FIND € FOR 
ENERGY E 
CONVERT TO 
COUNTS/COUl 
CORRECT RATES 
FOR N.AT URAL £.3. 
CORRECT DOSE 
FOR ABS. IN 
TEFLON 
I GRAPH YIELDS 
STOP 
191 
SUBPROGRAM TO READ IN A DATA 
SET FROISl LEAST SQUARES OUTPUT 
( " R E A D I W " )  
START 
WHICH 
CARD 
STORE DATA 
READ I CARD 
i 
READ i^^CARD 
RUN 
OR 
EG 
RUN EG 
READ CARD 
STORE DATA 
RUN BG RUN 
OR 
^B.G. 
RETURN 
STORE DATA 
READ r 'CARD 
192 
3. Proqran'i listings 
Listings in tlio "FORTRAN'" langu£i.ge follow. These v.'orG 
written for the IBM 36 0/50 computer. In statement number 235, 
the nurrjDer of fluorine atoms per square oentirrioter is included. 
The nuiitber listed is in error- and should road 2.254x10^^"". All 
results and graphs have been corrected for this error. 
193 
ISU riPS 
/ jn« 
rtpûl.\ I.I.M,' 
AOOOl L.C.J. 7 H IN 
S.aoo I 
S.ooo;; 
S.OOOi 
S.ouoA 
S.ooob 
S.ooot 
S.0007 
S.OOOo 
S.oootf 
s.oolo 
S.ÛOU 
S.oo:2 
S.001J 
S.0014 
S.OOl? 
S•GO 1 o 
S.ool7 
S.ooirt 
S.00I9 
S.00?o 
S.OOii 
S.00^2 
s.oo? j 
S.00?4 
s.ou^b 
S.OÔ>0 
S.00?7 
S.oo/ri 
S.CÛJvî 
s .00^0 
s.oc): 
s.oo^v 
s.00 ^  > 
s.0034 S.OG3«5 
; 'niuKA-i 
, Ah^.J.MKS 
: ^WKANôk 
. 4 UN s F USI . 
: ALL DATA UF 
î.l CALCULATE YlÇl.DS ANO l»LJr THF 4, ASSUMAS f'.'.'ltJ;'; t. T » f j i •, : , 
Nos JK USrîU ASSUMES BG CduNTS IS Abî'UT 0.* r VÎS/ir*'' 
IN Sf-TS OF L KIJNS, X f^G RUNS# a'HP.HF l. «-M ifSS 'MA>; 11 
TrtCN ClJRKÊSPnNOlNr» liAC.KOK'lilN T RUNS 
SAM H ENERGY TOiîfcTHFK, KNkROI KS /.KKAN(;iii) IN INf.MfAS:? , '• 
URAPH LAbFLS AT rtFCINNINfi Tf UATA S t-T 
PUT i-l Ft)U PIDT DN NCx F CArtO, l? 
PUT 5  12  ATT FNI3  OF L ÎAFA DECK 
THIS f'KilOXAM IS SPEC IF ir TU THE FLUOKINF KUNS MATT. I\ Jf.N I 7 i «.j 
THAT THh bPf-ClFIC PHI'S AR|- USbO. AL S J THF AHS< «i T I ! J\S .1^' Inf S/.Mi'l' 
AKF. iNCLUmi) FUR THE TEFLON ANO CA^MiIN SAMPLES USFl I \ IfiD^r 
f M F  A t i S l J ' ^ r t Y  I i l . N  D A T A  I S  C H N T A I N P H  I N  T H h  S U R f  U U T  I N F  S  •  C A f ;  l A < n >  
BE CHANÔIU FUR DIFFERENT SAMPLES 
')IM£NS ItiN DATA! 10, II i ,IIUF( 40 0, B } ,r,N( SO , I 1 I , X ( ?00 ) , V ( ;?00 Ï , 
X XL AU(*5 ) fYL A:i(b i ,01 AB{b J t DATL 1 (5 Î » l)ATL?( 5 ) ,[)ATL 3 ( SI , SUM 
•;i McNSIUN COKYl 50,10) 
UIMANSION PH:(IS) 
DUJiiLE PRECISION RL . R? » U« I , L)R2 
KflAÎ)! i ,4? ) XLAB , YLAB ,GL AH.OATL i ,DATL?,;)ATL 
UANI I , (>4 I  I  GRAPH 
fr-r A4< AY PHI CUNTAINS THF CnRRECTUJN FUR HNFKtiY UNDff Al-l nr* 
F:M IHh hULLUwlNG ENERGIFS liNLY: 10, 15, 11, 20, ?I 24,2";, Tf , 
jO, y;,40,4t»,')0. THF SI" AHE TAKEN FROM P ENFUL l)-l E IS S 
PHI(i) = l.ISS 
^HL(2) = 5.AO 
PI IK .U  =  7 .328  
an: (4 ) = 7.7'> 
•';tl { 5>- = rt. 1 8 
PH I  (6 )  =  R .6?^  
PHI I  7 )  =  * I , 0^  
PHI( (U = 9.48 
PHI(9) = 9.93 
PHI(10) = 10.36 
P H Î(11) = 12.10 
PHI(12) = 14.32 
PHI(13) = lA.sa 
PHI(14) = la.82 
PHI(IS) = 21.12 
IF IGRAPH IS NcG, NU GRAPH IS CALLFO 
'>4 FU«MAT(I2) 
42 FORMAT(2064) iNni = 3  
{FIN = 0 
POINT = 0.0 
Du 34 K = 1,400 
00 34 L = l,ri 
14 ttUF(N,L) = 0.0 
UO )t> K = 1, *>0 
nci 35 L = 1 , 10 
3t) oN(K,L) = 0.0 
2 J = 0 
00 1 < = 1,10 
DO I L = 1,11 
194 
S.0û3f> 
S.0057 
b .OO^Ci S.ocjw 
S.0U4Û 
S.J04 1 
S.0ÛA2 
S.U043 
S.0044 
1 UATA{K,L> = J.O 
JRUN = 0 
J{\Ù = 0 
CALL He.ADIN{ JKUN. J(jr,,J,l)ATA, * .NOl , NklJN , S T T-t J . JN--, 
X IJJ I TK ,Kl, P^,KT , I NU2 , ICARDl ,:JP1 ,0*?,DKT,Y: ,nYl,Y?,JY/, If.n? 
X ,1CAKÛ2) 
POINT = PIJINT • l.û 
PUINI KEEPS TRACK UF THc TOTAL NUM%6< flT HNCKÔirS hu^i 
m'XI I b ( 3. 11 0) POINT 
110 FUKMAT(/////' POINT NUKRER', F4.0) 
fAGJ = JHF» 
RUNJ = JP'JN 
WRITE RESULTS hCRE AS A CHECK 
S.0045 
S .0040 
S.0047 
S.0048 
5.0049 
5.0050 
5.0051 
S.0US2 
5.0053 
5.0054 
5.0055 S.oo5h 
S.0057 
S.0056 
S.0059 
S.0060 
S.ocol S.00t>2 
S.OOOI 
WRITE(),D4) JRUNF JH(;,J 
wKlTE(j,81) ( ( OATA(K ,L ) tL = I.Ki.K - l.J) 
34 FOKKAT{ • AFTER RcADÎM:*/ 
X • JKUN* , 13 tSX, • JtiG* , R 3 ,5x, • J • » 13/ 
X /X,'NUM* ,6X, «rNEK* ,6X, •OllSl:* f 6X, • T IMF* t riX, • 7x,*0RÎ" 
X 8X,'R2',7X,«nH2',HX,'RT', 7X,•DRT•,9X,•J•) 
Hl FORMAT(2F10.0, FlO.2, riO.O, 6P10.5, Plo.OÏ 
JQUN CiIUNFS NUMBER OF RUNS AT THIS ENEHGY 
JBG COUNTS THE NUMHER OF ÔACKGRÛUNO RUNS AT THIS 
EXPECT FIRST C ARD TO AU READ IN 
IF ( ICARDL - 1) 3,4,5 
3 IF (INUl - 5) 5,60,5 60 IrtN = 1 
CC TO 10 
5 WRITtti,?} I\Ol 
7 FCRMAT(* INni WAS',14,'AT 3 IN *AIN') 
GO T:l ?. 
4 GU TO CO, 5,8, 6,6) , INHI 
T;Î 10 TU SUM THINGS UP AT ONF ENERGY 
AND 6 IS THE FINAL PART OF THF PROGRAMS, PLOT, FTC. 
8 WRITS(j,9) INf/l 
9 FORMAT!' INOI WAS',14,'AT 4 IN MAIN') 
GU TU 2 
NOW COMPUTE YIELDS FUR A RUN SET, A NO PRINT GUT 4cSU)TS 
10 y.lN = JRUN * 1 
MAX = Jf^G • JRUN 
0C7OL= i,e 
70 SUM(L) = 0.0 
FIND CtJRKECTEO VALUES rûP Rl,R2,PT 
CORRECTED FOR G.G.,SAMPLE ABSHRPT inN,BE^M INTENSITY IF r J h\r t ^  
S.0064 OU 71 L = I,JRUN 
C 
C SUMîi) IS R1 
L SUX(2I IS R2 
C SUM(3) US ORl 
C SUM(4) IS nR2 
m tn 1/1 (/%(/»(/, 
•  * *  • • «  • • « • • • • • » • « « •  
O O O  o o o  O O O O C C O & O O O O O  J-» I— ^ r« o ^  O O O O O O 
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o 
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c ® a-
•n II f- VI 
-n 
-4 II 0> 
• « ^  c -
;  r  C 2 r-uv — 
> 2 C 
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?§ 
m 
S, 
gz 
gs 
isi 
i l l  
o 
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s.o;iI 
s.oiii 
S.OII 3 
S. JI 1 4 
s.o::i 
s. 011 o 
S.0117 
s.o lid 
S.Oll') 
RlNRr = <1NET - SUM(l)/Ji5G 
KZNc r = R2NET - SUM(2)/JfiG 
HTNrT = KTr:rT - SUMI 5) /J8G ËB1S = suHi3)/(j8c - ssariauji) 
i;B2S = SUM( 41 /(JBG * SS«T(RGJ)I 
fcBTS = SUM(6) /(JdG « SSRT(BGJÎ) 
URINET = SORTI DR1NET«*2 + E31S*«?) 
iJR2NET = SOKTS 0R2NFT*«2 * EB2S**21 
DRTNEr = SORT! DRTNi"T»»2 + EB"S«*21 
WRITE DUT CURRl-NI VALUES AS A CHECK 
5.0120 
5.0121 
S.0122 
S.01J3 
5.0124 
5.0125 
S. Oi 2i 
S.0127 
S.012tl 
S.0129 
S.Û130 
WRITE (3 ,S0) R1NET,0R1N£T,R2NET ,r)R2\ET , RTKEl , DR2NET 
40 FORMATI/' RINET*,F10.3,10X,«DRINET-,Fi0.3/ 
X • R2NET',F10.3,10X,«DR2NcT',F10.3/ 
X ' ÛTNET'.F10.3.lOX.'DRTMET',F10.3) 
F I NO Y'S 
ENERGY = DATAI 1.21 
CALL RES PI nos EN.ENERGY) 
FAC = 58.O»T!MEN/DOSEN 
YlELl = R1NFT*FAC 
YIEL2 = R2NET»FAC 
YIFLT = RTNET«FAC 
ERR I = IURINET/RINETi»YI6Ll 
ERR2 = IOR2NSr/R2.NET )eYIKL2 
hRHT = IDRTNET/RTNBT>*YIELT 
RECORD RESULTS 
s.o: 3 i  
S.oi 32 
S.0133 
S.O:34 
S.o:35 
5.0136 
5.0137 
S.0 13M 
5.0139 
5.0140 
5.0141 
5.0142 
L = IFIXI 
dUFIL.l) = 
8UFIL.2I = 
3UrlL,3) = 
aUF|L,4) = 
BUFIL.b) = 
oUFIL.ft) = 
SUFI L, 7) = 
HUFIL.B) = 
WRITE I 3,93) 
POINT + 0.1 ) 
DATAI 1,1) 
DATAI 1,2) 
Y lELl 
cRRl 
Y IEL2 
ÇRR2 
YIELT 
ERRT lauFIL,K),K = 1 8 )  
93 FORMAT!/' DATA SFT:'/F12.O.F12.2,1P6E12.3) 
IFI IFIN ) 2,2,6 
COMPLETES A SET OF CARDS AT ONE ENERGY 
S.o:43 
S.o144 
S.Û14S 
5.0146 
5.0147 
5.0148 
5.0149 
5.0150 
5.0151 
FINAL SUMMARY OF DATA FOLLOWS 
6 CONTINUE 
MAX = IrIXIPÛINT *0.1) 
SAYT = SAYT + 81IFIK,7) 
WRITE! 3, 94) MAX 
94 FORMAT I • 1.NUMBER OF SETS WILL BE ',14) 
WRIT£I3,49) 
49 FORMAT!' RUN ENERG Y ' , 1IX, ' Y1 • , 12x, ' DYl • , 1 3X, ' y2 ' . 1 ? x , • r)Y2 • , 
X 13X,'YT',i2x, '0YT') 
MIN = 1 
ENER = MUFI 1,2) 
197 
s. J152 
S.J15J 
S.015-. 
S.olS-j 
S.015a 
5.0157 
5.0156 
S.0159 
S.oloo 
S.OiPl 
S.0162 
5.0103 
5.0104 
S.0165 S.ulo6 
5.0167 
S.016D 
5.0169 
5.0170 
5.0171 
5.0172 
5.0173 
5.0174 
5.0175 
5.0176 
5.0177 
5.0178 
5.0179 
S.OleO 
5.0131 
5 .0 • S2 
5.01.13 
S.01A4 
S.0135 
5.0166 
S.01a7 
5.01(1» 
S.018V 
C ENhUGv UF FIHST SET 
NUM = 0 
C NUM WILL COUNT NUMMEK HF SETS AT THIS FNEKGV 
IDATA = 0 
C lOATA WILL COUNT THE UIFFHKENT ENERGIES 
C HERE WE WRITE OUT ALL D&TA PUINTS 
WRI TE I 3, 1 il IlSUFlLtMltM = 1 ,HI ,L = UMAX) 
13 FORMAT! F6.0.1PFÔ.I,:P6E1S.4) 
C MAX WILL BE THE MAXIMUM VALUE FOR IDATA 
36 LUATA = I  DATA • I  
r.( i 20 K = MIN,400 
IF t bUF(K,2) - ENEK - 0.11 22,22.21 
P.7 IF(U0K/<,2)) 120,121,120 
120 CUNTINUL 
NUM = NUM * 1 
20 CllMTlNUS 
121 NUM = MAX 
21 SAVl = 0.0 
5AY2 = 0.0 SAYT =0.0 
SCAYl = 0.0 
5DAY2 = 0.0 
SnAYT = 0.0 
no 23 K = MIN,NUM 
SAYl = SAYl + BUF(K,31 
SAY2 = SAY2 + aUF(K,5l 
SAYT = SAYT • HUFIK,71 
C 
C FIND SUM JS SQUARES OF STATISTICAL DEVIATIONS OF Y'S 
C 
SOiYT = SDAYT T. BUF(K,81»»2 
SDAYl = SOAYl » BUrlK,41*»2 
23 S0AY2 = SDAY2 + KUF(K,h)»»2 
I = NUM - MIN * 1 
F = NUM - MIN «• 1 
c  
C Y AVER 
C 
GM 1 OAT A, 11 = SAYl/F 
GNt: DATA,3) = SAY2/F 
GNdOATA.S) = SAYT/F 
C 
C S(DY1»»? 
B1 = SDAYl 
rt2 = SJAY2 
m = SUAYT 
GNtlDATA,2) = SURTI R1 1/ (SORT(F) • SSRT(Fl) 
GN(I0ATA.4I = SORTI B2 )/ (SORT(F! • SSRT(FI) 
GN(I0ATA,6) = SOKTI HT I / (SORT(F)«SSKT(F)) 
EN = BUF(M!N,2) 
GN(I DATA,101 = EN 
C 
C GET EPSILON FOR G-N AND G-2N 
C 
C 
C A1 .A2, AT SUM OF SOUAKES OF DIFF , AVER Y AND INDIVIDUAL Y'S F"'-' C N t  i - T . V  
C GNtlLiATA, 2 4 61 A«e SUM OF SO OF cRROKS FROM ANALYSIS 
C GN(IDATA, 1 3 51 ARc AVERAGE YIELDS FOK THE FNFRGY 
C 
5.0190 A1 = 0.0 
19:0 
i.ol -il 
S. 01',J 
A ? = 0. •> 
AT = 0.0 
SI  VAV -  VI  1»»2  
S.OM j 
S.oi';^ 
S.0195 
S.OlVo 
L IU  24  K  =  
Al 
A r 
= Al 
= AT 
2» A2 = A2 
11.^, NOM 
HIM IDATA, 1 I 
(CN(:UATA,9I 
(GM lOATA. 31 
8lJI-(K,3i )'*2 
3IJr(K,n 1*«2 
SUFCK.S) !•»?. 
5. J197 
S.ul<)n 5.0 199 
5.0200 
5.0201 
5.0202 
S. 0^03 
5.0204 
5.0205 
S.020e. 
S.0207 
S, 0206 
S.0200 
S. 0210 
S.0211 
EPSILONS 
GN( IÛATA , n  = (Al - n n / 1  I  F*GNI  LOATA,  L  I  JE»? !  
GMIUATA.A I  = ( A2 - B2)/( (F»GN(  IDATA,3  n « » 2  )  
GNtlL)ATA,9l = UT - RT)/( <F*GN( IOATA, 5 n »»2 )  
GM lOATA, Il I = F 
IK MAX - NIJM 1 26,26,27 
27 MIN = NU M <• 1 
ENEK = BUF(MIN,2) 
GU TU 36 
26 wR!Tc(3,ii0) 
130  FORMAT I ' L • )  
IfsOIVIOUAl. DA1A SETS ARE COMPLETED SU WRITE THEM OUT 
WRlTEi3,2.i) 1(GN(K,L),L = l,10),K = l.IOATAI 
28 FCIKMA T( / / / , 6X ,  -GAM-N' ,6X ,• ËR,G -N' ,hx, ' GAM-2N'. Ax, ' FP R,-2 •, 7x 
X «GAM-T*.4X. 'ER,GAM-T>,5x, 'EPS,G-N',4X,'EPS,G-2N'. 
X -jx , < fcPSf G-T',4X, «ENFR'/ 
X (1P10Ê12. 31 )  
AEL =  0 .0  
AE2 =0 .0  
ACT =  0 .0  
S. 02 13 5.0214 
5.0215 
5.0216 $.02:7 
S.C2ia 
5.0219 
5.0220 
5.0221 
5.0222 
5.0223 
5.0224 
5.0225 
5.0226 
5.0227 
S.022a 
SUM RUNS FROM 3 H=Pf, Sn THAT 
EPS ILUN FIGURED fOM POINTS 
OVER 15 MCV 
TOTW = 0.0 
00 104 K = 3,1OATA 
TOIn = TUTW + GNtK,Il) 
AEl = AEl • GNtK, ri *GN(i<,ll I 
AE2 = AE2 • GN(K.8I«GN(K,11I 
104 AET = AtT • GN<K,9)»GN<K,111 
AEl = AEl/TOTW 
AE2 = AE2/TnTW 
AET = AFT/TOTW 
XRITEC 3,122) 
l>2 FURMATI///' EPSÎLONS AV. ABOVE 15 MEV"I 
rtRITEi3.105) AE1,AE2,AET 
105 FORMAT!//' AV EPS 1*,IPE15.2/ 
X • AV EPS 2',:PE15.2/ 
X • AV EPS T«,1PE15.71 
Af = AEl 
«RITE(3,125) AE 
125 FORMAT!/' AVERAGE EPSILON = ',F10.61 
EPSILON USED IS FVFKAGI- f-PSIIf.i. 
FOR G-l AND G-T 
OC 123 K = l , lOATA 
Kj N' rv N» rvj M rj f\j fv rj fv fv> fo fv: rv) nj Ni < 00*0 o-l o^cc-jO'W>^u>iv^-o W. -TU. rsj i  
(/% (/> trt t/i trt t/1 5/» S s s (/) lA 
o c o o c o c. N> N> fO Ni fO »•- K "i fv N. t; VJl U* -I' T- ^ -T ^ -f 
• -V a e u 4" % •- C >c a 0 K C 
"U w 0- N 
CO -J y *-• r c fo 
on < O O •< c o •< c o -< u n < 5 < o n •< 5 o X % s o *n t r. o o m n -o > -o > c > -O > c > o > c > O O > C -4 T O PJ D 3» C rj 3 C O c o r ^  n ;*» r ?; r /» r 7i r 7. Cj o z O JU PO — z % p. 75 A5 X ;c T. z ui r V/i p vn r Ui r 01 r in r vr r c fv VJ> c *0 « 2 -4 m X o 2 -4 < < < < < < < o oc -g II M -i o II o > m z « X > n; rr > O II CJ O II C' c o II c. H z % —1 «— pç 7: ?i — -H 
^ ^ ^ 
T' ?C ?: 73 X %  ^ yo PC 7. ;o o z c > <-* U» O m • > o > o > o r» o r* c > CÎ *> o C o r* Cl O t» * O m \r. > II "O Z II "0 z II V z II 5 z II "V z II V z II •0 z 11 "O z II )) z il > v X •u N» 2 * > "s IV ^ I ^  X I " X I X I X II -i c -w O 1 C. 2 • o ÎC >w 
r- ?«; Z: y. 75 7^  r- m M -1 > 1 II Il II Il II * 2 * ^ 3 4  - 2 -* :t 
-
• 3: :s - z n -y 
3 > X > % > V. 1 > xp 3 > 3 :» 3 J> z -< 2 N vT -4 1 ^ > X »- > X > X > X f X > X m » z Ci z o —* H' X - . X • X " X ' X X « o X cr t' - Z ^  z Ci en X 4 X 1 X + X X 1 X X tsi — O •O > X m ? Zi — X 
< C X » * y K C> < o < c. < < c < C> < 7C • " Wî - u? * Z « z 2 z z -< • X rn 0- fsj W -« W rr w y: 3 « 7". •• pi ?. a Z • ^ « N. 2 m -g « <•> m Ç> 7) < Ci I o » *n 7: •0 z r- -1 o c 3 in O 2 2 C5 X " m m -< 1 i r- Z ?: >v X Pi Il 7> D o o n • HZ o c w o - (/» > w o z II n "• o a > >0 o o •— v> r- X 2 z O ^  H * — r* o -g n ^ c « 3 2 V* z fv ^ Z o m X - * z o -< 
- o 
> n -4 s 
o 
> o 
- z H 3 
ÎC 
C r. 
z z z 
7 7i 
lA (/» c C O A: X 
et C. Cî 2 Z 2 
7: r-
Ni 
* % 
« TV 
• * • 
> :«• T «T 
« «t O n C. 
z z Z 
A A 
200 
S. 
S. 
s. 
s. 
s. 
s. 
s. 
5. 
S. 
s. 
s. 
s. 
0 2 8 1  
0282 
0233 
0284 
0235 
0286 
0287 
0288 
0289 
0290 
0291 
0292 
5 9  Y i K )  =  G N ( K , 5 ]  -  G N ( K , 6 )  
CALL GRAPH(MAX vX ,Y ,3 , 7 T 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 T 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 » 0 )  
00 211 K = 1,lOÂTA 
c N D  O F  
G N ( K  , 1 )  
GN{K,2) 
GN{K,3 } 
GN(K,4) 
GN(K ,5) 
211 GN(K,6! 
210 CONTINU! 
STOP 
END 
' SIZE 
COW:- IL AT ION MAIN 
CGHPlLATiUN TIME 
C O R Y { K , 1 )  
CORY(K,2) 
CORY(K,3) 
CORY{K,4) 
CORYCK,5: 
C0RY{K,6) 
Or COMMON 00000 PROGRAM 29126 
WAS 0007.01 SECONDS 
201 
: su lUS.v KtS SPiJLiLtl) HPS FORTRAN 
ôtGIi\ COMPILAT! ON 
S.0001 
S.0002 
S.oooj 
S. 0 0 0 4  
s.0003 
S . 0 0 0 6  
S. 0 0 0 7  
S.OOOH 
S.OOOJ 
S. 0 0 1 0  
s .0011  
s .0012  
5.0013 
5.0014 
s .0015  
S.oolo 
s .0017  
S.oois 
5.0014 
s .0020  
s .0021  
s .0022  
s.0023 
s .002 t  
S.002S 
S.002A 
S.0027 
S.0024 
5.0029 
5.0030 
5.0031 
5.0032 
5.0033 
5.0034 
5.0035 
5.0036 
5.0037 
S.0030 
5.0039 
5.0040 
s.0041 
s.0042 
s.0043 
S.0044 
s. 0045 
5.0046 
5.0047 
S.004a 
SUIlrliJlJI INF Rf.AOINI JRIJN.JBG, J . OATA, !Ni>i , NPUN , S T 1M( , l-f,i ^ I 
X iJlJk.flJI TK .lU ,k2 .RT, IN02. ICAKDi .ORl ,!)R2 ,01- r , vi, nvl , v2 ,ny? , 
X IND3 , ICARI)21 
UIMFNSUJN OATAI 10,11) 
IKjUitLE PRFCISION RI, H2 , DR 1, DR2 
IF I INin I 40,40,41 
40 Ii\31 = S 
rts;n;K.\ 
41 CÛNTINUF 
GO lu (20,2,3,2,41 , INin 
2 WRITttJ,5l INOl 
5 FURHATC INOl SET r:j«,I4,*AT START OF READ IN milJT l'Il • I 
INOl = 3 
RETURN 
4 RETURN 
3 RE AD I 1,6) INDl.NRUN,STIHE,ENER,DOSE,OUR,BJ 1TR,R1T, 
X INU2,ICARUl 
6 FaRMAT(I2.16,F7.0,F5.2.F7.3,F6.1,F5.3,1PE13.6. 
X IPclJ.A, lPfcl5.6, 12, ID 
IF (ICARUl - 1) 10,11,10 
10 WR!TE(3,12I ICAROl 
12 FURHAfi* WRONG CAR!) AT 10 IN REAOIN, ICAROl WAS*, 14) 
INOl = 3 
RE TIIKN 
11 CONTINUE 
1 CONTINUE 
IF IINOl - 5) 8.7,8 
7 WRITE!3,9) INOl 
9 FURHATC INOl SET TO',14,«AT 7 IN REA.3IN ROUT INI: ' ) 
RETURN 
fl CONTINUE 
READ SECOND CARD 
20 R£AD!1,13) DRl,DR2.DRT,Yl,0vi,V2,DY?,r<03.ICA30? 
13 FURMAT|lx,lP7E11.4.11,11) 
;F(ICARD2 - 21 50,31,30 
30 mR:TE(3,32) ICARD2 
32 FORHATC WRONG CARD AT 30 IN RE AO IN , WAS', 14) 
INOl = 3 
RETURN 
31 CONTINUE 
JRUN = JRUN • 1 
J = J * 1 
DATA! J,1 ) •= NRUN 
DATAIJ.Z) = E\=R 
DATAI J.3) = DÛSF 
0ATA(J,4) = DUR 
DATAU,5) = SNGL(Rl) 
DA TA (J, 6) = SNGL<0R1) 
DATA: J, 7) = SNGL<R2) 
DATA(J,S) = SNGL<DR2) 
DATA!J,91 = RT 
DATA!J,10) = ORT 
i)ATA(J,ll) = J 
READ IN A NEW FIRST CARD 
2 f» U> t/l I/» 
O c o o 
c o o c c 
^ o 
OC. 
H —» 
n a « 2 Çj n 
z g 2 C b c :.- y o %i C3 3. c* z -« C3 *> — 
c 
« X 
t z c M 
> 11 
3 ?r 
X 2 > 
o c 3 n X' 
o z > c 
o 
w 
o O 
W O 
2 2 
g 
2 -O m O T Î» 
V» O 3 
^ c V c a ( 
• O J» 
r zy. , 
» o r. c 
• r- r- r 
3 c_ c n J. " T j; — : ? c M' y c % f  I  
1 II C' z —4 o * *" 
^ II » X > n* — 
jj m "*)*,% rZi 
n » ! > a ; 
XT. ~ t, -
:  z  c :  = % T X 
ï V* »- > i* 
isi 
ÎO  
I S U  D I S K  R E S  S P O O L E D  B P S  F O R T R A N  
B E G I N  C O M P I L A T I O N  
S . 0 0 0 1  
S . 0 0 0 2  
S . 0 Û 0 3  
S . 0  0  0 4  
5 . 0 0 0 5  
5.0006 
5.0007 
S . O O O S  
S . O C O Q  
5.0010 
5.0011 
5 . 0 0 1 2  
C 
C 
c 
S U B R O U T I N E  A B S C A R ( E N E R G Y , D a S E , B G D O S c )  
C O R R E C T  F O R  S A M P L E  A S S O R B T I O N  I N  C A R B O N  
l E N  =  E N E R G Y  - s -  0 . 1  
I F  (  I  E N  -  2 5  }  1 , 2 , 2  
A 3  =  - I . 0 « { . 1 3 5 / 3 2 . 5 ) « E N E R G Y  
A G  =  A B / 2 . 0  
GO TO 3 
Â B  =  0 . 0 8  
A 3  =  A B / 2 . 0  
D O S E  =  D O S E  /  (  I . O  -  A B  
3 G O O S E  =  0 0 S S * ( 1 . 0  -  A B S  
R E T U R N  
END 
S I Z E  O F  C O M M O N  0 0 0 0 0  
E N D  O F  C G M P  i . L A T  I O N  A B S C A R  
C O M P I L A T I O N  T l f ' . E  W A S  0 0  0 0 . 7 3  
1 
2 
3 
+  . 1 8 5  
) 
/  ( 1 . 0  :2 .0 }*Ad ) 
P R O G R A M  0 0 4 2 4  
S E C O N D S  
I S O  D I S K  R E S  S P O O L E D  B P S  F O R T R A N  
B E G I N  C O M P I L A T I O N  
S . O O O i  
S . 0 0 0 2  
SOOÛ03 
S . 0  0  0 4  
S  . 0 0 0 5  
S-0006 
S . 0 0 0 7  
s.0008 
S »  0 0 0 9  
s .0010  
s . 0 0 1 1  
s .0012  
s . 0 0 1 3  
c 
c 
c 
S U B R O U T I N E  A B S T E F { E N E R G Y , D O S E » R D O S  E )  
C O R R E C T  F O R  A S S C R 3 T I Û N  I N  T H E  T E F L O N  
I  E N  =  E N E R G Y  +  0 . 1  
I F  H E I M  -  3 0 )  1 , 2 , 2  
1  A S  =  - 1 . 0 « ( . 1 2 1 / 2  7 . 5 ) « E N E R G Y  +  0 . 3 2 1  
A 3  =  A f O / 2 . 0  
G O  T O  3  
2  A 3  =  0 . 1 9  
A B  =  A B / 2 . 0  
G O  T O  3  
3  D O S E  =  D O S E  /  (  1 . 0  -  A 5  }  
R D O S E  =  D O S E * { 1 . 0  -  A B )  /  ( 1 . 0  -  ( 2 . 0 ) * A B )  
R E T U R N  
END 
S I Z E  O F  C O M M O N  0 0 0 0 0  P R O G R A M  0 0 4 3 0  
E N D  O F  C O M P I L A T I O N  A B S T E F  
COMPILATION TIME WAS 0000.73 SECONDS 
205 
I S U  D I S K  R E S  S P O O L E D  b P S  F O R T R A N  
BEGIN COMPILATION 
S.OOOI 
c  
c  
c  
c  
FUNCTION SSRT(r)  
RVALU.\TF. SORT (  
F . IS A POS INT 
S . 0 0 0 2  I F ( F )  1 , 1 , 2  
S . 0 Û 0 3  i  W R I T E ( 3 , 3 )  F  
5 . 0 0 0 4  3  F O R M A T ( / '  F U N C T I O N  S S R T ,  F  =  ' . I P E I o . Z i  
5 . 0 0 0 5  S S R T  =  F  
Ô . 0 Û 0 6  R E T U R N  
S .  0 0 0 7  2  I F  (  F  -  2 . i s )  4 , 4 , 5  
5 . 0 0 0 8  4  S S R T  =  1 . 0  
5 . 0 0 0 9  R E T U R N  
5 . 0 0 1 0  5  S S R T  =  S O K T (  F  -  1 . 0  >  
5 . 0 0 1 1  R E T U R N  
5 . 0 0 1 2  E N D  
S I Z E  O F  C O M M O N  0 0 0 0 0  P R O G R A M  0 0 4 1 2  
E N O  O F  C U r - S P I L  A T i O N  S S R T  
C O M P I L A T I O N  T I M E  W A S  0 0 0 0 . 7 6  S E C O N D S  
20G 
I S U  D I S K  R E S  S P O O L E D  B P S  F O R T R A N  
B E G I N  C O M P I L A T I O N  
S . 0 0 0 1  S U B R O U T I N E  R E S P ( D O S E , F N E P G Y )  
u 
c 
c 
c 
R O U T I N E  F O R  R E S P O N S E  O F  N . B . S .  C H A M B E R  
F A C T O R  O F  0 . 6 0 6  F O R  U S E  O F  N . B . S .  J R .  C H A M t i f c l  
D O S E  I S  R E T U R N E D  I N  M E V  
S . 0 0 0 2  A  =  3 . 8 1 3  
S . 0 0 0 3  B  =  0 . 0 0 3 8  
S . 0 0 0 4  C  =  3 .  1 9 4  
S . 0 0 0 5  D  =  0 .  0 1 8 2  
S . 0 0 0 6  P  =  I . O E - I Q  
S . 0 0 0 7  C A P  =  1  . 1 2  2  
S . 0 0 0 3  I F  ( E N E R G Y  -  4 3 . 0 )  1 , 1 , 2  
5 . 0 0 0 9  1  F A C  =  {  A  +  B * E N E R G Y ) * P  
5 . 0 0 1 0  G O  T O  3  
5 . 0 0 1 1  2  F A C  =  (  C  +  
5 . 0 0 1 2  3  D O S E  =  D O S E  
5 . 0 0 1 3  D O S E  =  D O S E  
5 . 0 0 1 4  R E T U R N  
S . Û 0 I 5  E N D  
S I Z E  O F  C O M M O N  0 0 0 0 0  
E N D  U F  C U M P I L A T I O N  R E S P  
C O M P I L A T I O N  T I M E  W A S  0 0 0 0 . 7 6  S E C O N D S  
D # E N E R G Y )  *  p  
#  C A P  /  ( 1 0 . 0  *  F A C  
/  0.6 06 
P R O G R A M  0 0 3 7 6  
207 
I  S U  D I S K  K E S  S P O O L E D  B P S  F O R T R A N  
B E G I N  C U X P I L & T I O N  
S . O O O i  F U N C T I O N  F N H K F )  
C  
C  
C  
C  
F A C T O R :  N U M B E R  
S E T  T O  1  I F  I  
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